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Building Mississippi

Bricks, roughed with age, mortar in between.

Rustling leaves crunch beneath the feet of frenzied fans,
A grove of neatly spaced trees creates a haven for all below.
Columns, white and tall, reaching toward a pale blue sky.

Creaky, wooden floors have stood the test of time.
There in good times. There when people died.

New buildings. Shiny floors. Aplaceto sit.
A bite to eat. The room abuzz with the sound of hungry
studentstalking.
I
i
I

Old buildings. Tiny spiraled staircases.
Wide windows with white trim.

A tall bell tower and stained glass windows.

Floors of dorm rooms, cozy and small, home to one, home
to us all. The fountain bubbling behind. Rows and rows
of blooming buds. An oasis in the sun.

Building Mississippi

One arena, round and retro, where history was made.
Another, shiny and new, where cheers now erupt
from baskets made.

Renovations. Construction. Change happens, as we know.
But these buildings are the places where we learn,
live and grow.
From early spring as the flowers bloom to winter in the
cold. Summer in the sultry heat and fall with red and gold.
These buildings stand the test of time. We update.
We renovate. We graduate. We build.

Building Mississippi

This is what Building Mississippi means to us.
This is what Ole Miss means to us.
When choosing this year’s theme, Building Mississippi, we wanted
something to encapsulate the past, present and future. We wanted
something that focused on impact, both people and places.

We wanted this year's The Ole Miss to highlight members of the
Ole Miss family who have made and are making an impact on this
community. So turn the page and immerse yourself in the stories
to be told.
We hope you enjoy The Ole Miss 2018.
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Not only is Ole Miss an extraordinary
institution of higher learning, but it has
also been the breeding ground
of change in our nation. It is this reason
why the Lyceum, with its antebellum
architecture, is my favorite building...
the Lyceum is a monument of change
for the state of Mississippi and the
Nation and gives me hope that we will
continue to make strides to move closer
to a more moral and just society.

Tyler Yarbrough,

FRESHMAN

PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP MAJOR

FROM THE CHANCELLOR’S DESK
Dear Students,
We have had so much to celebrate in the 2017-2018 academic year, and I’m grateful to all of you - our
great student body - for making it possible! You’re the pulse of our community and the paramount focus of
our university’s mission. I especially want to congratulate the yearbook staff and Marisa Morrissette for her
fantastic leadership as editor.

As chancellor, I am constantly impressed from the excellence, leadership, and commitment displayed by
our student body. In fall 2017, we enrolled a 3,697-student freshman class with the highest-ever entering
GPA of 3.59. Our UM Common Reading Experience text, Just Mercy, inspired a series of engaging events
and brought author Bryan Stevenson, a lawyer and social justice advocate, to our campus as Convocation
speaker. In February 2018, we celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Black Student Union and hosted our
own campus TEDx talks, including two undergraduate speakers.
One of the most spirited changes during the year was the adoption of our new mascot, the Landshark
- a galvanizing symbol of our vitality and strength. I commend our student government for initiating the
successful and well-received change; your efforts reflected deep love for our institution and great care for
creating a positive image we can all rally around. Fins Up, Rebels!
On an institutional level, we introduced game-changing strategies and transformative initiatives that will
guide our future. We unveiled Flagship Forward, a strategic plan that outlines the four foundational pillars
we are building upon as Mississippi’s flagship university: academic excellence. From the strategic plan, we
launched Flagship Constellations - an innovative university-wide research initiative that brings together
faculty, staff, students, and partners to find solutions to grand challenges in the areas of big data, brain
wellness, community wellbeing, and disaster resilience.

In spring 2018, we unveiled contextualization plaques for a number of campus buildings and sites,
underscoring our commitment to learn and teach from our institution’s history, and by so doing to reaffirm
our campus as truly welcoming and inclusive. Finally, we unrolled our M Partner initiative, a collaboration
with communities in Mississippi to enhance quality of life - and give our students valuable learning
opportunities - by harnessing university talents and pursuing meaningful projects together. I hope you’ll
take note of these programs and the possibilities they hold for you while you continue your academic career
at Ole Miss - or, if you’re graduating in 2018, as new alumni who can bring insightful perspectives to the
university.
Thank you for all your contributions to our extraordinary university, for working hard in your academic
and extracurricular pursuits, and for upholding our Creed. And thank you for being true Rebels - for
making a difference, championing others, and moving our community forward. It’s a great time to be
part of Ole Miss! I hope you’ll look back upon the 2017-2018 school year as one that gave you a strong
foundation for a lifetime of leadership and success.
Sincerely yours.

Jeffrey S. Vitter
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A PROVOST WITH A
Passion
Story by Brittany Brown
Photo by Ariel Cobbert
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oel Wilkin has worked at the University of Mississippi
for nearly 22 years. He’s gone from a faculty member to
current provost and executive vice chancellor. Although
his position at the university has changed, his vision for
it has remained the same.
“I’ve changed a lot over that time,” Wilkin said. “However, the
thing that has not changed is my desire to help students succeed and
to look for opportunities for us, as a university, to make a difference
in the lives of people.”
Wilkin started as a clinical pharmacist and transitioned to teaching
in the school of pharmacy. He pursued a doctoral degree to become
a social scientist and scholar in addition to his work as a pharmacist.

N

Wilkin said he wanted to work collaboratively and became passionate
about figuring out ways to help others succeed.
“Both disciplines are about caring for people. Graduate school
helped me make that decision to go into academics,” Wilkin said.
Now as provost, Wilkin is the chief academic officer and works in
conjunction with Chancellor Vitter and all the vice chancellors. He
also works with the deans of all 11 schools and colleges at the univer
sity. Wilkin said he’s had a wonderful first year as provost and is hon
ored to work with a team of leaders.
“The team is committed to helping students, faculty, staff and the
university succeed. The university is its people,” Wilkin said. “Out
standing people make an outstanding university.”

Provost Noel Wilkin discusses the
contexualization of Lamar Hall with John
Neff, director of the Center for Civil War
Research after the UM History and Context
Plaques Ceremony on March 2,2018.

Photo by Marlee Crawford

Wilkin believes the university’s responsibility as a collabora
tive effort to lead the state to new heights and accomplishments.
He wants to motivate the university toward common goals and
encourage faculty, staff and students to embrace the vision of the
university we hope to become.
“We have a responsibility to our people to make that hap
pen,” Wilkin said. “That passion to see the university succeed is
what we call the Ole Miss family. The passion that connects us is
what we refer to as the ole miss community. We can’t underesti
mate power of passion of everyone’s role.”
Wilkin said that for many students, attending college is their
effort to develop as citizens, as educated people within their

fields and explore creativity in a community setting. Wilkin
embraces this mission as provost and wants to help students
transition to the next level.
“I see how teaching, research and service all connect and help
leverage creativity and passion in our people to help build Mis
sissippi,” Wilkin said.
Above all, Wilkin knows the power in the passionate stu
dents, faculty and staff at the University of Mississippi. The
university’s responsibility as the flagship institution is to utilize
creativity to contribute to a prosperous society, according to
Wilkin. He has worked with all people, from students to profes
sors, to create opportunities to improve the state.
“One of our greatest assets is creativity of our people. I think
that Mississippi is one of the most wonderful states in nation
in terms of passion, creativity of people and opportunities that
exist within the state,” Wilkin said. “I want to work together to
take full advantage of opportunities that exist as a result of our
working together.”

THE OLE MISS 2018
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THE INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE
Story by Asia Harden
Photos courtesy of the Maria Mulrooney

ne of the biggest tasks facing college
students is applying for internships.
Because it has become increasingly
important to gain career-related
experience for the common college graduate
enhance their resume and become more competitive
on the job market, the Ole Miss Career Center is
accessible to all students seeking aid.
Since there are many misconceptions about
internships, Internship Coordinator Maria Mulrooney
sums up the need-to-know basics.
“You don’t only have to intern once. You can have
three internships in college, if you want,” Mulrooney
said. “Just getting that experience and having that
on your resume, you are so much more likely to
get hired... versus somebody who just majored in
whatever but has hardly any experience. I would say

O
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[seek internships] anywhere from mid-sophomore to
your senior year of college.”
If this sounds like a lot to handle, the Career
Center can guide you through this challenging
to
process. The first step is figuring out what you want.
Whether that’s your ideal location or specific field of
interest, this basic knowledge can narrow down your
search and make your time at the Center Center more
effective.
According to Mulrooney, the best source for Ole
Miss students is Handshake, because its exclusive
offerings for Ole Miss students alone make it
less competitive than other potential internship
opportunities.
“I always tell students to start off with Handshake,
which is a new platform that we started this year at
the Career Center,” Mulrooney said. “It has part-time

LEFT: Maria Mulrooney, Career Center Internship Coordinator, arrived at Cornell University in May 2017. Mulrooney now helps Ole Miss students
find internships. RIGHT: Mulrooney with four residential community advisors, Jared Gallina, Tricia Mawn-Mahlau, Ben Rubin ans Natalie Bonilla,
that she supervised while apart of Cornell’s Summer College program.

and full-time jobs and internships. Everything listed
on Handshake is only offered to Ole Miss students,”
Handshake is a website that students can gain
access to by visiting www.olemiss.joinhandshake.com
and confirming their Ole Miss email address. Just
like on platforms like LinkedIn, students can update
their account, attach documents, and browse for
internship and job opportunities. However, the reason
why Handshake is beneficial is that the listings are
exclusively for Ole Miss students.
During the internship process, Courtney Wyman, a
senior risk management and insurance major, says the
most important thing is to not get discouraged.
“Keep trying,” Wyman said. “Even if you don’t
succeed the first time, there are tons of companies and
internships available out there that you can do.”
Wyman understands the importance of exploring
your field and went on to say that her internship
in London, England with Besso Limited Insurance
Group solidified what she wants to pursue after
college.

Lauren Voigt, a senior Business Management major,
also enjoyed her recent summer internship with a
startup tech company called Weave in Utah. Her
biggest advice regarding internships is to: “Starting
looking for them early. If you’re looking in March,
you’re too late for a lot of them. Start looking for
them in the fall semester.”
As Wyman suggested, Voigt also agrees that many
“no’s” are in involved in the internship process
because it is likely one’s first step into their industry
of interest. Furthermore, Voigt advises to make the
most out of your internships and other professional
endeavors through networking because professional
contacts can be a valuable aid in the future.
Ultimately, when you’re looking forwards your
future, don’t forget about the great resources available
for students at the university. Whether you’re stuck
in the internship process, need interviewing tips, or
don’t even know where to begin, the Career Center is
a powerful tool to help you succeed in your internship
journey.
THE OLE MISS 2018
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The eclipse reached its
maximum coverage at
12:21 in Oxford, Mississippi,
August 21,2017.

Photo by Ariel Cobbert

THE GREAT ECLIPSE
LUNAR PHENOMENON DOMINATES FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL
Story by Rachel Long

ugust 21, 2017 was like any other first day of school at
glasses lenses, as if to test the eclipses ability to ruin their eyes. Others
Ole Miss, except for the telescopes and crowds of people
made their own version of eclipse viewing glasses out of a cereal box
gathered on campus to view the full solar eclipse that was and aluminum foil and carried it to their preferred viewing location.
going to occur at 12:21 pm. The last annular solar eclipse
As the time grew closer to 12:20 that afternoon, all across campus
happened on February 26, 1979, and this 2017 was one of the
few could be seen with their heads positioned to the sky awaiting
people
that has been visible to residents of Mississippi and other southern
the first glimpse of the eclipse. Some were not sure what they were
states.
looking for but just knew that they could not miss it.
Anticipation levels amongst students and staff rose throughout the
At 12:21, campus got slightly darker and the noise levels decreased
day as coverage of the event was on every news station and was the
as heads were turned toward the incredible solar event. People
main conversation throughout campus. That morning, students tried whispered to their neighbor asking for their glasses and a chance to
to get their hands on last minute solar eclipse glasses while professors witness the phenomenon. Snapchat was open on every phone in an
warned everyone not to look directly at the sun for fear of losing
effort to get the eclipse on people’s stories.
eyesight.
As the sun became visible again and the event came to a close,
Students waited for one of the few free pairs of eclipse glasses
everyone talked about what had happened and laughed about it if
that were being given away in front of the library. At noon that day,
they had missed the opportunity. Students then scrambled back to
students swarmed to the Grove, the Circle and around the James
class, professors went back to their offices and campus returned to a
Meredith statue to marvel at the eclipse. Science and Astrology
state of normalcy. Everyone went about the rest of their day getting
professors all stood together to discuss the technicality of the events
to say that an eclipse was the way they started off the new school
that created the eclipse. Some students tried to peek around their
year.

A
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University of Mississippi students gather outside of the J.D. Williams Library in Oxford, Miss., to view the more than 90 percent partial solar eclipse on Monday, August
21,2017, the first day of the fall semester. At about noon, the moon began its eclipse path, moving in front of the sun on its way to totality. Around 12:20 p.m., a total
solar eclipse - a minute and a half of darkness - was seen across the entire continental U.S. for the first time since 1932. From Oxford, the sun became a bright yellow
crescent for 90 seconds. Photos by Marlee Crawford
THE OLE MISS 2018
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THE BLACK STUDENT UNION:
CELEBRATING THE LEGACY
Story by Asia Harden
Photos by Devna Bose

Al-Malik Ra’shaad presents senior Makala McNeil the “Voice of Change” award at the 5th Annual Black Student Union Gala in the Gertrude C. Ford
ballroom at The Ole Miss Inn on Feb. 9,2018. McNeil’s presence has been strong on campus, throughout her college career as she has pushed for
progressive change to make the university more inclusive.
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BSU president Nekkita Beans and Brittany Brown present the “Giving Heart” award to Skylyn Irby at the 5th Annual Black Student Union Gala in
the Gertrude C. Ford ballroom at The Ole Miss Inn, Feb. 9,2018. Irby’s goal is to give back to others as much as she can.

career, she recognizes the role that BSU has played in it.
his year marks the 50 th anniversary of the Black
“I came to the University as a first generation college student.
Student Union (BSU) at the University of Mississippi.
I had grown up hearing all of the negative stories about the
This organization was originally started by a group
University, was scared and worried to say the least,” Beans said. “I
of African American students with the intent of
becoming more involved in campus decisions and their topimmediately found the BSU. I knew that I found a home. Within
this organization, I found people who looked like me who took
priority being to provide minority students with resources and
me under their wing, who shared the same fears and hesitations as
campus representation. Fifty years later, the core values of the
me...
It is because of the BSU that I have been blessed enough to
Black Student Union continue to hold significance.
travel, have a seat at the Chancellor’s table and most importantly
The organization has grown from that small group of founding
mentor other black students.”
students, and now strives to make huge efforts in enhancing the
To celebrate the 50th anniversary, the organization has hosted
lives of students on campus.
many
events throughout the year including a State of the Black
“Our mission is to stimulate the intellectual, political, cultural
Student Union address, the 3rd annual IAMBSU Week, the
and social growth of all University of Mississippi students,
“Living the Legacy” social media campaign and the 5th annual
primarily African-American students,” said Nekkita Beans,
Black History Month Gala.
President of the Black Student Union. “Through enriching
Many of these opportunities have allowed for BSU alumni to
experiences such as general meetings, programming, leadership
reconnect with the organization and share advice with current
and mentoring programs, we seek to educate ourselves and the
student members.
larger University of Mississippi community.”
The support from alum and current members has proven to
Through its mission, the Black Student Union has maintained
further
strengthen Beans’ hopes for the Black Student Union.
a flourishing community for African American students.
It has become Beans’ greatest hope that the legacy of the BSU
“At the core it’s here to provide a place for African American
continues to touch the lives of students and to reach many more
students, to provide a sense of belonging that they may not
milestones.
otherwise get it. Because of the BSU, we have students who stay
“I do not want the community that the BSU builds to end with
here and persist because of that involvement,” said Shawnboda
a degree, I would like for it to transcend the University grounds,”
Mead, BSU advisor and Director of the Center for Inclusion and
Beans said.
Cross Cultural Engagement. “The BSU has really played a role in
With fifty years of dedication to student enrichment and
having a voice for black students on campus.”
success, the Black Student Union remains true to its founding
BSU President Beans serves as a shining example of how the
goals, and past and future Ole Miss Rebels will continue to
BSU has had positive impacts on the college experience of many
celebrate its unique legacy.
African American students. As she looks back on her college

T
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LETTER FROM THE BSU PRESIDENT
Dear Students,

The students who joined together to organize what we now know as the Black Student Union longed
to see the day the University of Mississippi would not just tolerate their brown skin but truly embrace
the ideas and values that they brought to the institution. These students felt an overwhelming sense of
disconnection between their culture and their institution of choice. Initially the Black Student Union was
seen as a small group of radicals, but it quickly became a recognized and respected student organization
on campus. At the time, the mission of the organization was to offer black students at the university both
a sense of community and opportunities that they would not otherwise have (such as Associated Student
Body positions). Since its inception, I believe that University of Mississippi Black Student Union has
remained steadfast in its original mission while evolving to address the current needs of its members.
Today, Our mission is to stimulate the intellectual, political, cultural and social growth of all University of
Mississippi students, primarily black students, in hopes that awareness will spark action and ignite change
in our communities.
The Black Student Union is an organization with a rich history that has continually help keep the
University of Mississippi moving forward. There is no doubt in my mind that the extensive list of
accomplishments by this organization would not have been possible without the strong leadership as well as
support of the university community. With this year being the 50th year anniversary of the Black Student
Union becoming a registered student organization, I saw it fitting that the theme of the year be “Living
the Legacy.” Programming for this year has been centered around honoring the accomplishments and
achievements of past BSU presidents, executive officers, and members, while working to bridge the gap
between their legacy and our lives. I hope that this theme will serve as a reminder to current students that
each thing that they accomplish during their time here contributes to a much bigger legacy.

Servicing this organization has allowed me to continue the tradition of providing students with a positive
community of people who are familiar with the struggles of being a student of color at a predominantly
white institution. For myself and for many other students, the BSU has acted as a light in a dark tunnel.
It is my hope that for years to come the Black Student Union will remain an important change agent by
continuing to amplify the voices of black students. I hope that this organization will continue to push for
social, educational, and cultural initiatives at the University of Mississippi.

Nekkita Beans
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BUILDING
A STRONGER
INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNITY
Story by Jacqueline Knirnschild

ith a total of nearly 1,000
international students
this fall semester and
over ten thriving global
student or university organizations and
programs, Ole Miss is a prime setting to
bridge the gaps between different cultures.
One of the most active organizations
- the International and American Student
Alliance (IASA)- founded in 2015 by thenEnglish major, Kelly Slater, collaborated
with the Office of Global Engagement
in November to host ‘International
Education Month.’
Events included a Cuban dance company
residency, a film screening of ‘Yangtze Drift,’
Study Abroad information sessions, a World
Culture Showcase, 10-Minute Language
Lessons, Cultural Café, a Persian arts festival,
a Global Engagement Night and a Day of
the Dead celebration.
“International students each come from
32
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a different respective background, and we all
have something different that we can learn
from one another about how we see the
world and view daily life,” Slater said, who
is currently pursuing a master’s degree in
Teaching English as a Foreign Language.
Slater said as an undergraduate at Ole
Miss, he saw a need for more events that
would help international students really

experience American culture and build
friendships with American students. He felt
that such events and connections could be
best created through a student-led initiative.
IASA, which has eleven undergrad
executive board officers, hosts one to two
events per week such as bonfires at Lake
Puskus, football tailgates, board game/trivia
nights, Christmas parties/gift exchanges and

culture nights. IASA also has a program Conversation Partners - that pairs English
and foreign-language speaking students
together to practice for an hour each week.
“I enjoy getting to see international
students have the best possible experience
here in Oxford and the United States,”
Slater said. “I hope they enjoy themselves,
have a memorable, purposeful time here and
leave having met a lot of people.”
Surprisingly, Slater himself has never
left the country, but he really wants to
one day. For now, though, he said the UM
international community provides him
with plenty of exposure to the nations
of the world.
Without stepping a foot off campus,
Slater formed relationships with students
from China, India, Iran, Japan, Mexico and
many other countries.
But some students fail to take advantage
of this multiculturalism at Ole Miss.

“One challenge is getting domestic
students involved in these international
organizations,” Slater said.
Slater advises American students to be
aware of cultural differences but to look at
them as positives, not negatives, because you
can learn a new way of thinking about life.
On the flip-side, many international
students also find it difficult to put
themselves out there to make new friends.
Dynelle LeBlanc, a transfer student from
the Caribbean island nation of Dominica,
said that her first semester at Ole Miss was
tough because there was no one else from
her country.
“My first semester was absolutely horrible,”
LeBlanc, a senior major in economics and
managerial finance, said. “I tried to join as
many clubs as possible, but I still struggled
to make relationships with people.”
LeBlanc said adjusting to life at Ole Miss
was a lot harder than she expected and she
THE OLE MISS 2018
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went through terrible culture shock for
months at a time.
“In Dominica, we don’t have as much
racial tension as there is here,” LeBlanc
said. “I don’t think American students are
intentionally trying to avoid international
students, but they tend to stick to themselves
and people who look like themselves.”
In addition, LeBlanc said she thinks
that the ways American and international
students make friends are different since
most international students are clueless about
Greek life.
“A lot of Americans join Greek
organizations to make friends, but
international students don’t do that so much
because, to be honest, we don’t know what
the Greek thing is,” LeBlanc said.
Only when LeBlanc made a friend from
Nigeria who introduced her to the African
Caribbean Student Association did she begin
to feel comfortable at Ole Miss. She said
ACSA has 100 people on their mailing list

34
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but only about 20 or so active members.
This year, ACSA fundraised money for
hurricane Irma and Maria relief by selling
tropical snacks and hosting a dance clinic.
They also collaborated with the Alpha Kappa
Alpha (AKA) sorority and the NAACP to
host cultural nights.
“There are a lot of stereotypes in
Mississippi about everybody,” LeBlanc said.
“So, the ACSA night was one of the most
rewarding nights because we were really able
to share who we really are with people.”
In addition, LeBlanc hopes that she can
utilize the experiences she had during her
rocky start at Ole Miss to help improve
things for future international students.
“I think IASA has done a lot to get
international students more acquainted
with campus,” LeBlanc said. “Even if we
struggle to make American friends, we’re
making friends with people outside of our
countries and cultures - like I made a lot of
German and Nepalese friends. There’s a lot

more communication among international
students, and I think that makes the
experience better.”
LeBlanc agrees that American students
could follow AKA’s lead and get more
involved with IASA events. But she also
thinks that international student orientations
have improved significantly in the past year.
“I honestly believe that this year, the
Office of Global Engagement is doing as

Wiz

Khalifa
AT THE PAVILION

August 25, 2017
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LEFT & MIDDLE: Wiz Khalifa performs at the Pavilion on Friday, August 25,2017, wrapping up SAA’s Welcome Week. TOP: Ole Miss students dance to
Wiz Khalifa’s latest hits in the Pavilion. BOTTOM: Thousands of students filled the Pavilion. Photos by Ariel Cobbert
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Rebel Run
Story by Rachel Long
Photos by Ariel Cobbert

CLASS OF 2021

red haze of blurry t-shirts in front of them and all the
ervous laughter. Hell Yeah’s and Damn
while trying to catch a glimpse of their cheering family
Right’s. Snapchat stories and excited
in the stands. His or her feet finally hit the concrete after
whispers. The sudden burst of energy that
they finish the quickest run of their lives. They reach the
escapes as 1,837 freshmen crazily race
tunnel underneath the student section, as girls adjust
across 100 yards, holding on to earrings and shoes,
their dresses and skirts and guys jokingly slap each others
commemorating the moment with selfies - this is Rebel
backs in congratulations. As everyone settles in their
Run. The tradition celebrates its ten year anniversary as a
seat before the game, the new freshman class grabs their
part of the Ole Miss football season, allowing freshmen
pompoms and hook arms, participating in “Locking the
to run across Hollingsworth field with other members of
their class in a frenzy of 98 degree weather, church dresses Vaught” after their unofficial yet very athletic initiation as
new students. From the Grove, Locking the Vaught and
and slacks. This SAA and Ole Miss Athletics sponsored
singing the Alma Mater (if you stay #all60), the Rebel
event sets the stage for the freshman class as they
Run tradition also allows the freshman class to create
experience their second home football game as students.
memories with their peers and start their legacy as Ole
Before the September 9th football game against UT
Martin, freshmen are herded into the indoor practice
Miss students.
Lizzie Mooney, a freshman Rebel Run participant,
field and handed bright red t-shirts with the words
reminisces about her brother as a freshman participant.
“Rebel Run” and “Class of 2021” typed in bold print.
“Rebel Run is such a great tradition here at the university.
Girls start to wonder if it was smart to wear wedges,
My brother, Sam, who is a senior here, ran in Rebel Run
and guys push their way up to the front of the line to be
his freshman year. I still remember watching him from
the first ones out the door. After 30 minutes of anxious
the stands and seeing how much fun it was for him. This
waiting, SAA members lead the Class of 2021 to the
year, being a freshman myself and finally having my
gate where they will run towards the semi-empty student
turn to run across the Hollingsworth field, was so surreal
section that waits to be filled with their sweaty presence.
and something I will never forget.” Former students and
Beyond the gates, mothers frantically text their sons
upperclassmen who set the tone and the foundation for
and daughters with their cameras propped and ready.
Rebel Run created a fun and lively tradition that is now
With a final Hotty Toddy cry, freshman flood the field,
available to all freshman who wish to participate.
tripping over their peers as their eyes are filled with the

N

Hundreds of freshmen students sprint across the football field during the annual Rebel Run on September 9,2017.
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Homecoming
OCTOBER 14.2017
Photos by Ariel Cobbert

TOP: Homecoming queen, Christina Lawler walks across the football field during halftime of the Ole Miss vs. Vanderbilt homecoming game. Lawler’s
escort was ASB President Dion Kevin III. BOTTOM LEFT: Freshman homecoming maid Abbie Grant walks with escort and baseball representative
Thomas Dillard. BOTTOM RIGHT: Golf team member and freshman Macy Holliday is escorted by baseball player Grae Kessinger.
40
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TOP LEFT: Sophomore maid Scout Treadwell is escorted by baseball player Houston Roth. TOP RIGHT: Track and field sprinter Kaira Simmons is
escorted by basketball representative Marcanvis Hymon. MIDDLE LEFT: Junior maid Mary Payne Dillard is escorted by track and field representative
Emanuel Foster. MIDDLE RIGHT: Tennis player and junior maid Brooke Stevens is escorted by basketball representative Terence Davis Jr. BOTTOM
LEFT: Sprinter and senior maid Mercedes Mattix is escorted by basketball player Breein Tyree. BOTTOM RIGHT: Senior maid Madison Phillips is
escorted by track and field representative Brian Williams.
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TOP: Mr. Ole Miss Tucker Fox and Miss Ole Miss Savannah Smith wave to the crowd during the homecoming parade on October 13,2017.
BOTTOM: Maycee Scardino and other Rebelettes cheer as they walk in the homecoming parade around the Square. Photos by Ariel Cobbert
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TOP: Blair Wortsmith smiles to the crowd during the parade. BOTTOM LEFT: Chandler Tillman participates in the homecoming parade, riding the
Chi Omega and Alpha Tau Omega float. BOTTOM RIGHT: Gunnery Sergeant Anthony Caldwell marches with Ole Miss ROTC.
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BIGGEST EVENT OF THE YEAR
Story by Asia Harden
Photos courtesy of Thomas Gracing, UM Communications

he Big Event is a student-led organization
that hosts the largest day of service in
the state of Mississippi. The goal of the
organization is to give back to and promote
student volunteerism in the Oxford-Lafayette
community.
The purpose of the Big Event is to bridge the gap
between the university and the city of Oxford. This
organization primarily functions as one of Ole Miss's
way of saying "thank you."
"The Big Event is important to me because it is a
student organization that reaches beyond students
and beyond campus. Our day of service is a way to
say thank you to the Oxford community, and I think
everyone who plays a part in the day benefits from

T
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it," said Mary Morgan Coburn, co-director of the Big
Event along with Savannah Smith. "It is a great way
for the students and the community to connect and
come together, even if just for a day."
The Big Event relies heavily on volunteers from the
Ole Miss student population.
Bella St. Amant, co-director of Volunteer
Recruitment and Retention explained that the role
of her committee is to spread the word about this
volunteer opportunity to students through tabling,
presentations, social media, and other opportunities
to connect with students. She sees the importance of
the Big Event and wants to involve the UM student
population in giving back.
"Imagine you show up at your friends house, and

you crash on the couch for nine months," St. Amant
said. "You don't say thank you, you go back home,
and then you show up again. That's a great way to
think about how college students come to Oxford
and go to Ole Miss and to be in such a little bubble
and be separate from the community."
Additionally, many volunteers possess cherished
memories that lead them to return to the project year
after year.
"My sophomore year, I was a part of the projects
committee... It was just a regular February afternoon,
and I called a woman to talk about registering a
project for that year," Co-director Savannah Smith
recalled. "I had no idea the conversation that we were
about to have, but she ended up telling me about how

her husband had passed away a few years before the
Big Event came to Ole Miss and how she had a group
of students come to her house every year and help
her with a lot of what he used to do. It just showed
me the heart of this organization in its purest form."
Smith went on to explain how the Big Event is
impacting the students of the university, the OxfordLafayette community, and the state as a whole.
"It is instilling the idea of investing in our
communities and state into the hearts and minds of
our youth," Smith said. "It breaks down the walls
of the university and Oxford city communities
and allows thousands of students from all over the
country and world to serve members of the Oxford,
Mississippi community."
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A TALK WITH

Donald Cole
Story by Lee Catherine Collins
Photo by Ariel Cobbert

Donald Cole presents The Donald
Cole Award to Valeria Ross at the 5th
Annual Black Student Union Gala.

Photo by Devna Bose
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there were a few I would avoid. Their voices
ackson, Mississippi, in 1962. A sudden
weren’t as powerful when I returned as when I
“Shh” from the adults. He was just a
was a freshman here.”
young boy at the time, but Donald Cole
Today, Dr. Cole works with every level of the
stopped in his tracks. He watched the
university—students, professors, administratorstelevision broadcast, as the reporters announced
-to ensure that “those who look see a great,
in their stately voices, “the University of
public, American university.”
Mississippi has finally integrated!”
“Stuck in the sixties,” Cole said. “Unless a
Cole took a look at those faces; he thought
new memory is placed in their minds, that is
them to be “mean-looking” in the moment. He
how they will see us.”
thought to himself, “I would never want to go
Cole firmly supports Ole Miss. They have
to some place like that.”
been
through much together. He recognizes
“Never” proved to be longer than Cole
that the university was founded to maintain
originally thought. After graduating from an
all-black high school, Cole decided to attend the and permeate certain ideologies. It was founded
in a conservative state, but Cole’s lifetime
University of Mississippi after a campus visit.
demonstrates a change in truths.
In a time where most exemplary high school
“We have come to a different truth,” Cole
graduates like Cole chose to pursue higher
education out of state, Cole took comfort in the said. “Over the years, I have seen the university
be very consistent in its charge, permeate truth.”
fact that Ole Miss had been integrated for six
Today, Cole represents the university as
years.
Assistant Provost, Assistant to the Chancellor
“Unbeknownst to me, I was entering a place
for Multicultural Affairs, and an Associate
that was still very resistant, and the turmoil in
Professor. Cole also handles a variety of
the nation was reflected here,” Cole said.
responsibilities as he leads the Ronald McNair
In his freshman year, Cole participated in
civil rights demonstrations, which eventually led Program and the NSF Alliance for Minority
Participation. In addition, he also serves as
to his expulsion from the university.
co-director
for the Alliance for Graduate
“I came here looking for a degree, and I left
Education.
with a jail certificate,” he said, laughing.
Cole was excited about this year’s celebration
Cole attended Tougaloo College in Jackson,
of Black History Month on campus, which
Mississippi, to complete his degree. But when
included the Black Student Union’s 5th Annual
he was ready to pursue his doctorate, Cole
Black History Month Gala. At this event, many
returned to Ole Miss, despite his turbulent
awards were given to recognize people who
experience as an undergraduate.
stood out in unpopular or hard circumstances.
“I don’t know if I have ever asked myself,
One of these awards is named in honor of
don’t know if I have really answered that to
Dr. Cole and his commitment to making the
myself, why I returned,” Cole said. “But, I
University of Mississippi a better place.
hadn’t been a total failure before, so coming
“We will continue to honor people for their
here and falling so short was not characteristic
service
to this area,” Cole said, as he described
of me. Maybe I came back to redeem.”
the nature of the gala.
This time, the paper he received with his
Everyday, Cole wears one of those little, red
name on it was a diploma.
Lyceum
pins on his lapel. The kind that many
After a few years working in aerospace, Cole
university
employees do, but something about
was offered an invitation to return to Ole Miss
his is just different.
to work in an administrative position in 1993.
One cannot deny the irony in Dr. Donald
Although it may seem outlandish to think that
R.
Cole’s story, his tangled connections to
the very organization that once expelled him
The
University of Mississippi. The same place
would offer him a job, Cole only smiles when he
that rejected him welcomed him once more.
thinks of that time.
The
place he tasted failure became the place he
“As a freshman student, I knew people,” Cole
works
to better.
said. “There was never any hate that I had, but
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Brian Foster, Ph.D., speaks about the blues
during his segment at the TEDx event at the
Ford Center in Oxford, Miss., Feb. 3,2018.
Foster studies the sayings and actions of
African Americans in the United States.

MOMENTUM
Story by Allie Jones
Photos by Ariel Cobbert

open mindedness, as well as compassion.
n February 3, 2018, the 3rd annual
“Travel doesn’t necessarily mean leaving the country or even going
TEDxUniversityofMississippi was held in the Gertrude
far,” Andre said as she brought up the Magnolia Grove Monastery in
Castellow Ford Center for the Performing Arts. This year’s
Batesville, Mississippi.
theme was “MomentUM” which encapsulated creativity,
She encouraged the audience to become more aware of the cultures
second chances, travel, perspective, innovation, storytelling, and so
around
you.
much more.
“Live beyond your limits,” Andre said.
Before the event began, Drew Erwin, a singer songwriter out of
Oxford resident, Josh Horton, J.D., talked about criminal justice
Memphis, Tennessee, performed multiple songs to entertain the
reform, addiction recovery and substance abuse disorder.
audience as people trickled in.
Josh was someone who struggled with substance abuse and a criminal
The first speaker, Janet McCarty, an Oxford resident, started out the
record but fought through those obstacles and became a successful
event with her view on mentorship.
advocate for substance use disorder and criminal justice reform.
Owner and founder of Cotton’s Cafe, Janet discovered her mentor
“My journey should not be the exception, it should be the rule,”
in the strangest of places — in her dog Cotton. Through Cotton, Janet
Horton said.
realized the five major things needed to not only start a business but to
He founded the Southern Recovery Advocacy in Oxford, Mississippi,
live your best life.
which assists people struggling with addiction by providing them with
“Keep an open mind and stay open to unlikely mentors that can
housing, recovery, education and employment.
change your life,” Janet said.
Jacy Reese from Brooklyn, New York had a great deal to say about
The youngest speaker of the event, Elise Andre, an 8th grader at
animal farming and its effect on the planet. Animal farming pollutes the
Lafayette Middle School, began by telling the audience of her travels to
earth, is expensive, leads to diseases in not only humans but in animals,
Africa.
and is extremely inhumane.
She spoke on the ways in which travel and culture can positively
Although Jacy lives a vegan lifestyle, he wasn’t there to persuade the
affect your life. Travel and culture can result in creative problem solving,

O
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Eighth grader Elise Andra
speaks of her travels and how
exploring the world has given
her many opportunities while
expanding her knowledge on
the life of others during the
TEDx event at the Ford Center
in Oxford, Miss., Feb. 3,2018.

audience to go vegan. Instead, he wanted to inform everyone
about the ways in which “you can have your cow and eat
your beef, too.”
He talked about clean meat and the “beyond burger,”
both of which don’t require the inhumane acts brought on
by factory farming.
“Your own diet choice is only one way to make an
impact,” Jacy said.
Dr. Brian Foster, a sociology professor at Ole Miss,
showed the audience the power of storytelling. Dr. Foster
talked about the blues and its effect on the African American
community. He told the audience of his adventures to
Clarksdale, Mississippi and the thing he learned from
Rosalind Wilcocks. “I told you to go listen not go see,”
Wilcocks said to Dr. Foster in reference to going to hear the
blues.
He captured the audience with his poetic storytelling,
teaching one something without directly lecturing the
audience.

“It wasn’t just music; it was a lifestyle, a story to be told,”
Dr. Foster said.
Last but not least was Emily Frith, a graduate student at
The University of Mississippi.
“What is creativity?” Frith asked at the beginning of her
presentation. “Creativity is both the foundation and the
pinnacle of human progress.”
She spoke of divergent thinking which transforms
common things into so much more. By exercising we are
able to have more of those “A-ha!” moments of creativity.
She recommended taking a walk and exercise because
“exercise is good for the body AND the mind.”
In past years, we have seen “In Plain Sight” and
“Choice. Chance. Change,” but “MomentUM” was
the most successful TEDxUniversityofMississippi to
date with an audience of nearly 600 people. Overall,
TEDxUniversityofMississippi provided information,
encouragement and challenges to the audience.
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Ole Miss Theatre presents

CHICAGO
Story by Allie Jones
Photos by Victoria Hosey

wo murderous women, Roxie Hart and
Velma Kelly, were in the fight for fame.
With the help of Billy Flynn, Chicago’s
biggest hotshot lawyer, Hart and Kelly
became celebrity sensations overnight, but
could be Chicago’s hottest murderess.
The theatre was dark, but the lights on the stage
cast a red glow onto the audience. The scene was
set—Chicago, Illinois in the 1920s. From start to
finish, the Ole Miss Theatre’s rendition of “Chicago”
razzled and dazzled the audience with its lively
choreography and upbeat musical numbers.
Transfer student Lydia Myers played Velma Kelly,
a nightclub singer accused of murdering her sister
and her husband.
“I was the new girl to the department this year,”
Myers said. “I didn’t know a soul. When I saw the
cast list, I was absolutely shocked to see my name
beside ‘Velma Kelly.’ I was humbled, excited and I
felt so blessed to be a part of this all-star cast.”
Murder, music, drama—this production was top
notch! There wasn’t a dull moment in the entire
production.
The lights shone down on the actors never failing
to cast the perfect mood lighting. The use of black
light was awe-inspiring in “Mr. Cellophane.” The
stage was painted black; nothing could be seen other
than Amos’s white gloves, which showed just how
invisible poor Amos was.
Senior theatre student Riley McManus spoke of
how the show was staged. They went with a “side
show” type setup. By staging “Chicago” this way,
each number was able to be more cohesive in the
transitions. Actors interacted with the audience
members as if everyone was a part of the show.
Director Matt Wilson spoke highly of the cast
and crew, highlighting the juniors who were key
players in the production.

T
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“It is so rewarding to see how they have
progressed from freshmen,” Wilson said.
Wilson also put a spotlight on the stage manager,
Austyn Davis. Davis has had an all-encompassing
experience
as the stage manager—especially during
only
one
her time working on “Chicago.”
“Being a Stage Manager for the Theatre
Department has been one of the most challenging
and time consuming things I have ever endeavored
to do,” Davis said. “At times I felt like an over
glorified soccer mom (I had calendar pages with all
of my actors’ schedules and conflicts, I always had
snacks and Advil with me, and I had to ask them
to be quiet A LOT), but it has also been one of the
most rewarding experiences.”
If you ask anyone in the theatre department how
they would describe Ole Miss Theatre, they would
say, “We are a family.” Matt Wilson believes he has
some of the best students.
“Not one of these students has an ego,” Wilson
said. “They are all so wonderful and talented.”
Although the juniors held many of the major
roles in “Chicago,” the show could not have gone on
without the seniors. Senior theatre student Serenity
Jones agrees with McManus that the show would
not have been the same without the tireless efforts of
the cast and crew.
They recall the many nights spent working
together to perfect the show. This hard work could
be recognized in every aspect of the show from the
bedazzled costumes to the flawlessly executed dance
numbers.
Roxie Hart may not have been guilty, but Ole
Miss Theatre was guilty of producing another
amazing show. Despite the fact that “Chicago”
was such a big production, Ole Miss Theatre put
on many more productions this season including:
“Blithe Spirit,” “Zombie Prom” and “Macbeth.”

TOP LEFT: Elizabeth Burrowand Nicole Fava perform during “All I Care About.” TOP RIGHT: Kaelee Albritton and Joseph Strode perform
the song, “Tap Dance” during “Chicago” in Fulton Chapel, November 3-5,2017. MIDDLE LEFT: A member of the “Chicago’ chorus
performs during show. MIDDLE RIGHT: Nicole Fava, playing the role of Hunyak, sings “Cell Block Tango” in the Ole Miss production of
“Chicago.” BOTTOM: Lydia Myers, playing the role of Velma Kelly, performs “All That Jazz.”
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DANCING FDR THE KIDS
Story by Lee Catherine Collins
Photos by Ariel Cobbert

RebelTHON since its beginning in 2012.
f you are an Ole Miss student with
“Having children that have benefited
social media, you have probably
from Batson attend the annual event really
heard of RebelTHON. The
allows the Board and the dancers to see
countless posts asking for donations.
Photos and Snapchat stories from annualwhy they are on their feet for 12 hours
and why this event is so important to
Dance Marathons flood people’s feeds
every year. And everything is #ForTheKids, Mississippi,” Upshaw said. “Even though
everyone is literally exhausted at the end
but what exactly does that mean?
of the event, they know that they have
For those of you wondering how 12
had an impact on a family somewhere
hours of nonstop dancing translates into
in
the state.”
thousands of dollars of donations, the
In his years as a student volunteer and
story is inspirational. In cohorts with
now as an advisor to the organization,
the Children’s Miracle Network, Ole
Upshaw has witnessed the outpouring
Miss students pledge to raise money
of
support from thousands of students
for Blair E. Batson, Mississippi’s only
and donors. In its first year, RebelTHON
children’s hospital.
raised $25,409.73 for LeBonheur
There is a hierarchy to the 1,079 team
Children’s Hospital in Memphis,
members. Dancers pledge to raise a
Tennessee.
In the years since then, Upshaw
minimum of $100 before the date of the
has watched the organization grow
event, which grants them entry to the
exponentially as it transitioned to benefit
dance marathon. Chair members raise
Mississippi’s only children’s hospital,
$350, and board members raise $500 as
raising a total of $172,169 in 2017.
well as Vice Presidents of Membership,
This year’s donation goal was set at
Finance, Logistics and Communications.
$225,000 which was exceeded by over
College life is hectic, and it takes a
$40,000 on February 24 in the Tad
special cause to unite this many students.
Smith Coliseum.
Assistant Dean for Student Services,
“At the end of the dance marathon, our
Ryan Upshaw, has been involved with

I
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students hold up signs that reveal the total
amount raised by all of the dancers that
year,” said Hal Sullivan, Coordinator of
Student Affairs Programs. “After 12 hours
of dancing, there aren’t any strangers, and
I have never experienced a feeling quite
like the one in that room.”
The RebelTHON family also wants
to encourage new members to join its
ever-growing numbers, and they hope
to do that by opening community hours
between 6 and 9 p.m. Visitors will be
allowed to enter the Dance Marathon
and take part in the celebration for a $5
entrance fee.
With the proceeds going to help
children in need, RebelTHON breeds a
special kind of passion from those who
take part.
“The future starts with our children, and
if we cannot treat and serve our children,
we have no hope for a better future,” said
Brock Huerkamp, Vice President of
Communications. “By benefiting and
providing for such an important' piece of
Mississippi’s healthcare system, we are not
only helping Mississippi, we are ultimately
building Mississippi.”

the Fun in

FUNDRAISING
As Director of Accounting

for RebelTHON, Junior

Jack Sullivan knew he

needed to raise at least
$500 for his favorite chanty
event. He decided to track
his running each month,

challenging friends and
family to match each mile
to the dollar.
“The reason for all of that
running is because many of
the Batson kids might not

ever get the opportunity to
walk again,” Sullivan said.
RebelTHON participants

have“danced for those
who cannot” for many
years now, but Sullivan
hopes that future dancers
will consider a variety of

ways to raise awareness

and motivate donors.
“RebelTHON has really
opened my eyes to see
the tangible effect of
supporting Blair E. Batson,

and that literally puts
the ‘fun’ in ‘fundraising,’”

Sullivan said.

OPPOSITE: A student dances while wearing light-up shoes. RebelTHON participants must dance for 12 hours straight to
raise money for the Blair E. Batson Children’s hospital in Jackson, Miss. TOP: Senior Landon Chapman dances during
the dance-a-thon on Feb. 24th, 2017 in Tad Smith Coliseum. BOTTOM: RebelTHON student organizers hold up the final
donation count during the final hourof the event. RebelTHON exceeded their donation goal by over $40,000 and exceeded
last year’s donations by almost $100,000
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THE BEAUTY OF OLE MISS
Story by Alexis Lee
Photos by Ariel Cobbert

he title “Most Beautiful Campus in America” didn’t come in a week, a month or
even a year.
Jeff McManus, Director of Landscaping Services, and his crew of hard-working
employees have worked effortlessly for that title for the last 18 years and continue to
work at every day.
Robert Khayat and Jeff McManus had the dream of creating this beautiful campus and Jeff
has made that the goal of every person on his staff.
This begins when you walk through the door on your first day with Landscape University, a
class system that Jeff and his staff have created to make sure that every person understands what
is expected of them, not only on the job but also in their personal life. Jeff has created a family
environment within his staff, and he believes that is why they are so successful.
“People are like flowers, you have to take care of them in order for them to prosper,” Jeff
comments.
Together, Jeff and his staff have created their own “Landscape Creed” that they recite as a
group every Monday morning. It begins with:

T

"We, the Department of Landscape Services, are a team of hardworking individuals united

under onebanner and dedicated to inspiring others."
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The creed goes on to list the actions that the
staff will do every day and sets a standard of
accountability.
“The staff takes it personally,” said McManus.
Jeff has had a love for landscaping and all it
involves for as long as he can remember. He truly
understands the field and knows what it takes to
make a plant healthy from the inside out.
His goal now is to share his knowledge and
help educate his staff while also challenging
himself to learn new things. It is not hard to
make The University of Mississippi’s stately
architecture come to life.
“The buildings speak for themselves,” said
McManus. “Our job is to accent or complement the
focal point.”
Out of all the places on campus, Jeff’s personal favorite is the Circle. It
was modeled after the Greek culture as a place of study, and he loves the
peaceful, refreshing feeling you get when you are in there.
Students from all over the country come to visit our beautiful university
and leave with a lasting impression of the grounds and architecture. All of
that is thanks to Jeff McManus and the 25 individuals who put their heart
and soul into their work.
Without them, the University of Mississippi wouldn’t be the “Most
Beautiful Campus in America”.

“he buildings speak
T
for themselves. Our
job is to accentor
complement the focal
point.”
-- Jeff McManus
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John R. Neff, Associate Professor of History and Director of the Center for Civil War Research, delivers the Keynote Address during the UM History and Context
Plaques Ceremony at the Ford Center March 2,2018.

CONTEXTUALIZING
UNIVERSITY HISTORY
Story by Jacqueline Knirnschild & Blake Alsup
Photos by Marlee Crawford

he budding flowers, oak trees and chirping birds
of the spring make it easy to mask the uglier parts
of our university’s past - that is unless one pauses
to read the histories freshly inscribed in bronze.
These six new contextualization plaques — placed
at Longstreet Hall, George Hall, Lamar Hall, Barnard
Observatory, the stained-glass window in Ventress Hall
and on the circle near Croft Hall - have been in the works
since the summer of 2016 when Chancellor Jeffrey S. Vitter
founded the Chancellor’s Advisory Committee on History
and Context.
“I think this is an important first step on telling that
deeper story of our shared past,” Associate professor of
sociology and member of the CACHC Jeffrey Jackson said.
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Jackson said he hopes that these plaques will make the
university community appreciate enslaved peoples’ economic
contributions to the university and the injustices under
which they worked.
The plaque on the Circle describes slaves’ efforts clearing
land, creating roads, digging wells and building ten original
structures - three of which remain today: The Old Chapel
(now Croft), Barnard and the Lyceum.
“Enslaved men and women, owned by faculty and
students, were housed on campus during the antebellum
period and could not leave the grounds without permission,”
the plaque reads. “While their names were rarely recorded in
historical documents, we do know that George, Jane, Henry,
John, Squash, Moses, Will and Nathan were among those

Kathy Thompson looks at the tiffany stained glass window in Ventress Hall after a plaque titled “University Greys Memorial Window” was
unveiled at the UM History and Context Plaque Ceremony Friday. This was one of the six new plaque locations providing historical context
around campus.
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ABOVE: Members of the Columns Society and a member of the contextualization committee stand with the
new contextual plaque outside of Barnard Observatory. RIGHT: “The University’s Enslaved Laborers” plaque
sits next to the Croft Institute. The original buildings in the Circle were built using the labor of enslaved African
Americans. This plaque recognizes the three antebellum buildings that remain on campus; the Old Chapel
(now Croft), Barnard Observatory and the Lyceum.

who performed the work of farming, maintaining the buildings and stables, and
laboring for the benefit of students and faculty as cooks, waiters, housekeepers
and groundskeepers.”
The plaque also acknowledges that slavery “was a system underpinned by
exploitation and violence” and that University records report that slaves “suffered
beatings and other abuses.”
Jackson said that the idea with contextualization is that you can tell all of the
story - the impressive accomplishments of the men we named buildings after and
also the values they held that no longer conform to society’s standards.
The plaque commemorating Lucius Q. C. Lamar II, describes his time
representing the state in Congress and professorship at Ole Miss, while also
pointing out that he played an active role in “dismantling Reconstruction in
Mississippi to the detriment of the state’s African American citizens.”
Another plaque details Frederick A. P. Barnard’s commitment to making Ole
Miss a respectable academic institution, while also acknowledging that he was
“enmeshed in significant controversy regarding slavery.”
In 1859, a student beat and sexually assaulted one of Barnard’s slaves,
Jane. The student was expelled, which prompted an investigation by the state
legislature and University board of trustees to determine if the testimony of a
slave was illegally taken against a white person. The inquiry led to accusations
that Barnard was insufficiently proslavery, so he left the university.
While Jackson said he thinks these plaques will have a lasting impact on future
generations, more work could go toward renaming buildings.
“It’s still not enough — we don’t have a building named on campus for a
significant African American Mississippian, and there are a lot of people from
north Mississippi who did as much for this nation as L. Q. C Lamar.”
To name a few, Jackson thinks the campus could name buildings after James
Meredith, Ida B. Wells and Fannie Lou Hamer.
“Symbols matter,” Jackson said. “The names and people we chose to honor
reflects our current values.”
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THE END OF AN ERARobert
Story by Alexis Lee
Photo courtesy of Kevin Bain, UM Communications

What started as taking photos of the family pets and neighbor
hood houses with an Instamatic camera turned into a career of
capturing moments and stunning portraits of the University of
Mississippi. Robert Jordan has created his dream job within Uni
versity Communications and has never looked back.
33 years later, not one day has been like another. Robert loves
to learn, and with every photo he takes, there is a lesson learned
and a relationship built in the process. He has an undeniable pas
sion for the students and faculty within the university.
“Right now, there is a student somewhere doing something
cool, and I am missing it,” Jordan said.
The most rewarding part of the job to him has been the oppor
tunity to mentor students and watch them grow. Robert reflects
on the mentoring he received as a young, aspiring photographer
and feels that it is only right that he pay it forward.
There has also been a tremendous amount of support, as well
as fierce competition, with the other photographers he has met
throughout his career.
“We push each other but also help and teach each other,” Jor
dan said. “It’s a support system like no other.”
While Robert will forever be remembered by his photos, he
also hopes people remember the person behind the camera as a
thoughtful, caring and overall good person. Robert wants people
to feel good about themselves and their campus when they look
back at the photos he has taken.
Looking ahead, Robert is eager for more downtime.
“The university doesn’t just operate 8am-5pm, so I’m looking
forward to sleeping late, playing some golf, reading some books
and spending time with my wife,” Jordan said. “I’ll always have
that itch, and I’ll be taking photographs as long as I’m able.”
Robert Jordan’s photos will continue to inspire others as well as
showcase one of the most beautiful campuses in America. >
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Robert Jordan's FAVORITE PHOTOS
The Ole Miss staff asked Robert Jordan to share some of his favorites photos
from his time at Ole Miss. Here is a behind-the-scenes look of his best work.

photos courtesy of Robert Jordan, UM Communications

2008 PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE
Photographing the presidential debate is something I will always remember, for
many reasons. The Commission on Presidential Debates (CPD) controls all aspects
of the presidential debates, and while I was delighted to learn that we were going
to host the first debate of the 2008 election, I was concerned about access.
I requested that we be allowed to have three photographers in the Ford Center
for the debate, but two hours before the debate I still didn’t have any credentials.
I found the CPD person with credentials, requested access and then followed him
everywhere he went, including waiting outside a portable-potty when he took a
‘biology break.’

30-minutes before the debate he had had enough and gave me one seat in the
balcony and told me that if I moved from that seat he would have me ejected. If
not for my persistence, Ole Miss would have to get photos of our own event from
other sources.
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OLE MISS IN THE FALL
/ was asked to make an iconic photo of the

ginkgo tree in its fall glory near the Ole Miss
Foundation building for the UM Foundation
Annual Report.

The tree was beautiful, but the grass
underneath was brown, so I photographed
the tree from the roof of the building, and we
asked the grounds crew to not remove the
leaves when they fell.

A week or so later, after most of the leaves
had fallen, I returned and rephotographed the
scene from the exact same location and asked
a friend to walk down the sidewalk wearing a
bright red coat. I combined the photo of the
leaves on the tree with the later photo with
the leaves on the ground to create this image
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THE UNIVERSITY: A BIRD'S EYE VIEW
“I have always enjoyed shooting aerial photos of Ole Miss
from rented planes or helicopters, but getting our first drone
in 2014 really opened up new possibilities for capturing the
beauty of the Ole Miss campus. Here are a [some] of my
favorite Ole Miss images shot with a drone.”
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NATURAL-BORN STORYTELLER
Story by Lana Ferguson
Photos by Ariel Cobbert and courtesy of Bill Rose

Bill Rose recieves an award from his co-workers for picking the outcome of the Florida presidential primary when he worked at The Miami Herald.

cutting your hair with clippers and they would just cut it
ill Rose is as Mississippi as they make them.
all off. It was to bring about an aspri decor among
He grew up in Shelby, a Delta town, and
the freshmen, a closeness and also to identify us. We
worked at his daddy’s drugstore making
wore these little Ole Miss beanies to cover our little
cherry cokes and scooping ice cream. When he
cold heads.”
wasn’t there, he roamed the town with his dog Sputnik.
Rose was among the last few classes of freshmen to
And, boy, did he love watching the Ole Miss football
have their hair trimmed. When his little brother arrived
team play.
during Rose’s senior year, he was a part of the first class
That sold him. Rose knew one day he would be
that didn’t have to.
an Ole Miss Rebel himself. He enrolled in 1965 and
Oxford and Ole Miss had a very different relationship
graduated in 1969.
when Rose was a student. One of his most vivid
“I loved everything about Ole Miss,” Rose said. “I fell
memories was the beer riot.
in love with it. I had planned to go there from the first
“Students all over the nation were protesting the
day I even knew universities existed.”
Vietnam
War and rioting over America’s military
The allure of the 1950s and early 1960s football team
transgressions in Vietnam. But at Ole Miss, we rioted
is what really drew him in. And, toward the end of his
over beer,” he laughed.
time at Ole Miss, Archie Manning was leading the team.
Oxford was a dry county at the time and had just
Rose said more than just the football team has
voted
down allowing the sales of beer in the city in a
changed since he was here as a student.
referendum yet again. Word of this zipped through the
“It’s black and white; it’s just an extraordinary
campus one night and hundreds of students decided to
change,” he said. “I mean, at the time, Ole Miss was still
march to the Square to do something about it.
the small little school of less than 5,000 students. Today,
They sat blocking traffic, although Rose notes there
it’s about 20,000 so four times bigger.”
was a lot less traffic to block back then.
His light blue eyes glisten thinking of the campus
He said the police nor the locals knew what to do.
back then. He said there were less people, less buildings,
“They never expected a protest, not here, not in
no restrictions on cars, football tickets were “extremely
Oxford, Mississippi, the flower of the Old South,” Rose
cheap,” students abided by dress codes, female students
said. “One of the cops got into his car and in a rash
had a set curfew, ROTC was mandatory for male
move charged the sitting students who didn’t budge and
students and more. One of the things he remembers the
he
had to stop and throw on his brakes.”
most is the freshmen men having to have their hair cut
Later, they marched to the mayor’s house, who bravely
on a big wooden stand in front of the Student Union.
came out on the front steps to address the mob of
“They would cut off all your hair,” Rose said. “They
students. He said he and the aldermen would look back
would have barber chairs set up and they’d have students
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into the referendum, discuss it some more, and
see what they could do.
Then, someone threw a liquor bottle. It landed
against the side of the house and broke.
The police quickly ushered the mayor into his
home and sprayed tear gas among the students.
“People were running into houses and into
ditches and all that stuff, it was crazy,” Rose said.
“So, that was our famous beer riot.”
On the other end of the political spectrum,
Rose was enrolled when race relations were at its
peak of tension.
“It was a place not far removed and still
recovering from the James Meredith episode,
which occurred in ‘62,” Rose said.
The second black student to attend Ole Miss,
Cleve McDowell, was there at the same time
Rose was. In 1963, he was expelled for carrying a
concealed weapon on campus, one he said he felt
he needed for protection.

“ Mississippians are
natural storytellers,
and I enjoy telling
stories.”

Traditions like Colonel Rebel and the band
playing Dixie were still around.
“It was not very impressive, frankly,” he said.
“Really, we weren’t really enamoured with Colonel
Rebel. Some many have been, some more than
others probably.”
While at Ole Miss, Rose was a member of
the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, played on the
golf team, and wrote and edited for The Daily
Mississippian.
After graduation, he went to work for the Delta
Democrat Times in Greenville and began working
for the Miami Herald in the summer of 1975.
He worked for the Herald in many capacities
during his 25 years, including national editor,
before moving to its Sunday magazine, Tropic,
which won two Pulitzers. Later, after traveling the
country and world as a professional journalist, he
took on the role as managing editor for the Palm
Beach Post in 2000, where his staff produced two
Pulitzer finalists and brought light to political
corruption in the area.
That is just the tip of the iceberg of all the
work Rose has done and awards he has been
recognized with. He said Mississippi is what really

influenced him as a person, though.
“For one thing, I really understand, or have
reason to think I understand, Mississippians
and Southerners at a time when the South was
playing a major role in the country,” he said.
“Mississippians are natural storytellers, and I
enjoy telling stories.”
Rose grew up around great storytellers both in
his family and outside of it, which helped. He also
studied William Faulkner and Eudora Welty in
college.
“So, when you’re at Ole Miss in those days and
you’re studying and you’re reading about these
people you realize, ‘Hey, they’re Mississippians
and the whole world watched them.’ So, you want
a piece of that, too,” he said.
He said newspapers like the Herald wanted
somebody that could tell the tale and make sense
of the things that were happening in the South,
while doing it in an entertaining way.
So Rose did.
“That was right up my alley,” he said. “If I
had been raised in Vermont, or Massachusetts or
Colorado, I don’t think that would have been the
case.
After retiring, Rose and his wife Susan, came
back to Oxford, where he took on the job of
leading the Meek School’s in-depth magazine
reporting classes.
“It’s been a delight,” he said. “It allows you to
tiptoe back through the past. Sometimes you can
share some knowledge of that, that will be helpful
to the students.”
He’s been hands on helping to mold the next
crop of storytellers to come out of Mississippi.
“I care about writing. I care about journalism. I
care about print journalism, in particular,” he said.
“To see all these students studying it, I want to
help them do it and I immediately wanted to help
them make it right. When you’re a reporter then
an editor at a newspaper, you feel really strongly
about the product that you produce and you want
to make it the best you can. I wanted to do the
same thing with students, make them the best that
they could be.”
He’s done that since October 2011, producing
just shy of 10 magazines, one of which won the
Robert F. Kennedy Award. Now, Rose has decided
it’s time to retire.
“I’m not sure I’ve got enough ego to claim a
legacy but if I were able to claim a legacy, I think
it would be that here’s a guy that tried to show
students what writing really is, that there’s an
exciting world right there in your own hands, in
your own brain cells, and it’s dying to get out, so
you have to push yourselves to get it out,” he said.
He said the pleasure is all his.
“It’s not that I’ve ever given anything to Ole
Miss, it’s that Ole Miss has given so much to me
and I’m grateful,” he said. “I can’t think of a better
place to have gone to.”

TOP: Bill Rose sits at his desk in the Miami Herald newsroom in 1975. Rose eventually became the editor-in-chief of Tropic, the Miami Herald’s Sunday magazine,
where he won a Pulitzer prize. BOTTOM: Stacks of file folders sit on Rose’s desk. Rose is known for giving students file folders filled with stories and research materials
to help help them with in-depth reporting assignments.

TEN YEARS
OF LEADERSHIP & SERVICE
Story by Asia Harden
Photos courtesy Thomas Graning, UM Communications

Te Columns Society has
h
reached its 10th year of
service to the University
of Mississippi. It is
comprised of fourteen women and
fourteen men who serve as student
hosts of the university through
assisting at events, as well as engaging
with students, families, and donors.
The organization was formed
by Assistant Vice Chancellor for

Student Success and Wellness
Leslie Banahan and former
Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs Larry Ridgeway in the
midst of the preparation for
Ole Miss to host Barack Obama
and John McCain during the
2008 presidential debate. Since
then, the organization has
been dedicated to serving the
Ole Miss community with Fall
Convocation and graduation as
their two biggest events.
The members of Columns
Society aspire to serve the
University with absolute integrity,
a commitment to service, and a
humble heart. Savannah Smith, vicepresident of the Columns Society,
acknowledged the impact that the
organization has had on her life.
“Once you put the navy blazer on,
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you never really take it off,” Smith
said. “Columns has taught me about
myself and the qualities of leadership
and how I can best portray them in
my life, as well as how to see those
qualities in others and appreciate
them. It has shown me that some of
the greatest gifts are through service
to others.”

I“f we better the
university, the flagship
university of the state,
then that’s going to
help Mississippi grow
more leaders for the
future.”
The values that this organization
upholds not only enables its members
to effectively improve this university
but also the state and beyond.
“Columns is all about serving
the university. We want to attract
more students. We want to attract

more faculty and staff, and also to
keep growing financial support from
donors,” Yujing Zhang, president of
the Columns Society, said. “But if
we better the university, the flagship
university of the state, then that’s
going to help Mississippi grow more
leaders for the future.”
In celebration of this ten year
legacy of leadership and service,
a reunion was held at the Carrier
House during the fall semester. It
was hosted by the Chancellor and
Mrs. Vitter, Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs, Brandi Hephner
LaBanc, and the organization’s
faculty advisor, Ms. Leslie
Banahan. The festivities aimed
to reconnect Columns members
from the past ten years.
“It was so special to see people
that I didn’t even recognize to be
back here because it shows how
much Columns has meant for so
long. It was special to celebrate
something near and dear to all of
our hearts,” Smith said. “The reunion
also allowed the Columns Society to
announce an endowment called the
Navy Blazer, which will allow the
organization to continue to grow for
many years to come.”

TOP: Yujing Zhang, president of the Columns Society, talks with Sharon Vitter, wife of Chancellor Jeff Vitter, at the Columns Society 10th
Anniversary Celebration on Friday, October 27,2017. MIDDLE: William Kneip, former president of the Columns Society, speaks to fellow
society members from the past and present. BOTTOM: Davis Gates, society member of the 2010 Gloria D. Kellum Class and Dariel “Dee”
Wicks, society member of the 2016 Morris H Stocks Class speak to each other during the 10th anniversary celebration.
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“ There was this one night sophomore

year, it was storming one night and

both me and my roommate were
having the worst day. I looked at her

and said, ‘Wanna go play in the rain?’

and she just said ‘Yep.’ So we quit
doing homework and played in the

rain for like a half hour. It was fun just
to act like a kid when ‘adult life’ was
getting a little hard. ”

JUNIOR
ACCOUNTANCY MAJOR

ACADEMICS

“

Mississippi is a place like no other,

both for reasons of good and bad.
However, it is worth pouring ourselves
into because of the potential it holds,
and I hope to aid in that process
upon my graduation.”

SENIOR V

ACCOUNTANCY MAJOR

60.2%
percent of
new freshmen
who are from
Mississippi, a
2.5% increase
over last year

No.73

among public institutions
(U.S. News and World Report)

10
Stamp Scholarships,
for second straight year one
of only four universities
to award 10 or more

23,780

total enrollment

School of Business

School of Accountancy

No. 65

No. 8

among public universities

undergraduate, master’s and
doctoral program in the U.S.
(Public Accounting Report)
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School of Law

No. 22
best value law school in the US
(National Jurist magazine)

45.4%
Percent of
new freshmen
who are from
Mississippi, a
2.5% increase
over last year

3,697
new freshman

21.2%
of freshman class is a minority,
higher than last year’s
entering class

Students from

86

foreign countries

Enrollment figures and demographics are according to the most recent UM official census.
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CENTER for

MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE

Story by Brittany Abbott
Photo by Nadia Yassin

he Haley Barbour Center for Manufacturing Excellence (CME) has been
an important member of the University for almost ten years now. The
CME program centers around the belief that “the manufacturing process
begins and ends with the human mind and spirit.”
The Center for Manufacturing Excellence was named in 2008 for Haley Barbour,
former Governor of Mississippi. Its establishment is a result of a collaboration
between the University of Mississippi, the state and Toyota Motor Manufacturing of
Mississippi.
The center is designed to prepare young adults from the schools of accountancy,
business and engineering to become leaders in the field of modern manufacturing in
Mississippi and beyond.
Multiple world renowned manufacturing companies, business leaders and
academic visionaries make up the CME advisory board. Their purpose is to regularly
identify ways in which the CME can improve the program’s student experience. The
CME produces students prepared to be excellent in their careers and provide a more
beautiful Mississippi for the future families planning to live in the area.
Matt O’Keefe, director of the CME program, explained how the program is
aiming to accomplish this.
“The CME is helping Ole Miss students and the citizens of Mississippi by
developing the next generation of manufacturing leaders in accountancy, business
and engineering. The work done by the students, faculty and staff of the CME is
focused on assisting in workforce development that will expand the manufacturing
base of, and attractive new businesses to, the state of Mississippi.”
Every year, the CME admits 50 students from across the country who can choose
to pursue a degree in either Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering or a
Bachelor of Engineering. All engineering degree disciplines come with an Emphasis
in Manufacturing. Likewise, students can pursue a Bachelor’s Degree from the
Accountancy School or the Business School and acquire a Minor in Manufacturing
Engineering.
The CME facility contains over 47,000 square-feet of usable space. Included
in this facility is a 12,000-square foot factory floor, Makerspace, student work
areas, state-of-the-art classrooms and laboratory environments. The CME’s unique
curriculum offers exposure into team development, project management, strategic
planning, lean accounting and multiple classes within the manufacturing floor
environment.
Many students have graduated to promising careers within the fields of automotive
manufacturing, air and space manufacturing, food manufacturing and power and
energy. However, many students continue beyond their undergraduate degrees
to pursue advanced degrees throughout the country. Some CME graduates have
pursued a graduate level education at other prestigious institutions such as Harvard
University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and Georgia Institute of
Technology to name a few.

T

TOTAL #

OF STUDENTS

200

AVERAGE

GPA
3.8

GRADUATION
RATE
95%

THE SCHOOL of

ENGINEERING

Story by Akim Powell
Photo by Nadia Yassin

Egineering and making the world a new innovative place
n
will never go unnoticed at the University of Mississippi.
The University of Mississippi’s School of Engineering
department is home to thousands of students. Compared
to its establishment in 1900 by the Board of Trustees, the School of
Engineering has grown as a department and now houses numerous
majors.
Starting in 1949, the civil engineering program was the first to
be accredited, followed by the chemical engineering in 1954. Now,
the School of Engineering has over 6 departments and 4 halls that
house Bioengineering, Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering and
Computer Science.
The department isn’t all about robots, mechanics and electricians. In
the past, the department has graduated influential individuals that will
make a difference in the world due to the great education they received
from the university.
“The school of engineering through its liberal arts anchored
technical education has graduated numerous outstanding graduates
serving the state of Mississippi, as well as the nation,” Alex Cheng,
Ole Miss School of Engineering Dean said. “They serve not only as
engineers but also as entrepreneurs, medical doctors, lawyers, company
CEOs, small and innovative business owners, directors of governmental
research labs, college professors, managers of hedge fund, etc. - all
because of the broad based education they received at Ole Miss
Engineering.”
Students in the department are excited for their future as an
engineer. Brenna Paola, Sophomore mechanical engineering major said
she loves the engineering department and what it’s doing to help the
future of engineers.
“I’m excited to learn overall what will help with the quality of the
environment we share on Earth,” Paola said.
Anna Hinton, sophomore computer science major, is excited for the
future as well.
“As a computer science major, there’s a lot that we do that others
don’t know,” Hinton said. “We help develop programmings that will
help the future generations to come.”
Hinton has been surprised at the course material that has been
covered during her time at Ole Miss.
“Before taking classes, I thought we would be programming video
games, and fixing computers,” Hinton said. “It’s actually more than
that and the School of Engineering prepares you anything you could
think of.”
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BIOMEDICAL
ENGINEERING

5FEMALE
1%
CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING

40%
FEMALE

GEOLOGICAL
ENGINEERING
HAS THE LARGEST
ENROLLMENT
IN THE NATION

ABOVE & RIGHT: Construction for the new STEM building began in spring 2018, and the project is set to be completed in fall 2020. The
building will feature a student support center and an energy efficient electricity system.

GROWTH FROM STEM UP
Story by Madeline Beck
Photos by Ansley Myers

or the past four years, the heartbeat of
The University of Mississippi has been the
sound of nail guns and cement drills. From
Rebel Drive to Paris-Yates, the Oxford
Ole Miss campus’ arteries have been blocked
restored in hopes of accommodating the growing
Ole Miss student body.
One of the largest construction projects in
development is the new Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics Building in the
Science District of campus, which will provide
students with state-of-the-art facilities, including
research labs and technologically advanced
classrooms.
“A decision was made to build a new STEM
building in order to meet the growing demand
for courses, particularly at the 100-200 level, in
the sciences,” said Maurice Eftink, a professor of
chemistry & biochemistry here at Ole Miss. “UM

F
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had reached a point where we were maxed out
in terms of the number of science labs we could
offer each semester, in chemistry and biology in
particular, and the university has seen significant
and
enrollment growth over the past decade.”
Consequently, students have been finding it
difficult to get into lab courses, thus limiting their
pursuit of majors in the basic sciences, engineering,
pre-med, pre-pharmacy, pre-nursing and more
— something that Anna Stevens, a junior physics
major at the University of Mississippi, sees as the
crux of our state’s education. She thinks the $135
million dollar investment in STEM amenities
are a positive sign not only for Ole Miss but for
Mississippi itself.
“I see this construction as a glimpse into
Mississippi’s future. Imagining future Mississippi
students having such a wonderful facility in their
state is wonderful,” said Stevens. “There is a general

crisis within many Mississippi school districts, but
STEM students are at an even greater disadvantage.”
According to ACT’s 2016 report, only 10% of
Mississippi students met STEM benchmarks, but
51% of students expressed interest in STEM fields.
The combination of these statistics and Ole Miss’
initiative to improve STEM access inspired Stevens to
establish a new club on campus to increase awareness
of underfunded STEM programming within public
education in the state of Mississippi, called STEM.
MS.
“STEM.MS. is a multidisciplinary student led
organization focusing on the empowering and
advocating for STEM students in Mississippi,” Stevens
said. “Currently, we are trying to raise awareness about
the issues that students are facing, and hopefully
we will be able to assist some of those students in
pursuing higher education in STEM degrees.”
Stevens is not alone in her observations for change
within the campus improvements, and specifically, the
new STEM building. Savannah Smith, the university’s
current Miss Ole Miss, has been struck by the growth
the campus has generated in both the physical and
societal sense.
“Although it’s inconvenient sometimes, I’m so
excited to be here during such a big time of change,”
Smith said. “I feel like every year of college for me,
there’s been something big changing on campus, like
the STEM building, and I feel like it’s been such a
cool mirror to the social and political changes that are
happening.”
Smith, like Stevens, sees the opportunity for a light
to be shone on underfunded STEM programming
within public education, politicizing The University

of Mississippi’s gain for the benefit of the state. She
hopes that with this new addition, STEM departments
can host seminars and councils for high school
students across Mississippi to come visit and witness
other students of the same background succeeding in a
collegiate STEM environment.
The new building will be more than able to
accommodate such activities for guests as well
as current students with several “active learning”
rooms designed to combine lecture and lab learning
experiences, ample informal study space for students
to work individually or as groups, plus food services
and a variety of displays and features to attract
visitors.
In addition, the building will have space for
engineering majors, who must all complete a
senior design assignment and currently do not
have dedicated areas to work on such projects. And
if they need help, there will also be a convenient
student support center in the building to coordinate
tutoring and supplemental instruction for all STEM
departments.
The building will also be a model for energy
efficiency, having such features as a green roof and
photovoltaic cells, also known as solar cells which
convert sunlight directly into electricity.
No matter the opinion throughout the Ole Miss
student body and faculty, there is one consistent
thought: The University of Mississippi requires
change. Whether it be that the school is doing too
much, or not enough, there remains the demand for
growth and progression. Perhaps soon, the sounds
of hammering and drilling will be replaced with the
reward of appreciation and commendation.
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THE PATTERSON SCHOOL^

ACCOUNTANCY

Story by Kajah Kennedy
Photo by Nadia Yassin

. H. Patterson school of Accountancy was formerly a part of
the University of Mississippi’s business school. In 1979, the
University separated the two schools, and their buildings
remain beside each other now.
In 1997, the school was officially named the E.H. Patterson School
of Accountancy in honor of Ole Miss Alumnus Pat Patterson, after
the company he worked for made a large donation to the school in his
honor.
The E. H. Patterson School of Accountancy is currently ranked
among the top 10 accounting programs in the nation.
“We have developed an outstanding program that is highly ranked
nationally,” Dean of the Patterson School of Accountancy Mark Wilder
said. “Our program provides a great opportunity for Mississippi
students to receive a top-rate accountancy education in-state. This
education provides job opportunities within the state, region, nation,
and world. In addition, we have a number of visitors each year that
have never been to the state of Mississippi and they come to Oxford to
recruit Patterson School of Accountancy students.”
The School of Accountancy at Ole Miss has a history of producing
some of the best accountants in the field. Many of these students go
on to help build industries that will better benefit their state and the
residents in it.
“I feel like getting an education from the Patterson School of
Accountancy has really helped me to see different financial situations
and understand things like personal finance which is something that a
lot of people in Mississippi may not have an understanding of,” senior
accountancy major Ryan Maddigan said. “In that capacity, I feel like
I would be able to help people in Mississippi and further education in
the state in that area.”
After receiving their education from the school of accountancy, many
students hope to create ways in Mississippi that make residents will feel
open to other career options.
“I would love to promote more career awareness programs in
Mississippi. For some reason, many students tend to run away from
careers dealing with math or science or if a particular field requires
more education,” senior accountancy major Danyell Daughtery said.
“Students should choose a particular field because they have a deep
desire and feel and need for it and not how hard it may seem or how
long it will take to complete educational requirements.”
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TOTAL #

OF STUDENTS

1,442

TOTAL #

OF FRESHMEN

185

JOB PLACEMENT
RATE IN THE
MASTERS PROGRAM
100%

THE SCHOOL of

EDUCATION

Story by Brianna Risely
Photo by Nadia Yassin

he University of Mississippi School of Education opened
in 1903. “Since 1903, the School of Education has been
the state’s leader in teacher, counselor and education leader
preparation,” Andrew Abernathy, the communications officer
at the School of Education said. “Throughout Mississippi and beyond,
our alumni make a positive impact on students because of the quality,
experience-based learning opportunities that we provide to teacher
candidates.”
The School of Education uses programs like the Mississippi Teacher
Corps to fill classrooms with top-notch teachers and focuses on
producing the future teachers of Mississippi.
“The School of Education has adopted the mission to provide
exemplary instruction, relevant research and effective service through
collaboration with schools, businesses, community organizations and
the public at large,” Dean David Rock said.
The School of Education’s mission statement is “to prepare and
engage reflective professionals who create, use and share knowledge in
partnership with individuals and communities to serve Mississippi and
beyond.”
The school’s students, like junior Braelyn Smith, aim to uphold this
mission.
“The School of Education has taught me a lot about what it means
to be a great teacher. I’ve learned so much from my teachers already,
and I only hope to impact the lives of the children I teach just like they
have impacted mine,” Smith said. “I would like to build up our future
generation’s desire for learning. But not only that, I want each child
that I teach to feel like they are important and know that they can
change the world and be whatever they want to be, as long as they stay
true to themselves.”
The School of Education strives to enrich the lives of students whose
ultimate goals are to become educators. Senior Joanna Word stressed
how the school helps its students do this.
“I feel like the SOE [school of education] has prepared me to
better Mississippi by giving all of my future students a chance to
feel important and motivated,” Word said. “Every child has a chance
to receive an education. But that does not mean every child will be
grateful of that opportunity. This is our chance to help students realize
they can do anything they set their mind to. With discipline and hard
work, anything can be achieved. No matter what the home life is like, I
want my students to feel cared for and important so that they will make
the most of the life they have.”

T

1,457

STUDENTS
TOTAL

81FEMALE
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18.MALE05%

Teaching Mississippi
Story by Brittany Brown
Photos courtesy of the School of Education

he Mississippi Excellence in Teaching Program
(METP) builds Mississippi, starting at the
states most fundamental level: kindergarten
through twelfth grade public education. METP
is a collaboration between the University of Mississippi
and Mississippi State University, where they attract high
performing high school students to join METP and
become quality educators in the state of Mississippi.
“In our efforts to attract students who might have
considered teaching or considered teaching, but not in
Mississippi and are pushed away by peer, and often parent,
pressure or other factors.” said Blake Adams, METP
program coordinator. “We provide a valuable, full cost of
attendance scholarship with a service agreement as well as
numerous, invaluable opportunities,”
METP started in 2013 after a $12.95 million grant
from the Robert M. Hearin Support Foundation to address
the shortage of quality teachers in public education in
Mississippi. In 2016, METP received an additional $28
million in funding from the Hearin Foundation, which
will fund the program for 10 more years.
“During our initial proposal to the Hearin Foundation,
the question was not how can we afford to do this; rather,
it was how can we afford not to,” Adams said.
METP produces educators who commit to teach in
Mississippi public schools for at least five years. The
program chose this number because of data that showed
teachers who leave the profession do so within the
first three years. Adams said he hopes students extend
their reach beyond the classroom and go on to become
administrators and education policy-makers later in their
careers.
“I believe that the creation of METP has shown the
state of Mississippi that the education field is a serious
profession,” said Kaypounyers Maye, 2017 graduate of
METP who teaches English and journalism at Ocean
Springs High School. “METP is bringing exceptional
students into the field.”
METP exposes students to many issues that affect
education. Dr. Ryan Niemeyer, METP Director, Chair
of Leadership and Counselor Education and Associate
Professor in the School of Education, said the program
offers a 360-degree view of education to ultimately create
well-rounded teachers. Students are trained using an
honors-level curriculum which is modeled after a graduate
school cohort model.
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Thirty scholarships are offered by METP each year, and
the majors are secondary mathematics, secondary English,
special education, elementary education and secondary
science education.
“I love the cohort model of the program. Throughout
our four years, all of the members in my cohort have
grown so close. We are always able to call or text each
other about ideas for the classroom,” said Ryley Blomberg,
a senior math education major. It’s also nice to know that
I will be able to rely on them when I start my career as an
educator, too. Most people don’t get that.”
There are currently 87 students in METP. In 2017, the
program graduated its first cohort of 14 students, and 13
of 14 became public school educators in the state, while
the other student chose to pursue graduate studies. METP
graduates are teaching in classrooms across the state, from
Desoto County Schools to Pascagoula-Gautier School
District.
Students are prepared to enter the education field after
graduation not only because of the stellar preparation in
the classroom but also because of the real-life experience.
METP students begin classroom observations as early
as their freshman year. Students have also traveled to
Washington D.C. to meet with congressmen and the U.S.
Department of Education. Students collaborate with
METP students at Mississippi State University and can
study abroad the summer after their junior year. Most
importantly, students begin student-teaching their own
classroom during their senior year after experiences both in
and out of the classroom.
“METP is preparing students to become better
educators by providing its fellows with early education
exposure locally, nationally and internationally,” said
Arielle Hudson, a sophomore secondary English education
major. “I like that students a part of the METP program
are able to gain in-classroom experiences in their freshman
and sophomore years compared to just the typical junior or
senior year time frame.”
Niemeyer foresees METP having great impact in
Mississippi. METP is modeled after research-based
practice and educational programs in countries which lead
the world in education.
“We want MEPT to produce someone that can reach
students where they are and can diversify learning,” Adams
said. “ I don’t know anyone else who’s doing what we’re
doing on the scale that we’re doing.”

TOP: METP students participate in the Marks Project, tutoring students from Quitman Country Middile School in the spring of 2017. BOTTOM LEFT: Freshman attended
an introduction dinner for the Mississippi Excellence in Teaching Program. BOTTOM RIGHT: Students pose infront of the Mississippi State Capitol with Senator Roger
Wicker during a METP educational trip, Jan. 14-18,2018.
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THE COLLEGE of

LIBERAL ARTS

Story by Jacqueline Knirnschild
Photo by Nadia Yassin

ith 21 departments ranging from Naval Science to Theatre Arts,
from Public Policy Leadership to Music, the School of Liberal
Arts produces both creative and analytical thinkers that provide a
wealth of knowledge valuable to the advancement of the state of
Mississippi.
“A liberal arts education is about nurturing human freedom by helping people
discover and develop their talents,” Dean Lee Cohen, who earned a Ph.D. in
Psychology, said.
William F. Winter, Ole Miss alumnus with a BA in history and political science
received in 1943 and JD in law in 1949, became the editor of the Mississippi Law
Journal, an army infantry officer and the governor of Mississippi.
During Winter’s term as governor from 1980 to 1984, he spearheaded the
movement for publicly funded primary education, resulting in his founding of the
William Winter Institute for Racial Reconciliation.
James G. Thomas, who received his BA in English and Philosophy from Ole
Miss in 1994, is the university’s associate director for publications of the Center
for the Study for Southern Culture. Thomas served as the managing editor of
the “New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture,” a twenty-four-volume including
everything from religion to race.
Charlie Buckley, Ole Miss alumni who majored in Painting, received his BFA in
2004 and now operates a full-time studio in Tupelo and had a show at Southside
Gallery in October.
“Engaging and enthusiastic professors taught me how to understand the world
in a different way,” Buckley said. “The point of the College of Liberal Arts is to
teach broadly the importance of constant exploration of the past, present and
future - and my time at Ole Miss accomplished that.”
Current Liberal Arts students are also eager to use their education to build upon
the progress made in the past two hundred years.
Stephen Gray, a current sophomore majoring in Philosophy and Political
Science, dreams of running for public office in Mississippi after graduation.
“For me, liberal arts is all about learning to ask questions and learning what
kind of questions to ask,” Gray said. “Asking questions, even unanswerable ones, is
intrinsically meaningful.”
Ginny Robinson is a senior Liberal Arts major, meaning that she handpicked
her three minors, English, Psychology and Political Science to create a major.
“My liberal arts major has equipped me with the tools necessary to better
Mississippi, in the sense that it has given me a chance to excel in different areas I’m
interested in,” Robinson said.
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AWE-INSPIRING
DISCOVERIES
Ole Miss Professors and Students Contribute to Gravitational Wave Discoveries
Story by Jacqueline Knirnschild

t four in the morning on October
“It’s sort of like going from a silent movie
2, 2017, Ole Miss Associate
to a movie with sound,” Cavaglia said. “In
Physics and Astronomy Professor
addition to seeing things in light, you can sort
Marco Cavaglia’s alarm went off,
of ‘hear’ the gravitational waves - it opens a
and he rushed to his computer to findnew
out era in astronomy.”
that the three founders of LIGO, a global
The Laser Interferometer Gravitationalexperimental and observatory team, had won
Wave Observatory collaboration, also known
the Nobel Prize in Physics for the discovery of as LIGO, was founded by scientists Kip
gravitational waves.
Thorne, Rainer Weiss and Barry Barish in the
Gravitational waves are ripples in the
mid-80s as a Caltech/MIT project, but since
fabric of space and time produced by
has grown to a team of over 1,000 researchers
powerful events in
in 17 countries and 4
the distant universe,
continents.
such as the collision
Although Thorne,
of two black holes or
Weiss and Barish laid
shockwaves from the
the foundations for
cores of supernova
LIGO and technically
explosions. These
won the Nobel Prize,
many others still
waves provide crucial
information about their
contributed to the
discovery - including
cataclysmic origins and
Cavaglia who joined
clues about the nature
of gravity, which in turn
LIGO in 2007 and
specializes in data
may help us to better
analysis and machine
understand how the
learning techniques.
universe was formed in
In order to
the first place.
effectively and
Cavaglia said that
efficiently validate
for the past 10,000
that detectors are
years - ever since
actually receiving
people started looking
signals of gravitational
at the sky - all the
waves, Cavaglia works
information collected
on developing coding
from the universe has
been in the form of light: Egyptians measured algorithms and machine learning.
“I write computer codes that learn how to
the position of stars, then the telescope was
interpret
the data themselves - the same codes
invented and in the past century, other light
detectors such as radio waves and gamma rays that Alexa and smartphones use,” Cavaglia
said. “It’s really like artificial intelligence.”
were created. Now, with the 2015 discovery
To find the best codes, Cavaglia said
of gravitational waves, scientists are able
he
applies
the rules of biological natural
to look at the universe from a completely
selection. When the computer tries to do
different perspective.
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“It’s sort of like going
from a silent movie
to a movie with
sound. In addition
to seeing things
in light, you can
sort of ‘hear’ the
gravitational waves
- it opens a new era
in astronomy.
Dr. Marco Cavaglia
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ABOVE: Dr. Kate Dooley. BELOW: Dr. Marco Cavaglia. Photos by Ariel Cobbert

something, the program will check to see if it works, and if it
does not work, then the program will change the code and try
again.
“It’s really like having the code evolve by itself,” Cavaglia said.
“The codes can merge together or mutate to create a population
that evolves until you get the best individual.”
The day after the announcement of the Nobel Prize,
Cavaglia said the UM Physics department celebrated, and he
had to change his class PowerPoint slides from reading when
we discover gravitational waves, we will know...’ to we have
discovered gravitational waves.’
“It was funny because everyone was congratulating me and at
a certain point I had to say, ‘look I didn’t win the Nobel Prize, I
know the guys who won,”’ Cavaglia said.
But in a live phone call with the Nobel Committee just
minutes after the announcement, Weiss, one of the recipients,
said he believes that the prize “recognizes the work of about
1,000 people,” making Cavaglia feel like he still “owns a little bit
- maybe half a gram - of the medal.”
Assistant Professor of Physics Katherine Dooley, who joined
LIGO in 2005 during her undergraduate years, also owns a piece
of the medal for her contributions to improving the sensitivity of
the instruments that detect the effects of gravitational waves.
Dooley said that even Einstein, who theorized the existence
of gravitational waves in 1916, was not completely convinced
that they were real or even something that could possibly be
measured. Then in the 70s, Dooley said, scientists came up with
the idea of how to detect the waves using lasers, beam-splitters,
mirrors and reflections; but they were unable to actually execute
the idea.
“The reason it took 50 years to succeed is because the effects
of gravitational waves are infinitesimally small and at that time,
required technology that did not yet exist,” Dooley said. “The
idea was there, but not the stable lasers and the mirrors with the
proper coatings to reflect the light.”
But now, with the advancement of technology and
engineering, LIGO collaborators like Dooley, succeeded in finetuning the tools necessary to observe gravitational waves.
Dooley was also involved in building and installing the
subsystems of the detector, such as the laser and wires that hang
the mirror.
“There’s lots of different components that need to be well
understood on their own and then well understood in terms of
how they work together with everything,” Dooley said.
Specifically, Dooley dealt with reducing the laser power heat
effects on the mirror, since heat can change the shape of the
mirror and affect the accuracy of data collection. In addition, the
force of the laser power pushes the mirror away from where it
needs to be.
To solve such problems, Dooley said they used control
theory’ from the engineering field, which is also used in the
cruise control of a car.
“You set [cruise control] to 70 miles an hour and then if
you’re going down a hill, the cruise control recognizes this and
puts on the breaks,” Dooley said. “We do the exact same thing
with correcting the mirror position.”
Physics graduate student Mohammad Afrough, who also has
a Master’s degree in mechanical engineering, joined LIGO two
years ago to assist Dooley’s instrumental efforts by building a
seismometer able to detect and measure ground motion in order
to isolate the mirrors and free them of external motion that
could affect the results.
Afrough said his background in engineering is “a tool to do
THE OLE MISS 2018
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Dr. Kate Dooley works on the LIGO project. Photos courtesy of Dr. Kate Dooley
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BLACK HOLES COLLIDE

physics” and in turn answer questions in astronomy such as why
and how the ‘Big Bang occurred. In addition, LIGO drives the
development of cutting edge technologies in other fields.
“LIGO right now is the most sensitive instrument ever built
by humans, so because of that, many new devices could be built,”
Afrough said. “LIGO collaborates with laser companies to provide
each other feedback and build together, so
in the future these activities can be used for
human needs, such as in the automobile
industry.”
Josh Gladden, UM interim vice chancellor
of research, who also holds a Ph.D. degree
in Physics from Penn State, although was
not personally involved in the research or
grant-writing, thinks that LIGO’s discovery is
historically influential.
“Without a doubt, for me, this is by far
the most exciting discovery in all of physics
during my career,” Gladden said. “200 years
from now they will be teaching about the first
gravitational wave discovery.”
Hunter Gabbard, who graduated from
Ole Miss in 2016 and is now working
toward a Ph.D. at the University of Glasgow,
joined LIGO in 2013 with the focus of
using Artificial Intelligence to separate
non-gravitational wave noise signals that
continually permeate the LIGO detectors.
“I remember the first day I met Marco
Cavaglia in his office, and the way he
explained it made it sound like something close to impossible,”
Gabbard said. “But I think that David vs. Goliath-life feeling made
it all the more tempting to get involved.”
Gabbard said his work is a lot like “being a detective trying
to solve a mystery because you never know what you might

find.” In addition, Gabbard thinks the effects of the discovery of
gravitational waves are extensive.
“The detection has absolutely revolutionized the field of
astronomy, so much so that it has even given birth to an entirely
new field called gravitational wave astronomy,” Gabbard said.
Gabbard also agrees with Afrough that the large-scale,
ultra-precise instruments propel other
technological developments forward,
such as in the field of optics. But perhaps
more importantly, Gabbard said LIGO’s
discovery is inspirational - similar to that
of the Apollo program.
“Discoveries such as LIGO rekindle a
certain base awe-inspiring sense of wonder
in all of us - it’s hard to explain in words,
but it’s just there,” Gabbard said. “It’s
doing science for science’s sake and that’s a
beautifully simple goal.”
But LIGO is far from over. Gabbard
said in the future, the team plans on
increasing the overall sensitivity of
the detectors and developing more
sophisticated algorithms to search the
LIGO data for signals. More detectors
are also currently being built in India and
under a mountain in Japan.
Gabbard said the 100 or so people in
his department gathered around a small
projector back in October and let out a
collective gasp when the announcer said
the Prize went to “the discovery that shook the world.”
“Most of us aren’t used to that kind of recognition — we just do
[science] because we think it’s fascinating,” Gabbard said. “I’m sure
it will be a moment I will never forget for the rest of my life.”

The reason it
took 50 years to
succeed is because
the effects of
gravitational waves
are infinitesimally
small and, at that
time, required
technology that did
not yet exist.
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THE SCHOOL of
APPLIED SCIENCES
Story by Brittany Brown
Photo by Nadia Yassin

T

he School of Applied Sciences pairs science with service. Founded in 2001,
Interim Dean Dr. Teresa Carr Carithers leads one of the newer academic
schools at the University of Mississippi.
The School of Applied Sciences houses nine bachelor’s degrees, two minors,
seven master’s degrees and three doctoral degrees. All three of the Ph.D. programs are
relatively new, having become part of the school in the last two years.
“In addition to preparing professionals, we also have a commitment to graduate
education,” Carithers said. “We’re very proud of the progress we’ve made in the short
amount of time.”
The School of Applied Science also prides itself in being the largest and most diverse
professional school at the University of Mississippi. According to Carithers, the school
has the highest minority enrollment among all university programs and a large number of
first-generation students.
“There’s a lot of appeal to our programs because they lead stringently into a career
track,” Carithers said. “A lot of our students come here because they have a heart to serve.
If you look at our degree programs, we make a difference in the human course.”
A part of the school’s mission is to impact the human condition through research. The
School of Applied Sciences bases much of its research in service and needs within the
community. The school promotes evidence-based practice and service that will positively
impact the life course.
“Service is a huge factor in all of our programs,” Carithers said. “We want to do good,
but we also want evidence-based practice. We tie science, research and service together.
That’s the package we produce.”
Senior criminal justice major LaKayla Love has dreams of attending law school in
Georgia, and she said the School of Applied Sciences has provided her the resources
necessary to thrive in the legal field. In her major, all students are required to take an
internship class.
“My internship was with a law firm in Jackson, Mississippi, and I was able to see
firsthand what an average day of a lawyer looked like. I was able to work alongside the
attorney and make courtroom appearances,” Love said.
Carithers said the school is producing a bulk of the workforce for communities in
industries such as health and human services. She also said many students graduate and
stay in Mississippi, which makes a direct impact in local communities.
Junior social work major Olivia Hines plans to continue her post-graduate education at
the University of Mississippi and remain in her home state.
“Since the importance of mental health is dwindling in the state, I would like to be
a voice for those that go unheard and be an advocate for mental health,” Hines said.
“Eventually, I would like to have my own practice that focuses on mental health in older
adults and have multiple facilities across the state.”
In 2017, the School of Applied Sciences awarded 1,061 degrees, an 82 percent increase
over the last six years. In addition, 2017 enrollment was capped at 2,681, a nine percent
increase over the last six years.

82
%
INCREASE IN
DEGREES OVER
LAST SIX YEARS

LARGEST
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GENERATION
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MINORITIES OF
ANY OLE MISS
SCHOOL

THE SCHOOL of

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Story by Lee Catherine Collins
Photo by Nadia Yassin

In its hundredth year of existence, the School of Business Administration
at the University of Mississippi has much to celebrate. 100 years of excellence
in teaching, learning and innovating has culminated in a history that makes
professors, students and alumni proud to be a part of the school.
With 11 undergraduate majors, minor programs and graduate degree
options, the School of Business touches the lives of many Ole Miss students.
Four departments, Management Information Systems (MIS), Marketing,
Management and Finance comprise the school, helping to create a wellrounded experience for students.
“The School of Business has so many different types of classes ranging from
small business management classes to international business, so I am never
bored,” business management major Julia Miles said. “We don’t all come from
similar walks of life, so I have met tons of different, great people.”
The school also houses the Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship
(CIE) as well as the headquarters for the Mississippi Small Business
Development Centers (MSBDC).
“We are proud of our legacy of creating business leaders and entrepreneurs
for the last century, and we look forward to continuing our success in the
future,” Dean Ken B. Cyree said. “We are well-positioned for providing
excellent academic opportunities for our students and preparing them to
compete in the ever-changing marketplace.”
Among those opportunities is the Gillespie Business Plan Competition,
hosted by the CIE, as well as the winter break trip students took to Barcelona
this year.
“My favorite part of the trip was the day we had our scavenger hunt,”
managerial finance and real estate major Pittman Phillips said. “We were able
to collaborate with other students to find new places and ways to navigate the
”
.
city.
The School of Business Administration offers an accredited MBA program,
which students may complete one of two ways. The on-campus class option
allows students to complete the program in one year, while the entirely online
option takes two years. This year, the 100 percent Online MBA at Ole Miss
was ranked in the Top 25 by “US News and World Report.”
With award-winning programs, a wealth of dedicated professors and staff
and an ever-growing incoming class of students, the School of Business
Administration has much to anticipate in its next century.
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3830
TOTAL STUDENTS

50
%
OF UNDERGRADUATES
HAVE AN INTERNSHIP

7
2%
OF UNDERGRADUATES
HAD JOBS UPON
GRADUATION

BARCELONA MEANS BUSINESS
Story by Hannah Hurdle
Photos courtesy of School of Business

magine yourself walking through the streets of
Another moment that still sticks in his mind is the
Barcelona, Spain, taking in all the sights and
FC Barcelona soccer match the group attended while in
sounds while drinking in the new and exciting
Spain.
culture around you. Well, for twenty-six people
This once in a lifetime experience was memorable
from the University of Mississippi business school, thisfor Flanders because not only did he get to witness the
dream became a reality.
world’s best clubs play soccer but also watch arguably the
Just this past January, the business school traveled to
world’s best soccer player, Lionel Messi, score two goals.
Due to the amount of time he spent traveling in his
Barcelona to help students learn about the international
business world. While studying topics such as marketing
youth, Flanders was inspired to help facilitate this course
for students. Growing up with a father in the military
and tourism, they fully immersed themselves in the city
and later attending high school in Germany, caused him
and culture of Spain.
to have a love for travel he now wishes to share with
Looking back, James Flanders, one of the faculty
students.
leaders, can most vividly remember stepping into the La
And it seems his wishes may have come true for at
Sagrada Familia cathedral in Spain and being astounded
least two students.
by its impressive beauty and the amount of detail that
Not surprisingly, attending a trip that takes you out
has gone into it for over a hundred years.
of the traditional classroom would cause students to gain
“La Sagrada Familia is the one thing that will remain
more knowledge than ordinary homework assignments
in my mind for a very long time,” Flanders said. “It is
and tests would. Lauren Roche, a senior managerial
one of the most impressive buildings I have ever seen.”

I
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finance major, believes while was she impacted by the
business skills she learned while in Barcelona, the city itself
gave her even more, which is something she will carry on
with her for the rest of her life.
“I learned so much about myself and how much I want
to learn more about the world,” Roche said. “The learning
experience involved in this trip, for
me, was something I will cherish
forever... I have a wider perspective
[of the world now].”
According to Roche, trying to
express everything she thinks and
feels about the trip would lead to
her talking about it for hours and
the experience cannot be captured
in just a few words. Rather, it must
be lived and experienced to be fully
understood.
Some students felt differently,
however, including Madison Ewing,
a senior studying marketing and
corporate relations, who had a string
of favorite memories from the trip.
Her most vivid one: the night her and some of her
friends visited Bunkers del Carmel, which is an old military
bunker in Barcelona.
“It offers some of the most incredible views of the entire
city,” Ewing said. “We went at sunset and brought a bottle
of rose and just sat up there watching the sun go down over

the city. It was honestly the most incredible view of the city
and the Mediterranean Sea.”
For Ewing, moments like this were some of the best parts
of the trip. Not just getting to travel overseas, which she
had never done before, but meeting and spending time with
fellow students from Ole Miss, who she believes she would
never have crossed paths with
otherwise.
Ewing also enjoyed touring
the Codorniu winery, one of
the oldest and longest running
family businesses in Spain. There
they learned about how the cava,
sparkling wine, was made and
how the business is constantly
making innovations in their
industry.
This type of close look at
businesses was the real intention
of the class. Flanders explained
that the trip was to act as a
“first business trip abroad”
so students could experience,
mixing organizational and corporate visits, with cultural
experiences.
The students spent much of the week visiting various
companies in Barcelona including Tryp Apolo, one of
Spain’s leading hotel chains as well as DDB-Spain, which is
a world-wide advertising agency.

I learned so much
about myself and
how much I want to
learn more about the
world... I have a wider
perspective [of the
world now].
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THE MEEK SCHOOL of
JOURNALISM AND NEW MEDIA
Story by Alexis Lee
Photo by Nadia Yassin

ethinking and reinventing the way
the world sees and uses media is
what the Meek School of Journalism
and New Media is all about.
What students enjoy most is the ability to
get first-hand experience with the programs
and applications that they will use everyday
in their future careers. They also have many
opportunities to join clubs and organizations,
meet keynote speakers and take part in
workshops.
“There are tons of keynote speakers and
professionals that come through this school
and a lot of classes that encourage hands-on
experiences,” senior integrated marketing
communications major Logan Mayo said.
The amount of involvement and mentoring
from the professors is what propels the students
to succeed at the highest level and continue
onto careers across the country. Being able to
offer students multiple platforms to practice
their skills helps to prepare them for when they
leave Ole Miss.
“There are graduates of this place [the Meek
School] that have gone into businesses or into
politics and their work in the media has helped
incredibly and changed how we view things,”
Dean of the Meek School of Journalism and
New Media Will Norton said.
Looking ahead, the Meek School will
continue to expand. The Meek School has
outgrown Farley Hall. School leaders and

R
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alumni are working with architects to design an
addition to Farley Hall. The addition will make
room for the Student Media Center, currently
housed in Bishop Hall, as well as create
expanded space for classrooms and faculty
offices. The addition will also offer space for
focus groups and research. This will allow for
better communication and access between the
students, the faculty and staff at the Meek
School.
Over the years, the Meek School has
equipped students to become top professionals
within the industry. The school’s enrollment
has continued to increase year after year.
With some of the most popular and up-andcoming career fields, Dean Norton believes the
school is likely to continue to increase student
enrollment.
The Meek School is constantly changing,
improving and expanding. The school and
its faculty do their best to make sure they
are using and teaching the most up-to-date
software and material.
“With how innovative the Meek School is
you learn a lot of stuff that can contribute to
an outside, real world job,” senior integrated
marketing and communications major Addi
Berry said. “It’s the little things and the little
details that could be the difference in us
getting a job and being able to give back to the
university.”

TOTAL #

OF STUDENTS

1,553

TOTAL #

OF FRESHMEN

357

OVERALL
GPA

3.01

Journalism professor Ji Hoon
Heo helps student Baylee
Mozjesik set her camera for
capturing video of the Parliament
building in Colombo, Sri Lanka.

Story by Madeline Beck
Photo by Ariel Cobbert

post-civil war, it was in fact a “different experience.”
he still smells the baskets of curry leaves and
The magnitude of difference between the political
cloves that filled the spice markets. She still hears
the pain in the voices of surfers who talked about
experience of Sri Lanka and America today can be summed
the tsunami that changed their lives in 2004. She
up by this past summer’s brawl: On August 1, 2018, on
still sees the pride in a village where the women, despite
thea floor of Sri Lanka’s Parliament, two aggressively angry
patriarchal social ladder, turned their community around
by
representatives
clenched their fists and violently swung,
protesting against substance consumption. Even though six
over what one can only assume to be immense differences,
months have gone by since Ole Miss’ journalism trip, Lana
hitting each other’s faces and bodies several times.
Ferguson still thinks of Sri Lanka and its people.
“The toll: One man hospitalized in a neck brace, a video
As the incoming editor-in-chief of the university’s daily
of the brawl going viral on social media, and a fragile nation
collegiate newspaper, The Daily Mississippian, Ferguson
wondering if Parliament is descending into the same sort of
enthusiastically hopped on the opportunity to report
internecine chaos that split the island into warring factions
abroad in Sri Lanka.
for nearly three bloody decades,” wrote Ferguson in the
“I’ve got the travel bug — especially for places far away,”
introduction of her reporting.
said Ferguson. “And I wanted to be immersed in new
With Sri Lanka only recently coming out of a 26-year
culture. I wanted a different experience.”
civil war, the journalism school had the mindset of
As a South Asian island nation with desktop“aftermath,” — the theme naturally formed around the
background-worthy beaches and ancient Buddhist ruins of
rebuilding of the Sri Lankan democracy.
palaces and frescoes, Sri Lanka definitely provides a sight
“The last election resulted in an upset win for
seer with a range of recreation and, well, sights. But as a
its current government, and we needed to look at the
recently reformed government with the political climate of
challenges and successes of that government and where the
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SRI LANKA
an emerging jewel
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LEFT: Marlee Crawford holdsand poses with a snake while on driving through tea country, on the way to the Grand Hotel in Nuwara Eliya, Sri Lanka.
Photo by Marisa Morrissette. RIGHT: Ariel Cobbert washes an elephant at an elephant orphanage outside of Kandy, Sri Lanka. Photo by Slade Rand

nation was headed,” said Will Norton, Dean of The Meek
School of Journalism and New Media, who was one of three
faculty members to lead the project, along with journalism
professors Bill Rose and Ji Hoon Heo.
The eleven students who were a part of the assignment
were asked to analyze the country’s current politics and
the consequences of a fragmented federal leadership by
producing articles, creating videos, and designing magazine
layouts and graphics, as well as submitting multimedia
presentations.
“We all had assignments going into the trip, but stories
were definitely fleshed out as we went along there,” said
senior journalism and public policy and leadership major
Savannah Smith.
Smith focused-in on the 2004 Boxing Day Tsunami
devastation, speaking to locals of the coastal town of
Weligama who lived through the terror as the then illprepared and corrupted government failed to provide
sufficient aid to its people — despite it being given millions of
relief dollars donated from all over the world.
Since reformation, however, small coastal cities like
Weligama have been on the mend as tourists are “encouraged
by the peace that followed a vicious civil war that tore the
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countryside asunder,” according to Smith’s story. With more
tourists returning to Sri Lanka beaches, coastal economies
have been boosted, with locals who were affected by the
natural disaster filling in now needed job positions of
“surfing instructor,” or “t-shirt vendor.”
Though there are the heart-warming economic
victories of the once-downtrodden coastal citizens, Sri
Lanka’s federal government is suffering from much more
negative fiscal consequences. Ariyl Onstott, a former Ole
Miss journalism student and current Fox News intern in
Dallas, Texas, examined the gap between the country’s
industrial growth and its economic status.
“Sri Lanka’s economy faces formidable challenges,” wrote
Onstott in her story, “The Debt Trap.” “An astounding 95
percent of its revenue goes to pay down billions of dollars in
loans from China and the International Monetary Fund.”
Sri Lanka’s excessive spending, which has formulated
additional debt, is exacerbated by the fact that the country
still comprises its largest export: Tea. Though agriculture is
one of Sri Lanka’s greatest strengths, the industry only makes
up 27 percent of the nation’s GDP.
But economic peaks and valleys haven’t been the only
changes to rise from the ashes of civil war. Such ashes have

been a form of fertilizer for societal progression. In Fergusons
story, “Taking Charge,” she writes about a woman from the
village of Baduraliya named Dayangami Magura who, along
with the other women of the town, “turned a male-dominated
culture on its head and wound up with money in their pockets
and a brighter future for their children.”
“All the stories together told the story of Sri Lanka, but the
stories about the women of Baduraliya were fascinating,” said
professor and multimedia journalist Ji Hoon Heo.
After suffering through poverty for years too long, the women
of Baduraliya, with astounding persistence and grit, managed to
convince many of their hesitant husbands to forgo spending on
alcohol and cigarettes and instead, put the additional funds into
tin-cans to be used for the family as a whole. Considering Sri
Lankas Buddhist roots, getting the men to cooperate with the
women’s instruction was no easy feat.
But then again, nothing about Sri Lankas political and
societal changes have been easy. Yet, the students who visited
the island could not get over the people’s hospitality and
graciousness.
“We visited a village that didn’t have a lot of money, yet
they prepared an entire feast for our class and made sure we
were all full,” said Ferguson. “Their friendliness and curiosity is

charming, and you find yourself talking to these strangers as if
you’ve sipping coffee with your friends on a Sunday afternoon.”
Dean Norton agreed. “They have endured a lot of conflict
and difficult governance, but they are resilient. I have known
people from Sri Lanka for many years, and they are so
wonderfully friendly and generous.”
Despite their initial lack of knowledge of Sri Lanka, the
students learned a lot about the island nation through the
people’s stories. And as a bonus, they discovered a lot about
themselves and writing itself. They faced journalistic challenges
in ways they never had before, conducting entire interviews
through translators, visiting and abiding by different places
of worship completely foreign to their own upbringing and
trying to describe the complexity of an entire nation in a single
opening essay.
“My father always told me that the best education is travel,”
said Heo. “I think this trip opened a lot of students’ eyes to
what’s really out there and how other parts of the world deals
with things. I’m sure they will remember this trip for a long
time.”
Today, Lana Ferguson and the students of “Ole Miss in Sri
Lanka” still feel it all, and with an unanimous guarantee, will
remember the trip for a very long time.
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THE SCHOOL of

LAW

Story by Trichelle Lee
Photo by Ariel Cobbert

he University of Mississippi Law School was first founded
in 1854 to fulfill the state of Mississippi’s need for a law
school. Since then, Ole Miss Law has sent several graduates
off to become U.S. Senators, U.S. Representatives and
Supreme Court Justices. Considering the fact that Ole Miss Law is
ranked nationally for their Business Law Program, Practical Training
and their Federal Judicial Clerkship Placement, it’s not difficult to see
how they boast so many successful alumni.
The Law School also prides itself in the ways it can give back to
Mississippi.
“Our Judicial College trains all the judges in the state and assists
with developing materials for them,” Dean Susan Duncan said. “Our
professors serve on multiple committees and helped draft recent
changes in Criminal Rules. They frequently train lawyers in their fields
of study and are considered experts. Our clinics and externships have
transformative effects on this state and our pro bono initiative also
touches many lives helping MS citizens with legal issues.”
“The School of Law has trained me to thoroughly research and
analyze an issue prior to taking a stance on it or suggesting a solution.
In doing so, I am able to grasp all aspects of a problem and provide the
most appropriate way forward,” Law student Brittany Barbee said. “The
School of Law [also] has taught me to seek out and actively listen to the
perspectives and opinions of others so that I may fully understand how
issues affect everyone around me. This allows me to collectively address
issues so that all voices are heard.”
Barbee hopes to use her law degree to better the state of Mississippi
upon graduation.
“I would like to build in Mississippi a more compassionate stance
toward individuals who seem different and are marginalized from the
heart of society,” Barbee said. “Whether these individuals are facing
such barriers as poverty, lack of education, mental illness, or even
imprisonment, I believe that it is incumbent on us as Mississippians to
acknowledge the challenges our fellow Mississippians face and establish
programs that are dedicated to analyzing the issues, providing creative
solutions, and finally implementing services to those who most need
. „
it.
The Ole Miss Law School has gone above and beyond to be a
major part in the building of Mississippi since its founding, and has
continued to do so in present times.

T
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Story by Lee Catherine Collins
Photo by Ariel Cobbert

ince its beginning in 1927, the graduate school at the
University of Mississippi has educated thousands of
students, developing them professionally and differentiating
them from the competition.
“I think grad school, no matter the discipline, shows potential
employers you have the skills to have made it that far,” said Adam
Brady, who is pursuing his master’s degree in Integrated Marketing
Communications. “It conveys you have the ability to write, give
a presentation, work as a group and have the wherewithal to see
something through to the finish, plus some.”
With 66 master’s degree programs and 49 doctoral programs,
students can achieve their goals for higher education in a variety of
fields and disciplines.
The Graduate School also offers 5 specialist degree programs, and
students can also choose from 5 different online higher education
programs as well. The schools of pharmacy, liberal arts, journalism
and new media, engineering, education, business administration,
applied sciences and accountancy are all represented in the Graduate
School.
Currently, 2,100 students are enrolled as graduate students with
58 percent at the master’s level and 37 percent at the doctoral level,
while the remaining percent are non-degree seeking. Over half
of the student population in the Graduate School is female, and
approximately half of the population is comprised of state residents.
About 20 percent of students are underrepresented minorities,
and 17 percent of students are international.
The Graduate School’s ultimate goal is to unify graduate
programs within the university, providing students with a
centralized entity, ensuring that all programs offered meet national
standards. In order to help current and potential students excel in
the workforce, the University of Mississippi’s Graduate School works
to give students the best possible understanding and credentials that
they could need.
“Students with graduate degrees are able to find more satisfying
careers making meaningful contributions to the state,” said Christy
M. Wyandt, Interim Dean of the Graduate School. “Additionally,
the research that graduate students conduct can help to solve
important problems facing Mississippi, the nation and the world.”

S

THE SALLY MCDONNELL BARKSDALE

HONORS COLLEGE
Story by Asia Harden
Photo by Nadia Yassin

he Sally McDonnell Barksdale Honors College (SMBHC)
emerged in 1997 to allow top students to advance beyond
the expectations of a traditional classroom environment. The
honors college’s goal is “to prepare citizen scholars who are
fired by the life of the mind, committed to the public good, and driven
to find solutions” to the challenges that face society today.
The SMBHC provides small, discussion-based classes to fulfill this
goal and enrich its students’ learning experience. “We want to nurture
the type of free, healthy, engaged debate in the classroom where no
one runs from but leans towards resolving and offering solutions to the
problems we face,” honors college Dean Douglass Sullivan-Gonzalez
said.
Leah Davis, a sophomore from Tupelo, Mississippi, expressed how
the honors college has allowed her to face hard topics first with herself,
then with her peers.
“In Mississippi, we are very hospitable. We are very friendly, but
when it comes to talking about issues—a lot of people don’t know
how to do that, or they don’t want to. I think that honors college has
definitely prepared me to learn how to approach those discussions with
myself, and then approach those discussions with other people,” Davis
said.
Davis also expresses that the meaningful connections she has formed
through the honors college have proved to be invaluable, especially as
she looks at the things that will set her apart when she ventures beyond
the university.
In regards to the state of Mississippi and the role the SMBHC plays
in shaping the state, a senior Accountancy major, Rachel Lochridge said
it best.
“Mississippi is a place like no other, both for reasons of good
and bad. However, it is worth pouring ourselves into because of
the potential it holds, and I hope to aid in that process upon my
graduation,” Lochridge explained. “One thing the SMBHC has taught
me in regard to Mississippi is that it is not every bad statistic we
hear, but rather the art, the literature, the passion its people have for
humanity. Mississippi is a strange state, to be sure, but it is one that
contains more life than any other place I know.”
With this year marking the program’s 20th anniversary, Dean
Sullivan-Gonzalez expressed that the alumni of the school are
beginning to assume responsibility as citizens scholars within our
community. He credits these alumni with shaping not only the state,
but also the nation by running in elections, owning businesses, writing
for newspapers and continuing their education in top programs like
Harvard and Stanford.

T
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THE SCHOOL of
PHARMACY
Story by Brianna Risely
Photo by Nadia Yassin

he School of Pharmacy has become one of the most productive
T
and highest-ranked pharmacy schools in the country. “The School
of Pharmacy has trained the state’s pharmacy leaders for over 100
years and continues to improve lives by providing health services
and education to some of Mississippi’s most at-risk populations,” Sydney
DuPriest, the communications specialist for the School of Pharmacy said.
Henry Minor Faser, who was a practicing pharmacist in Oxford, established
the Department of Pharmacy in 1908. The school started out with only
fifteen students. It was originally located in the basement of the Lyceum and
then the first floor of the New Science Hall. It was not until 1916 that the
department of pharmacy became known as the School of Pharmacy. The
school is comprised of four academic departments—BioMolecular Sciences,
Pharmaceutics and Drug Delivery, Pharmacy Administration, and Pharmacy
Practice.
“I would like to educate people that a pharmacist is not just a pill pusher,”’
Niasha Davis, first year student, said. “We know about the body and how
these medications interact with it. I’d also like to educate them on what a
pharmacist does or can do. The common visual of a pharmacist is the person
behind the pharmacy counter in the white coat that makes sure your medicine
isn’t going to kill you, but that’s not all we do...The field of pharmacy is such a
diverse profession, and I think through educating people on what exactly our
role is in the healthcare system will help to solve the major healthcare issues in
Mississippi.”
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“ I think one of my favorite things
to do is to go to one of the coffee
shops and just hang out in that
good atmosphere. I think forme, I’ve

always loved hanging in coffee shops

and trying the drinks and seeing the
people who come in.”

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT MAJOR

CULTURE

“I have learned that knowledge is
equally comprised of experiences
inside and outside of the classroom...

College has shown me that learning

isn’t always about a specific letter

grade, but it’s about engaging, utilizing
beneficial resources and experiencing
a diverse learning environment.”
z

JUNIOR "
MATHEMATICS MAJOR

TOP: Olivia Davis overlooks the The Greek island Aegina. BOTTOM: Gabbard visited The Castle of Nafpaktos while in Greece.

A BRIGHT FUTURE
FOR EDUCATION
Story by Darby Johnson
Photos courtesy of Olivia Davis

unter Gabbard, a physics and
rewarding through the Fulbright experience.
astronomy major, was not seeking
"Through Fulbright, you get the awesome
information about the Fulbright
responsibility to be an ambassador for your school
scholarship when he met with the Ole
and discipline, but also your whole country. You
Miss national scholarship advisor Tim Dolan.
feel After
like you have a lot to live up to and people ask
hearing about the Fulbright scholarship, Gabbard
you some tough questions, but that's why you're
couldn't get it out of his mind.
there."
The Fulbright Scholarship provides international
During her time at Ole Miss, 22 year-old
experience to recent graduates and young
graduate Olivia Davis, took advantage of the Office
professionals.
of International Scholarships, where Dolan helped
"He mentioned it offhand, and for some reason,
her through the Fulbright application process.
it really stuck with me," Gabbard said.
Davis wrote and edited two essays with a long
Gabbard spent a year designing his proposal for
application. Months later, she interviewed with the
the scholarship. It took several months of talking to Hellenic American Education Foundation (HAEF)
his advisor, writing the proposal and making edits.
for an English teaching assistant position in Athens,
After applying, he scheduled an interview before Greece.
finding out he was a semi-finalist. Months later,
Davis learned she won the Fulbright grant and
Gabbard read the email that said he was a finalist
celebrated by crying for half an hour and then
and won the scholarship.
getting Greek food.
"It took me about five minutes or so to process
Davis' interest in Greece began when she was
the whole situation after I'd read the email..."
a young girl. As she also developed an interest in
Gabbard said. "Once it hit me, I immediately
classical civilization, she decided to minor in it.
jumped up out of my seat, bolted out of the library
For her, Greece was an obvious place to continue
and called my parents."
exploring her interest.
Gabbard was overcome with emotion as all of his
In Athens, Davis works primarily with middle
hard came to fruition.
schoolers teaching everything from basic verb
"Absolute elation is the best way I could describe tenses to Shakespeare. HAEF placed her with
the feeling," Gabbard said. " It really is very hard
middle schoolers after her expressed interest in
to put into words how a year's worth of hard work
teaching literature.
and dedication paying off in a single email received
Davis said her favorite thing to do in Athens is
on a random Tuesday in March."
walk to an area called Monastiraki.
Gabbard used his scholarship to do research at
"At night, the Acropolis is bathed in light, almost
the Max Planck Institute for Gravitational Research glowing, rising far above the buildings in the city,"
in Hannover, one of the largest gravitational
Davis said. "It represents, to me, the interweaving
research institutions in the world. Hunter also
of ancient and modern Greek culture, and the
worked with some of the leading researchers in the
moment of seeing it feels transcendent. Seeing it
world in this field.
refreshes my sense of gratitude for being given this
"It was incredibly exciting to watch a real
opportunity, and for all of the people - many of
disruptive area of research," Gabbard said.
whom are affiliated with the honors college - who
Gabbard said he has found many parts
got me here."
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MORE THAN JUSTBOOKS
Story by Jacqueline Knirnschild
Photos by Ariel Cobbert

any visitors have entered Square Books in search of ice cream but
ended up getting lost in the shelves of mouthwatering books instead.
And locals walk in feeling at home, chatting with the booksellers and
looking for recommendations on the next book to devour.
Nearly everyone will tell you that Square Books is more than just a business - it’s a
cultural center, icon and the epitome of what reading is all about: understanding one
another.
“I love Square Books because of its complete, unambiguous sincerity about its
mission to champion reading, writing, books and authors,” Pulitzer Prize novelist
Richard Ford said.
Ford said Square Books, which opened in 1979, holds Mississippians responsible
to “be literate in the widest sense” by encouraging empathy, tolerance, the fruits of
the imagination and the promise that we’re not alone.
Retired English professor Ann Abadie came to Ole Miss in 1960 for her masters
and said that, at that time, the campus bookstore was just one big room which
mainly sold bibles.
“You couldn’t buy a book by Faulkner in Oxford,” Abadie said. That is, not until
Richard and Lisa Howorth opened up a small bookstore upstairs of what is now
Square Books junior.
Abadie said that people from the American Bookseller’s Association told Richard
Howorth that he wasn’t going to make it. Oxford was too small, they said, and
nobody would want to climb up the stairs to the second floor. Despite all this,
Abadie said the Howorth’s persisted - with Richard’s mother, aunt, brothers, family
and friends all pitching in.
The Center for Southern Studies was also founded just a few years before Square
Books, Abadie said, which not only helped get people interested in history, literature,
poetry, music and the south but also brought good publicity.
Then editor Willie Morris lost his job at Harper’s magazine, came to Ole Miss to
teach and started having visiting writers come read and do signings at Square Books.
“People said, ‘Oh I’ve been to this wonderful bookstore in Oxford,’ and that made
others want to come,” Abadie said. “People were eager for a bookstore.”
From then, Abadie said, Square Books just grew and grew. She said Richard was
smart because he didn’t stock just books but also maps, stationary, posters and CDs
of good music.

M
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Located downtown, Square Books is in the
center of Oxford’s cultural and economic hub.
Square Books is recognized as one of the
nation’s most distinguished bookstores.

The balcony, located on the second floor, overlooking the Courthouse, is open for readers to enjoy their novels, relax or enjoy a cup of in-house coffee from the Square
Books coffee bar.

Square Books became a cultural center of Oxford,
Abadie said, because it made people who weren’t familiar
with the university feel welcomed. In addition, the
bookstore has and still collaborates with many other
entities - such as the Literacy Council - to help build up
writing in the state by developing book festivals.
But perhaps most importantly, she said the Howorth’s
success in creating a prosperous independent bookstore
inspired others to continue and enrich Mississippi’s rich
literary tradition.
“Richard has encouraged other booksellers around the
state - whether they know him or not. He shows people
that you can make a living with books,” Abadie said.
Abadie spent about twenty years on the board of the
University Press, so she learned a lot about the book
business and is thus a strong proponent for independent
stores like SquareBooks.
“The chain stores will order books, get big amounts and
if they don’t sell, they’ll send them back and that really
makes it hard - if you sent your lettuce back to the grocery
store that wouldn’t work,” Abadie said. “But I think people
are catching on and independent bookstores are sort of
dominant now.”
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Except not all towns are lucky enough to have someone
like Howorth who is willing to devote his entire life to
helping the community grow, Abadie said.
Richard Howorth, who also served as the mayor of
Oxford from 2001 to 2009, said Square Books not only
serves as a gathering place and source of community
pride but also demonstrates to the rest of the world that
Mississippi has risen above its stereotypes.
“When I have a sense that the bookstore’s making that
kind of contribution to Mississippi, I feel good about how
I spent my life,” Howorth said.
The original ambition for Ole Miss was to become the
“Harvard of the South,” Richard said, but the Civil War
- and other occurrences - changed all of that and pushed
Mississippi behind the rest of the country.
He said that the year following the 1962 Ole Miss
desegregation riots - when two people were killed - a third
of the university’s faculty did not come back.
“That event and the rest of the church burnings,
bombings and all the other atrocities that happened before,
during and since the Civil Rights era has stigmatized
Mississippi as a place of bigotry, backwardness and hatred,”
Howorth said.

Richard and Lisa Howorth founded Square Books in 1979. The shelves of the bookstore are filled with many types of books and more can be found at other Square
Books locations including Square Books Jr. and Off Square Books. Over one hundred events a year are hosted at one of the three bookstores.

But despite all of these injustices, Howorth said he
knew that families in Oxford - such as his own - wanted
to continue working toward progress and therefore were
fully supportive of his bookstore.
The day after ‘religious freedom’ House Bill 1523 was
passed, which allows Mississippi businesses to abstain from
serving LGBTQ individuals, Howorth immediately made a
sign that read in caps, “All are welcome here.”
“I was sitting there thinking damnit — here I’ve invested
all this work and these people are going to create this
impression that’s going to keep people from coming here,”
Howorth said. “It was 1962 all over again.”
The rainbow-colored poster also read, “In spite of what
some of our lawmakers may lead one to think, people in
Mississippi are among the nicest, most hospitable people in
America.”
In order for the state to progress, Howorth said
education is key.
“Strengthening public education has to be at the top
of our priorities,” Howorth said. “I mean you look at the
example of Oxford and Lafayette county - we have these
two excellent school systems and that’s one of the reasons
people are moving here.”

He said those who are moving to Oxford are leaving
behind places that have poor education - which all has to
do with the failure to accept desegregation.
“In so many communities in Mississippi, you have
private schools for white people and public schools for
black people,” Howorth said.
But Howorth said that from speaking with Andy
Mullins, who served as chief of staff to the Chancellor for
nearly two decades and was very involved in developing
Mississippi’s public education, he knows that the
communities which fully embraced desegregation and were
determined to make it work are now the most successful.
Employees at Square Books also understand that
reading is a way to learn about people different to yourself
and keep a community connected.
Cody Morrison, who’s been doing the book-buying at
SquareBooks for over 25 years now, said people have a
lot of preconceived notions about Mississippi due to its
history.
“I wish that we could just shine a light on how great
people are,” Morrison said. “I’d like to shine a light on the
artistic achievement of Mississippi in the past and present.”
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TOP: Actors, directors and members of the public find their seats inside the auditorium of the Gertrude C. Ford Center for
the Performing Arts on Feb. 7,2018, on the opening night of the 15th Annual Oxford Film Festival. BOTTOM: Actor Thomas
Queyja and director Justin Possenti answer questions on the red carpet. The pair were recognized for their work on the
music video “Spinning”, a song by The Fuzzy Crystals.
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FROM THE GROUND
Story by Maddie Dyess
Photos by Victoria Hosey

ablo Sierra had no idea that the town that
named him a three time All-American for
Ole Miss track would be the town that
produced his true calling. Except that
calling wasn’t running.
A former citizen of Spain, Sierra found himself
recruited to the University of Mississippi to run
track, and that’s when he fell in love with Oxford.
He explains his time here as “very pure, very
romantic, and very true.”
After earning his bachelor’s in liberal arts with
an emphasis in ceramics, he returned to Lafayette
County to start making pottery. However, this
pottery was unique.
This year’s 15th annual Oxford Film Fest
featured “The Process: The Way of Pablo Sierra”
amongst the festival’s record number of films [204].
The film went on to win the Hoka award for Best
Mississippi Feature Film. Other Hoka awards went
to “The Drawer Boy” for best narrative film, “The
Organizer” for best documentary feature, and “Boys
for Sale” for best LGBTQ feature.
“The Process” documentary embodies Sierra’s
unique process of finding his home in the Oxford
community and producing his pottery. Not only
does he dig his clay from Lafayette soil, but he
also uses his own horse-driven mill to mix the clay.
He then forms the pottery, uses a traditional glaze
of only earthy materials and fires the pottery in a
“groundhog” kiln.
To him, the organic, simple process is what
produces the beauty of each piece. The director, Jeff
Lewis, explains that to Sierra “everything is about
what you are doing.” He adds, “Your day to day
living and how you go about doing things is where

P

your satisfaction and happiness comes from.”
Sierra’s track career and journey to get to
Oxford taught him the discipline it takes to train
independently and cultivate individual skills.
Ultimately, he preaches that life experiences and
pouring your heart into everything will take you a
long way.
“The Process” film also captures Sierra’s side job
baking for Bottletree Bakery. However, his tedious
routine of making pottery is what truly drives
Sierra’s calling in life.
His life story teaches viewers a lot about
purpose but also a little bit about the beauty of
Mississippi. Sierra leads a slower-paced life on the
outskirts of town and finds value in creating art that
authentically represents Mississippi.
“It all has to do with the slow times we have here
and the time we have to look at our surroundings,”
Lewis said. “Like painting about it and making
music- it all has to do with being aware of who you
are, the ground that you live on, and the people you
surround yourself with.”
And this is how Sierra lives. He has taken
advantage of the natural beauty in Mississippi and
produced it artistically through hard work.
People like Pablo Sierra are what makes a small
place like Oxford, Mississippi special. His natural
and organic lifestyle makes his pottery particularly
beautiful, and his process shows us how simplicity
makes life valuable.
In other words, the process is who you are. From
start to finish. From Spain to Oxford. From the soil
to a piece of pottery. All the small, simple pieces of
your life make you who you are. And in the endthat’s what Mississippi is all about.
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Cody Johnson and Jacob Bryant
perform at the Lyric to a large
crowd of students and locals in
Oxford, Miss., November 9,2017.

NOTE-WORTHY HISTORY
Story by Rachel Long
Photos by Kayla Beatty

ocal musicians, weddings, concerts, radio shows and school
dances are just a few of the events that have graced the
hallowed halls of the Lyric during its time as an integral
part of Oxford’s entertainment scene.
The Lyric has just as much history and tradition associated with
Oxford as Ole Miss, Rowan Oak, Nielson’s and the Courthouse.
William Faulkner’s family originally owned the property at 1006 Van
Buren in the early 1900s.
The building has played many roles and functions during its time
on the Square. The building was not originally a theater but was
remodeled to do so in the 1920s and 30s. That is when the Lyric
Theatre was born. And, a theatre it was.
Live shows, movies and musicians came to perform at the Lyric
until the 1970s. Crowds from Oxford and across the country

L

gathered to watch screenings of Faulkner’s plays turned into movies
and hear musicians strum their guitars and tickle the ivories.
The Lyric did endure a time of abandonment after the 1980s until
it was renovated in 2007 and became active as a theatre again in
2008.
Since then, the Lyric has been a hub for musical performances
ranging from the local Thacker Mountain Radio show, Ben Rector,
Brett Young and Moon Taxi. This handful of musicians does not
even scratch the surface of the musicians to have sold out shows
hosted at the Lyric.
The Lyric has maintained its status as a famous and historical
theatre in the heart of Oxford, and it will never be without a crowd
or a good time. As long as the Lyric stands, so will Oxford, because it
is truly a part of the city’s rich and vibrant history and character.
THE OLE MISS 2018
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Story by Lee Catherine Collins
Photos by Ariel Cobbert and Lee Catherine Collins

eWlcome to an open history book. Welcome to the
beloved home of Mr. William Faulkner, buildings
and sidewalks still in place from the time during
which he lived. Welcome to the award winning,
local restaurants. Welcome to fashion- from high-end boutiques to
collegiate fan shops. Welcome to a walk back in time— a little piece
of Southern charm. Welcome to the Square.
If, somehow, Mr. Faulkner stood up from that cold, hard bench,
he might stretch his legs with a quick walk. He might invite you to
come along, too. He may point to an old, tall brick building with
a sign that reads, “Duvalls.” It was the place where he worked as a
bookkeeper for the bank it used to be.
Next, he might describe—in his lengthy, wordy ways—the crisp,
white county courthouse as, “the center, the focus, the hub.” Before
Mr. Faulkner takes his seat again to rest, he tells you where to find
the next guide for your walk. He says to drop by 1013 Jackson
Avenue.
Inside the quaint, old building with walls lined with law books,
you are greeted by a kind-faced man named Jack Mayfield. As an
Oxford local and Square tour guide, he begins to tell of his memo
ries from the 1950s, back before football games were normally
televised. “People loved their football, though, and radio stations
went to work,” he says with a grin.
“WSUH, a since-closed radio station, would bring speakers to
post around the courthouse.” As he speaks, you can almost see it
unfold. Families park their cars, rolling down the windows to hear
the game. Jack smiles when he remembers how he used to play,

tossing a football on the courthouse lawn while he listened to the
game.
Can you hear them honk their horns when the Rebels score?
You recognize their chant, of course. Next, Jack shares another
fond memory of welcoming the students in the fall. Pajama-clad
pledges paraded around this very Square, quite a spectacle as they
marched behind the band.
The town hired a rock-and-roll gig, and everyone enjoyed the
dancing. You can just taste the bottled Coca-Colas they were given
from vendors and maybe a hint of bourbon, too.
Today, visitors enjoy the tasty restaurants and trendy shops.
They enjoy the night-life that the Square creates for Oxford.
Today, we pay the metered parking and enjoy the specialty
shops. But, it serves a person well to take a walk back in time—to
when Boure was a town meeting hall, to when the Square housed
every drugstore and trading post.
Passing by William’s statue, it makes one wonder what he thinks
of all he sees, sitting beneath old magnolia trees. What does he
make of the restaurants, old and new? The Christmas parade,
double decker busses, fans in powder blue.
You don’t have to look hard to see, to feel the history behind
the Square’s charm. It is a place that has felt the joy in celebration;
it has felt the pain of fire. If you take a little time to notice every
nuance of this place, and if you listen to a few tell stories of the
good old days, you’ll cherish the days gone by even if you weren’t
alive. The beauty, the history, the love for this place, you can see,
continues to thrive.
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THE COFIELD LEGACY
Story by Rachel Long
Photo by Mackenzie Ross

For several decades, Ole Miss and Oxford have
been held in high esteem for their literary,
artistic, and photographic history. One family has
played an iconic role in relaying the portrayal of
'the South,’ specifically Oxford, Miss.
“Colonel” J.R. and Jack Cofield, a father and
son duo, took and collected photographs of Oxford, MS,
Lafayette County, and Ole Miss. Colonel is the most wellknown out of the pair because of his friendship with local
renowned Oxford writer, William Faulkner.
Colonel was Faulkner’s personal photographer, and
many of the photographs taken of Faulkner were taken
by Colonel and are a part of the Cofield collection. These
photos of Faulkner allow readers to feel connected with

F

the author and be a part of his world. Many photos of
Rowan Oak gave readers a visual for some of the references
Faulkner made in his writings. Colonel and Faulkner’s
friendship grew over the years, and lasted until Faulkner’s
death in 1962.
Colonel was not only the personal photographer of
William Faulkner but took many photos for The Ole Miss
yearbook. With Ole Miss being a generational school, some
students have personal connections to these photographs.
Lizzie Mooney, a freshman at Ole Miss, found a
photograph taken of her great-great grandfather, Tom Brady
Jr.. Brady was a member of the first football team at Ole
Miss. Ihe photo is now a part of the collection and hangs
in the J.D. Williams Library at Ole Miss.

TOP: The view from Patton’s Barber Shop down the Jackson Ave. sidewalk. Photo courtesy of The Cofield Collection
BOTTOM: John Cofield at his home in Memphis, Tenn. Photo courtesy of Houston Cofield

Helping people appreciate Ole Miss, Oxford and
Lafayette community was what these photos were intended
to do—leaving a legacy behind for those in the future to
appreciate. John Cofield carries the family legacy into the
present and the future.
John is the grandson of‘Colonel,’ and has had a
successful career as a storyteller of Oxford and its people.
John has created a coffee table book, “Oxford, Mississippi
- the Cofield Collection.” John, early on, did not realize
the impact some of his grandfather’s photographs of the
Lafayette Oxford University community and of Faulkner.
“My brother and I grew up around all of the Faulkner
portraits and Oxford photographs, so we sort of took them
for granted, but we just didn’t realize the magic of some of

these pictures. I started posting a few here and there of my
dad’s, and people went crazy. They loved them,” Cofield said.
Out of every photo, Cofield said the family favors one in
particular.
“I can definitely say that the Cofield family’s favorite shot
in the book, and of all shots, is the Faulkner shot on page
177, signed on the sleeve by Granddad,” Cofield said. “That
was the first Cofield portrait ever of the author.”
Cofield regularly posts photos from the collection on
Facebook for those who are interested in the area and its
history. Cofield said previous generations of his family
enjoyed collecting the history of this community, but for
him it means more.
“It is a hobby, profession and on my part, an obsession.”
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REFLECTIONS FROM ROWAN OAK
Story by Madeline Beck
Photos by Tori Hosey

remember at the age of five, I kissed
our tacky, terracotta frog gnome on the
front porch of our Cleveland, Mississippi
home for the first and last time. I had
been read a story by my mother once that
kissing a frog might relieve it of a spell, so it
felt wrong to be leaving that house for good
without giving whoever might be stuck inside
a chance to be freely human.
I thought about this memory while sitting
in the lone andorak chair that rests in the
secluded wood of Rowan Oak, William
Faulkner's beloved home. The first toad of
what felt like spring was perched motionless
at my feet. It was seventy-two degrees, the
warm winds were still finding a way through
all the trees to grace us. I allowed my
imagination to toy with the idea of the breeze

I
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being a gesture of encouragement, sent by
Faulkner.
We had left Mississippi to relocate to
Nebraska, where I noted that no one drank
sweet tea, no one had carports, there were
no pecan trees, magnolias, no rice fields, no
pearls, no butter beans, no cicada hums, no
school prayers, and to my utter confusion, no
fried-chicken in the gas stations. Everything
was so foreign to my then Delta upbringing.
I felt like a fish out of our wide river's water.
But eventually, my accent shrank as my body
grew, and I began to prefer tea unsweetened. I
forgot the prayers.
If leaving Mississippi had been hard,
returning was excruciating. Initially, when
having a conversation with someone new,
there were times where I felt as though I had

to "break the news" in this apologetic
way about attending college here.
Coming back to the south felt somewhat
embarrassing now as an adult who
could comprehend the concept of racism,
understand the pains of prejudice and
poverty, and feel the shame of living in a
state that historically has not done a very
good job of addressing these issues with
solutions.
I felt like I no longer understood this
place, which hurt deeper than I thought I
could feel. It pained me so badly because
deep-down, Mississippi has always been
my home. My comfort, my rest, and as
I turned to it for some sort of assurance
and ease at age eighteen, I ended up
receiving confusion and discomfort
in a simultaneous package deal. Still,
this was home. As my friend Maggie
Smith once wrote in a poem addressed
to Mississippi,"you are the longest
relationship I've ever been in."
This relationship that so many of
us have with Mississippi has required
excessive effort as we aim to love our
state and its people. Mississippi has
remained both a victim of hatred, and
its own perpetuator. It's the story of
Mother Nature, who brews the eyes of
hurricanes just to destroy the lands of
Her own creation. It's a hard story to
share, but since returning to Mississippi,
I have felt a calling to tell it.
As have so many others, I thought, still
perched in the andorak chair. Time had
slipped from me apparently, because
when I looked down, my amphibious
friend was MIA. In its place, however,
laid half of a broken ballpoint pen of
what I can only assume was that of
another writer's who had come here
to Rowan Oak — a Mecca of sorts for
southern literature — to reflect and jot.
It was fitting as I had been thinking
about the vocation of writing so many
Mississippians have felt compelled to
answer, including William Faulkner,
Tennessee Williams, Eudora Welty,
Richard Wright, Alice Walker, Barry

Hannah, Shelby Foote, Willie Morris, my
own parents, talented Ole Miss students,
retired dreamers, myself and so many
others.
So, why are we compelled to read and
write about our home, when so often, it
forces us to face its faults? Often drags
us into a ring to emotionally wrestle with
racism, underfunded public education
and impoverishment. Often presses us
to think about what all of it looks like to
those who live far east, west and north
of our river border.
It was seventy-two
Often thrusts us into
a deep, deep well of
degrees, the warm
disappointment.
winds were still finding
William Faulkner
says it's because he
a way through all
would "never know
the trees to grace
what I think about
something until I read
us. I allowed my
what I've written on
imagination to toy with
it." A poet and friend
Maggie Smith says it's
the idea of the breeze
because "we have to
being a gesture of
continue to remind
Mississippians that
encouragement,
they are not alone."
Gina Young, a woman sent by Faulkner
who attends church
with me and is an Ole Miss graduate
student studying English, says it's
because by writing about Mississippi's
perceptions and policy, "we can use it to
suggest change."
Sara B. Butts, one of my best-friends
and an advocate for education, says it's
because the writings of Mississippians
have allowed her to "see this broken
place and its broken people" and "love
them."
I say maybe it's because so many of us
do not want to leave Mississippi without
kissing it. Without attempting to relieve
it of a spell. It would feel wrong to do
so without listening and learning from
whoever might be inside. Because by
listening, by learning and by telling our
stories, we are human. We are writers.
We are Mississippians.
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ART CRAWLIN’
Story by Alexis Lee
Photos by Devna Bose

two-day festival was originally inspired by the
n 1975, an art council was born
Double Decker bus that Oxford imported from
within Oxford. The Yoknapatawpha
England in 1994. Now, the festival showcases
Arts Council’s goal was to have a
Oxford as a town that supports the cultures
diverse offering of artistic and cultural
and all arts and has become one of the most
opportunities and experiences. Forty two years
anticipated events of the year.
later, their goal remains the same. Every year, a
The most well-known event that the
new package of projects, exhibits and programs
Yoknapatawpha
Arts Council has is the local art
are brought to the Oxford area. Throughout
crawl. It happens on the fourth Tuesday of every
recent years, the art scene has become an
month, excluding November and December.
attributing factor to why so many people love
“The idea for the Art Crawl came about
Oxford.
when
several local arts spaces in town decided
Yoknapatawpha is a fictional Mississippi
to come together to have their receptions on
county that author William Faulkner created
the same night and time to be able to market as
in his writings. That county was inspired and
a group and hopefully bring in a larger crowd
based off of Oxford.
for everyone,” Caitlin Hopper, Operations
The Powerhouse, located off University
Coordinator for the art council, said.
Ave., is just one of the venues that the
The art crawl is free and gives attendees a
Yoknapatawpha Arts Council owns that hosts
events that gather both recreational and aspiring tour of all of Oxford’s traditional art spaces,
as well as one night pop-up shows. This all
artists of all the arts.
happens as attendees ride around town on a
Other than the traditional art classes and
Double Decker bus with snacks and drinks.
events, a multitude of other classes are offered
“The main goals of the Art Crawl are to
including theatre, sewing and cooking classes.
provide
an event that’s accessible to everyone
The Yokna Sculpture Trail, located at Lamar
from kids, to students, to professionals and
Park in Oxford, encompasses some of the
biggest and best art in Oxford. The trail features retirees,” Hopper said. “It also provides an
opportunity for our community to explore
a rotating exhibit of 18 large-scale sculptures
some of the many arts venues in town from the
by locally, regionally and nationally renowned
University Museum to Southside Gallery on the
artists. A relaxing stroll through the park turns
into a walk through an art museum, and people Square to retail stores.”
Hopper said the Yoknapatawpha Arts
love it.
Council’s goal will always be to offer and expose
The Double Decker Festival, held annually
people to a variety of arts and to give them
on the Oxford Square, is another place many
memorable experiences.
people go to experience art in Oxford. The

I
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TOP: Relic, created by Oxford artist Blake Summers, stands on display in the middle of the Powerhouse during the Big Gay Art Show, on Sept. 27,2017.
BOTTOM: Summers, one of the organziers for the show, points out pieces to Talbert Toole.
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DESSERT
Cookies from Insomina Cookies

LUNCH
Chicken Salad from Chicken Salad Chick

DINNER
Pad Thai from Rice & Spice

DRINK
190 Octane Daquiri from Funky’s
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BREAKFAST
Pancakes & Bacon from Big Bad Breakfast

OLE DlSH
the
The Ole Miss surveyed students to find out their
favorite dishes and places to eat in Oxford. Here
is the full roundup.

SNACK
Frozen Yogurt from Yaya’s &
Hotty Toddy Balls from Volta Taverna

Sergio Brack sits back in Paul Johnson’s
chair at Xclusive Cutz barbershop
on Feb. 23,2018 in Oxford, Miss.

TALKING SHOP
Story by Ariel Cobbert & Marisa Morrissette
Photos by Ariel Cobbert

On a typical afternoon in Xclusive
Cutz’s barber shop, people from all
walks of life stop
one reason.
They come in for a haircut but walk
out with much more.
The sounds of a blade clipping
away at coarse hairs, the buzzing of an

electric razor and mufflings
from televisions fill the air. Over all of
this, eager voices make conversation.
‘Barber shop talk’ usually covers an
array of topics.
Here are some things one might
hear at a barber shop in Oxford, Miss.

JeVontae Coleman (left) and Corey Hutton (right) converse on the couch during a weekly Facebook livestream on Feb. 23,2018. The topics of discussion
included the film “Black Panther” and money loans.

Y'all seen [Black Panther]? Wakanda all day cuz,
Wakanda forever, all day! After watching ‘Black Panther,’
I wanted to cut my hair off...After watching that movie, I
almost told my wife to go shave all her hair off.

Xclusive Cutz barbershop owner
Oxford, Miss.
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Voniae Yates, exercise science
^rnajor, gets his mustache shaped-up
n by Paul Johnson on Feb. 20,2018.

46

Paul Johnson lines up student Jacob Parker’s fade on Feb. 20,2018.
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I’m surprised you didn’t
say anything about that
Super Bowl. Yo, Tom
Brady lost to a backup
quarterback. He not the
GOAT, bruh. How you lose
to Eli twice and lose to
Nick Foies?

I listened to one of my teachers my senior year. He was
the man. That’s when I really got into history. Anytime
I’m learning something about history always do a lot of
research on my stuff. We really got to unlearn and relearn
so much stuff. Teachers back in the day really wasn’t
teaching black history.

Barber

Oxford, Miss
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Double Decker & SAA

JOINFORCES
Story by Rachel Long
Illustration by Marisa Morrissette

ouble Decker weekend, a
When you think of Oxford in April you
famous Oxford tradition,
think of baseball games, great weather
is historically known as
and of course, Double Decker. Musicians,
nothing short of a non-stop
runners, artists, locals, colleges students,
dance sesh and shopping extravaganza,
and visitors alike come in droves to
with this year being no different.
Oxford for the best community event in
town.
The 23rd annual event, however,
brought something new to the table. This
Rows and rows of artists’ booths,
year SAA and the Double Decker Festival
Southern food and live music are just
committee worked together to combine
some of the things that make Double
Decker so amazing. The show, the people,
the University’s spring concert and the
headlining show of Double Decker as they and the place made for amazing memories
and times that will not be forgotten.
welcomed Cold War Kids to Mississippi.

D

2018 DOUBLE DECKER
Line-Up

Friday April 27
Liz Brasher

6:00 PM

Thacker Mountain Radio Hour

7:00 PM

The Delta Saints

8:00 PM

Saturday April 28
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Sharde Thomas Rising Star Fife & Drum

10:15 AM

Como Mamas

11:30 AM

Don Bryant

1:00PM

Squirrel Nut Zippers

2:30PM

Tank and The Bangas

4:00PM

Whitey Morgan

7:00PM

Houndmouth

8:30PM

Cold War Kids

10:00 PM
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NORTH MISSISSIPPI:

PIZZA CAPITAL
OF THE WORLD?
Story and photos by Lee Catherine Collins

unch time on a breezy, spring afternoon in Sardis, Mississippi, calls for a buzzing
crowd of hungry locals. In the town’s two-story, repurposed post office building,
every café table and chair is filled. Professionals sit with their laptops at the bar,
families with high chairs by the big windows. A huge brick oven has the quaint
space smelling like delicious, freshly baked pizzas. Old photos of Sardis decorate the walls,
and the place is warm, inviting, and comfortable.
Tribecca Allie Café is a gem. This local hotspot serves delicious, New York style pizzas,
baked carefully by owner Dutch Vanoostendorp. He and his wife, Rebecca, relocated to
Mississippi to be closer to family 20 years ago, and with them, they brought a passion for
food - specifically, pizza. Dutch built a brick pizza oven in the backyard of their home, and
they used it to feed family and friends. Years later, the couple began baking pizzas to sell at
local farmer’s markets, and the business took off when they decided to open a restaurant.
After some serious renovations, Dutch built another brick oven, and the café opened in the
current downtown location.
With delicious daily specials and the wood-fired pizzas, it’s no wonder that Tribecca draws
a crowd. On most weekends, the restaurant opens its upstairs dining area to accommodate
the crowds, revealing just another room full of charm. The couple did not cover the old
handwriting scrawled on the walls; instead, they embraced the charm of the building, letting
it add another level of character to the place.
But the café is not just a pretty location; the food is award-winning. Tribecca was ranked
second place nationally in the American Pizza Championship for their Magnolia Rosa woodfired pizza. Quality and authenticity are key factors in the food that Tribecca proudly serves
each day.
“Everything we serve goes through our hands,” said Rebecca. “It is always a lot of work, but
we love what we do.”

L

THE BUSINESS SIDE OF PIZZA
From an outsider’s perspective, it may seem puzzling that the second-best pizza in the
nation comes from north Mississippi. When Americans think pizza, they think big like
Chicago, Philadelphia, St. Louis, and New York. When world travelers think about pizza, they
think of its origins in the Mediterranean and Italy. Sicily, maybe. But not north Mississippi.
If one went searching for an international pizza magazine, where should they begin? It
would be logical to look in Italy, maybe spend some time searching in New York or Chicago.
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TOP: A Italian style wood-fired pizza,
with spinach, onions and prosciutto,
from TriBecca Allie Cafe. LEFT: TriBecca
Allie, located in Sardis, Miss., is located
in what was once a post office.
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TOP: Pizzas are made in a handmade wood-fired oven, made by owner Dutch Vanoostendorp. LEFT: In the cafe, a dining room is located upstairs for
customers with refurbished walls from the post office.
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But they would not find this pizza phenomenon in the so called “pizza capitals”
of the world.
PMQ (Pizza Marketing Quarterly) Pizza Magazine was founded in 1997
by Steve Green in Oxford, Mississippi. Steve worked as a Domino’s franchisee
for years, and his wife, Linda, grew up around her family’s pizzeria. Steve began
PMQto serve as an informational trade publication to reach pizzeria owners.
With years of experience in marketing pizza specifically, Steve knew just how
hard it was to survive in such a competitive industry. What began as a small,
quarterly newsletter expanded into a magazine that is published 10 times a year.
PMQ has greatly helped to develop the pizza scene in Oxford,
specifically. DoDo’s Pizza, originally from Russia, reached out to Steve and
Linda, and they chose Oxford as home for their first American storefront.
Eventually, PMQ Russia was formed and is still in publication. Steve also
noticed that a high number of website visits were from Chinese pizza lovers, so
Steve expanded the magazine with his associates, founding PMQ China.
“It’s a small pizza world. Most people around the world think of pizza
as an Italian food and an American business,” said Steve.
For a magazine to stay in business and dominate the market for as long
as PMQ has, Steve and his staff have consistently
adapted to changes in media. With the growing
popularity of YouTube, social media and blogs,
PMQ has worked to share valuable trade secrets
and information with its readers in a variety of
mediums.
“I have found that video and online
and other channels are unique and important
compliments to print,” Steve said. “Sometimes if
you want to explain things in great detail, you have
to demonstrate it in video. It’s a very exciting time
to be in media, and I look forward to the changes.”
But Steve still values the connection his
readers feel with PMQ print publication.
“I can’t imagine being in publishing, at
least in our industry, without having that human
touch connection through the magazine,” Steve said. “You have to be connected
to your audience, and the ability to communicate with people through the form
of a magazine is unique and important in our field.”
Ultimately, the Greens knew they wanted to run a pizza magazine,
and they chose to do that from their beloved hometown of Oxford. Although
it can hardly be called a pizza capital of the world, Oxford’s pizza scene and
surrounding areas have certainly changed, and more locally owned businesses
like Tribecca Allie Cafe will continue to be drawn to a small town that is home
to great businesses, 20,000 students, and an international pizza magazine.

Everything we serve
goes through our
hands. It is always a
lot of work, but we
love what we do.
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I JUST HAVE TO HAVE IT
Story and photos by Lee Catherine Collins

hWitewashed bricks frame the shining
picture windows. Shimmering jewelry
overtakes a wide, white display table,
and shoes are stacked perfectly on
shelves nearby. Twinkling lights light up the showroom.
Hangers are everywhere, neatly aligned on the rack.
Frilly dresses and preppy rompers, distressed denim
and off-the-shoulder blouses fill the shelves. Fuzzy
sweatshirts and fancy dresses capture the eyes of every
shopper. Shelves of brightly colored candles and dainty
bottles of bath soaps are all lined up in a row. Every
little detail has been carefully chosen by two sisters with
a shared dream.
Twin sisters and Ole Miss students Katherine and
Marilyn Hessler opened their Oxford location of their
boutique, I Just Have To Have It, on Tuesday, March
6, 2018. After opening their flagship store in their
hometown Meridian, Miss, four years ago, the girls
decided to bring their style experience to their beloved
college town.
In 2014, the fashion-loving sisters began ordering
women’s clothing from vendors when they went to
market with their mother. As a store owner herself,
Cheryl Hessler knew her daughters had an eye for style.
Their choices sold well, and both sisters fell in love
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with the process. In 2017, they moved their clothing
business out of their mom’s shop and into their own
retail space.
During the transition, Katherine and Marilyn were
already enrolled as Ole Miss students, and they both
worked diligently to balance college life with their
responsibilities to the store back at home. With the help
of their mother and a team of trusted employees, the
girls were able to manage their store from Oxford. They
would make trips home as often as possible in order to
stay aware of inventory, process mail-outs and generate
content for their social media platforms.
“I Just Have To Have It” became a hot spot in
Meridian for females of all ages. Teens went wild over
the trendy pieces, and college students appreciated
the lower prices for the styles they coveted. Casual
dresses, tops, skirts, jeans and a variety of name brand
accessories graced the smooth, white shelves. Older
generations were not excluded. The Hessler sisters
frequently chose layering pieces, trendy shoes and
accessories that appealed to a variety of age ranges.
They also expanded their inventory to include gifts, and
everything from candles, luxury bath products, artwork,
and stationary made its way into the store.
Although the girls loved their home location, they

OPPOSITE: Katherine and Marilyn Hessler fold merchandise in preparation for the opening of their boutique, I Just Have To Have It, on March 6,2018. LEFT: The bou
tique had their spring arrivals on display for opening day. RIGHT: I Just Have To Have It carries popular jewelry brands, including Erimish.

could not ignore their dream to open another store in Oxford. After
searching for retail space on and off the Square, the girls decided
to wait for the perfect place to become available. They did
not want to settle for small square footage or an inconvenient
location. They had a vision for how their Oxford location
would look and feel, and they were willing to wait for the
perfect place.
Early one morning, the sisters learned of some potentially
available space on the Square, and they immediately expressed
interest. After some careful consideration, the sisters decided to
rent the space and bring “I Just Have To Have It” to Oxford.
While there are certainly some challenges in opening an
additional store, both sisters are excited to have their work
closer to their daily lives. After announcing the Oxford
opening on social media, the girls received some questions
about the new store, pricing and merchandise.
“We started off with clothes we loved at a price we felt was
fair,” Katherine said. “That’s how we started off, and that’s
exactly how we are going to keep it.”
Managing a business in Meridian while living in Oxford
certainly shaped the girls’ schedules. In order to keep up with
the store’s demand, Marilyn schedules her classes so that she

can be in Meridian For a Few days each week. While having
classes only three days a week sounds great to the average
college student, packing that much inFormation into such a
short period oF time requires extreme focus on Marilyn’s part.
“Trying to concentrate in class or study while product
dealers, suppliers and customers are calling with questions is by
far the hardest part of running a business as a college student,”
Marilyn said. “Those people need answers as soon as possible,
and it is usually while I am just trying to focus on what my
teacher is saying or studying for a test.”
As for the actual logistics of running two stores from one
place, the sisters plan to rely on each other, family, friends and
a faithful staff, as always. The sisters spend lots oF time driving
between Oxford and Meridian already, and they continued that
practice in order to move merchandise from the home store to
the Oxford location.
Both girls laughed as they recalled times where they loaded
their younger brothers’ truck down with merchandise to be
delivered to the freshly renovated Oxford location.
“They say, ‘it takes a village,’ and that is so true,” Katherine said.
“We still have lots of little details to work out, but it has been
and always will be a family thing.”
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“One of my favorite things to do in

Oxford is to go to Lamar Park, if it’s a

beautiful day, and just sit outside with
friends, jog around the lake or do any

homework I may have. Being in nature

always calms me down, and I love
seeing all of the pets people bring to
the park.”

JUNIOR
NUTRITION AND DIETETICS MAJOR

PEOPLE

“A big part of [bettering Mississippi] is

the university’s investment in people.

That is an overarching theme: the time
that people put in when they don’t
have to or when it’s not necessarily

an obligation for them, they just want

to...It is something that I think is the
heartbeat of what the state needs

more than anything, people who

believe in and invest in Mississippi
and its people.”

SENIOR
PUBLIC POLICY & JOURNALISM MAJOR

PEO
PLE

Associated

STUDENT BODY

The mission of the Associated Student Body is to serve selflessly and to represent justly the student body,
in accordance with the University of Mississippi’s Creed, by prioritizing students’ interests and needs
above personal ambition and prejudice.
TEXT | courtesy of ASB
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Will West
Caroline McLeod
Terrence Johnson
Savannah Day
Mary Margaret Strange
Anderson Helton

Chief of Staff
Executive Assistant
Legislation Monitor
Legislation Monitor
Parlimentarian
Sergeant-at-arms
Historian
Public Relations Chair
Public Relations Chair
Campus Liason
Campus Liaison

JUDICIAL COUNCIL

Deputy AG of Elections
Deputy AG of Constitution and Code
Deputy AG of Constitution and Code
Deputy AG of Communications
Deputy AG of Outreach
Elections Commission Chair
Elections Commission
Elections Commission
Elections Commission
Elections Commission
Elections Commission
Elections Commission
Elections Commission
Elections Commission
Elections Commission
Elections Commission
Elections Commission
Elections Commission

Will Nowell
Bryant Carlton
Gabi Toppin
Grant Thames
Zach Nowell
Bea Tisher
Alex Jackson
Karson Nelson
Harris Jensen
Curtis Hill
Eveanne Eason
William Boyd
Andrew Groneck
Brynn Trahan
Ann Weston Sistrunk
Alex Crouch

Judicial Chair
Vice Chair
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council
Judicial Council

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

SENATORS
Coco McDonnell
Reed Adkins
Madison DeMotts
Joshua Dolsen
Wright Ricketts
Christian Rushing
Matt McPheron
Carter Windham
Dale Hall
Jade Orellana
Tom Fowlkes
Chris Cross

Makala McNeil
Julia Grant
Galina Ostrovsky
Drew Perry
Barker Fowler
Olivia Heuser
Darby Todd
Taylor Story
Hunter Story
Catrina Curtis
Joseph Molina
Zacchaeus McEwen

Nekkita Beans
Katie Davis
Anna Lauren Hale
Gabriela Wells
Morgan Tucker
Trip Johnson
Ben Bradford
Christian Guy
Brady Kies
Adam Watt
Noah Norcross
Carrie Lusby

Walker Abel
Kranthi Kadaru
Kyle Kantor
Atticus Nelson
Wiston Taylor
Katherine Dames
Belle Aspinwall
Charlotte Shackelford
Barron Mayfield
Nick Weaver
Isaiah Knox
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GET TO KNOW YOUR ASB PRESIDENT:
Dion Kevin

Interview by Marisa Morrissette
Photo by Ariel Cobbert

IF YOU COULD GO BACK TO YOUR FIRST DAY
ON THE JOB, WHAT WOULD YOU TELL YOURSELF?
Keep your vision in mind. So you start out when you campaign for
any position, you try to get people to support you for something with
a vision and a platform, and it’s really, really, really easy to lose sight
of it as you start working on things. Because you work with a lot of
people, and they have different interests that they want you to pursue,
and you have to figure out ways to integrate it. Sometimes it kind
of just gets lost in the shuffle. I would remind myself to constantly
remember why I ran. You know what my vision is, what my goals were
in the beginning and see if I’ve accomplished them. Identify obstacles
that got in the way and sort of prep myself for those obstacles that
might have gotten in the way.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE MEMORY AS A STUDENT?
I don’t ever tell anyone this, but I studied abroad the spring of my
sophomore year, and I really, really missed Ole Miss. I didn’t really
miss anyone in particular. I didn’t really miss anything in particular.
It was just the atmosphere at Ole Miss. I couldn’t really put my finger
on it, so I came back in the fall of my junior year and elections for
personalities were going on and I remember sitting in front of the
union just kind of making sure there were not rules violations for
elections, and I just remember seeing so many people out supporting
their friends that didn’t really care about ASB but really, really cared
about the person they’re out there for. And that kind of reminded me
why I love Ole Miss, and that was something that just stuck with me
and it made me realize this is why I’m here. It’s you know the family
feel we have here at Ole Miss, the love that Ole Miss students have for
each other no matter what.

HOW DO YOU THINK BEING AN OXONIAN HAS
IMPACTED YOUR ABILITY TO SERVE?
It’s allowed me to really serve as ASB president because I’ve been able
to plug myself into the community--not just the Ole Miss community
but the Oxford community too, and sort of be that liaison with city
leaders, community leaders and such. So those relationships that I
built up for 21 years before I even considered running for student
body president, those were already there, so I was able to kind of able
to play off those pretty immediately. That’s given me quite a bit of
leverage when it comes to lobbying for certain things for students and
kind of having a seat at the table already. That helped out a lot.
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Mr. Ole Miss
Miss Ole Miss
2017-2018

SAVANNAH SMITH
Interview by Asia Harden
Photo by Ariel Cobbert

HOW HAS OLE MISS IMPACTED YOU?
I had know idea what was going to happen when I walked on campus
my freshman year. I had no idea of the people I was going to meet.
Every semester and every year, it's just so sweet because you meet new
people that you learn so much from. It’s really special because there are
a lot of places that you work and interact with people who are different
from you, but I don’t know if there are other places in the world where
you truly love them deeply. You begin to understand who they really
are, and you can see them for who they are. That’s something that is
really special that Ole Miss has taught me while I’ve been here. It has
given me people that I love that are so different from me, as well as
those that are similar to me. It has just taught me so much.

WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE CAMPUS MEMORY?
This is so cliche, but beating Alabama freshman year was a day that
I will never, ever forget. I remember we were down for a lot of the
game. I went to sit with my parents for a few minutes, and I remember
seeing the scoreboard and thinking, “Oh my goodness, we may just
pull this off!” Then, I ran back down, and I had lost my friends, but I
found Mary Elizabeth. We just stood there and watched, and then it
happened. We all just flooded the field. That was one that I will never
in a million years forget. I have never seen so many people excited
about the same thing.

WHAT DOES BEING MISS. OLE MISS MEAN TO YOU?
It really is day in and day out making people feel seen, heard and
like they’re appreciated. And that every person has a seat at the table.
We always have more to learn from the person that’s sitting next to
us and just sort of cultivating that and continuing to cultivate that
community and that culture here. Every single person makes this place
what it is, and it’s really sweet when we get to celebrate those gifts in
others and see those parts of other people. I think that’s the day in and
day out of it, and just truly and really earnestly taking those things to
heart and loving this place the best that the two of us can. The other
part of it is the service project. That’s the big thing that we are doing.

WHAT WOULD BE THE PERSONAL LEGACY, IF ANY,
THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO LEAVE ON CAMPUS?
We did this thing with orientation last year, where we talked about this
legacy, and it was cool to kind of see and think about. I would want
to leave a legacy of kindness, and a legacy that you don’t have to be a
certain person to be somebody. You make a difference. The actions that
you make, you decide if you’re going to buy it or not. We all have the
ability to be intentional. I would hope that my legacy would be one of
kindness and intention.
To read more of Savannah’s interview, visit theolemissyearbook.com.
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TUCKER FOX
Interview by Asia Harden
Photo by Ariel Cobbert

HOW HAS OLE MISS IMPACTED YOU?
I think that I came in being around the university so much during my
childhood that I felt like I had a good grasp of what Ole Miss was, or
what my experience would be like. Then, I got here, and I realized it’s
a little bit different than that. But even since then, my experience in
the past few years has been impacted and changed. Mostly in part due
to the people that I have come in contact with. Not just hanging out
with one group of people or one type of person, but being able to meet
people all over campus that are just like you and not like you at all,
really gives you perspective of the different people we have here. That
impacted my experience a lot and really gave me a better perspective
and view of the way that Ole Miss really is.

WHAT WOULD BE THE PERSONAL LEGACY, IF ANY,
THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO LEAVE ON CAMPUS?
I’m not that big into me being remembered or anything like that. I
would rather it be more about this place than any one of us. But if there
would be one thing, I hope it would be that “He was somebody who
just loved everybody and was intentional with everyone that he came
in contact with.” I really believe that we are called to love everyone no
matter how different, similar or whatever it may be. To love everyone
the same and to treat them the way we would treat our best friends or
anybody. I hope mine would be that “He was an awesome representative
of what it is to be an Ole Miss Rebel.” And what that is is to be inclusive
and to treat everybody with love and kindness. It would really be a
legacy of kindness, and that “he’d be somebody that when you saw him,
you would smile.” It’s like whenever I see Savannah, we just smile at
each other, and that’s a legacy in and of itself. It’s somebody that you
see, and they make you happy. If people were to look at me and me
make them happy through whatever the experience may be, I think that
would be a pretty cool legacy to leave.

HOW HAS YOUR TIME AT THE UNIVERSITY ENABLED
YOU TO BETTER MISSISSIPPI?
There isn’t any overarching or one big thing. It’s more of the little things,
and those are the things that are the most important, the interactions
and the people we come in contact with. Like when we mentioned
the legacy we want to leave of positivity on the campus, that’s how we
better Mississippi. Because if we better Ole Miss, the flagship university
of the state, then we are going to better Mississippi. If we do our part
in bettering the people here, if we make the people better and the
university better, we make Mississippi better. That’s how I’d say we’ve
done our part to make it better, and we will continue to make it better.
To read more of Tucker’s interview, visittheolemissyearbook.com.
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Miss

UNIVERSITY

Senior Charley Ann Nix gets crowned as Miss University by last year’s winner, Leah Gibson, at the 69th Annual
Miss University Scholarship Pageant on Oct. 15,2017. Photo by Ariel Cobbert
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Parade of

BEAUTIES

Sophomore broadcast journalism major, Asya Branch, gets crowned Most Beautiful by last year’s winner, Blair
Wortsmith, during the Student Activity Association’s 67th Annual Parade of Beauties that was held on Jan. 31,
2018 in the Ford Center. Photo by Ariel Cobbert
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HALL^

FAMI

Hall of Fame was established at Ole Miss in 1930. Since then, it has
continued to recognize students of outstanding achievements
and committed dedication to the University.

ALLEN COON
A native of Petal, Mississippi, Allen Coon has been civically and politically engaged
during his time on campus, holding positions such as senator for the Associated
Student Body, president of the University of Mississippi College Democrats,
and president of the University of Mississippi Vote Everywhere organization. He
has also been involved in the University of Mississippi chapter of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People. As a public policy leadership

and African American studies double major in the Sally McDonnell Barksdale
Honors College, he has participated in numerous local- and state-level protests

and rallies, including the “Take down the Flag” rally, which ultimately resulted
in the removal of the state flag from the University of Mississippi campus. Allen
shared that, “Our success is a testament to the power of student activism, the
transformative force of racial reconciliation, and the importance of democratic
dialogue and community engagement.” He hopes that his involvement at the
University of Mississippi “will have allowed all future UM students a claim at this
beautifully complicated community.”
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CHRISTOPHER FEAZELL
Christopher Feazell is an accountancy major from Mendenhall, Mississippi. During
his time at the University of Mississippi, he has been involved in a number of
student organizations and activities, including the Black Student Union where
he served as vice president his senior year; the National Association of Black
Accountants, assuming the position of vice president of programming; and the
Associated Accounting Student Body, where he most recently served as treasurer. A
Luckyday Scholar and a member of the Sally McDonnell Barksdale Honors College,
Christopher is also a member of The Columns Society, Mortar Board, Gamma Beta

Phi Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, and Lambda Sigma Honor Society.
In addition, Christopher has served as an academic tutor where he was reminded,

“that the efforts of true leaders are often those that are not seen, making the
grandest impacts and leaving positive impressions in the smallest ways.”

TERRENCE JOHNSON
Terrence Johnson is a broadcast journalism major from Shuqualak, Mississippi.
He has held a number of leadership positions while attending the University of
Mississippi, including president for the Men of Excellence organization; co-president
of the UM Association of Black Journalists; director of public relations for The

Columns Society; and co-director for public relations for the Associated Student
Body. Terrence has also served as an Orientation Leader, as a FASTrack Peer
Leader, and as mentors for the African American Males Enrolling, Retaining, and
Graduating (AAMERG) and Mississippi Outreach for Scholastic Talent (MOST)

programs. Additionally, Terrence has been involved in the University of Mississippi
Gospel Choir and the University Chorus/Men’s Glee. Terrence shared that he

believes the moments that challenged his comfortability the most while a student
at the University of Mississippi are the ones that strengthened him in unimaginable
ways. “Many times through conversations and interactions that did not necessarily
coincide with my personal beliefs or goals, something impacted me innately to
strategically question my way of thinking and create a deeper sense of empathy and
understanding for others.”

JI WON LEE
A graduate of Oxford High School originally from Daejeon, South Korea, Jiwon
Lee shared that being an international student at the University of Mississippi
- which she describes as a “life time dream” - has provided her some unique
opportunities. During Jiwon’s time on campus, she was very involved in the Pride
of the South Marching Band and became the first international student selected
as drum major, a position she held for two years. Jiwon has also served as the

president for the Korean Student Association; she has worked in the Office of
International Programs; and she has given tours of the campus to others in her
native language. Jiwon is a music performance major with an emphasis in flute
and violin performance and has been involved in the University of Mississippi
Wind Ensemble and Basketball Pep Band as well as the concertmaster for the
Lafayette-Oxford-University Symphony Orchestra. She has also served as the
president of the UM chapter of the Sigma Alpha lota International Music Fraternity
and is a member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society.
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MEGAN MCLEOD
Megan McLeod is an economics major from Highlands Ranch, Colorado. A member
of the Sally McDonnell Barksdale Honors College, she has helped establish an
American Medical Women’s Association chapter on campus, founded a private
tutoring company, and scored in the 99th percentile on the MCAT. She is pursuing a
career in healthcare technology that has been inspired by her studies of disparities
in access to care, internships at Kaiser Permanente and Vanderbilt University Medical

Center and investigation of telemedicine in her Honors Capstone project. Megan
has also held the vice president of chapter development and senior experience

coordinator positions in Phi Mu Fraternity and the academic chair position in the
Alpha Kappa Psi Business Fraternity, to name only a few. Acknowledging that one

does not always have to “lead from the front,” Megan has also served as an Ole Miss
Ambassador and member of The Columns Society and believes that her greatest
accomplishment at the University of Mississippi is the success of her mentees
“because of the lasting impact it will have on their lives and the chain reaction of

mentorship that is developing as a result.”

SAVANNAH SMITH
Savannah Smith is a public policy leadership and journalism double major from
Corinth, Mississippi. Elected as Miss Ole Miss 2017, she has been extremely involved
on campus during her time at the University, most recently as the director of the
Ole Miss Big Event and as vice president for The Columns Society. Savannah has
also served as an Ole Miss Ambassador and an Orientation Leader. Additionally,
she has held roles on the Chi Omega Fraternity’s executive committee as director of
programming and in the Associated Student Body. A member of the Sally McDonnell
Barksdale Honors College, Savannah also holds membership in a number of
honor societies, including Phi Kappa Phi, Omicron Delta Kappa, Order of Omega,

and Mortar Board. Having served the University of Mississippi in a variety of ways,
Savannah shares, “Service is having a commitment to something that is bigger than
yourself. I have striven to serve this University in small and large ways and hope
dearly that this would be my legacy.”

AUSTIN SPINDLER
A public policy leadership major, Austin Spindler is a native of Savannah,
Tennessee. Austin has demonstrated a passion for public service as evidenced
by his involvement with the Associated Student Body on campus, serving as
a senator, legislation monitor, student body secretary, and senior executive

assistant to the student body president during his tenure at the University. In
addition, Austin was a legislative intern with the U.S. House of Representatives

last summer. On campus, Austin has also served as a student representative on
the Chancellor’s Standing Committee on LGBTQ Affairs and on the Undergraduate
Council. He is a member of the Delta Psi Fraternity, was the vice president of

public relations for the Interfraternity Council, and is currently the assistant
director of the Ole Miss Big Event and the staffing director of the UM Food Bank.

Austin shared, “While the quantitative results that I can claim are but a few, the
overall qualitative work that I have done, I feel, leaves a legacy of devotion to
doing what is right, even if it isn’t easy.”
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ELIZABETH TAYLOR
Elizabeth Taylor transferred to the University of Mississippi her junior year from
a community college in Texas where she was active in the Phi Theta Kappa
International Honor Society, serving as the International Division Vice President
for Division II - Grayson College, among other positions. Upon transferring to

the University of Mississippi, Elizabeth was accepted into the Sally McDonnell

Barksdale Honors College as a junior-entry student and ultimately earned one of
the prestigious Barksdale Awards, becoming the first junior-entry student to do
so. As a sociology major, Elizabeth used the Barksdale Award to travel to Dublin,
Ireland, in order to conduct an ethnography of an international, non-governmental
organization that provides services to women affected by sex trafficking and
prostitution. Outside of her research and academic accomplishments, Elizabeth is
involved in the Collegiate Recovery Community, active in the Gamma of Mississippi
- Phi Theta Kappa Alumni Chapter, a member of Rebels Against Sexual Assault, and
a Ronald E. McNair Scholar. Elizabeth shared that she hopes her experiences “will

inspire other transfers to break boundaries and strive for excellence.”

JACOB THRASHER
Jacob Thrasher is a chemistry major from Birmingham, Alabama. During his
time at the University of Mississippi, Jake has been involved with Rebels Against
Sexual Assault (RASA), serving most recently as president. He has worked to
create a campus where survivors feel more comfortable seeking help and getting
justice through presentations, events, and speaking opportunities; through the
creation of the Red Zone issue of The Daily Mississippian; and by working with the

University Police Department in making the RebAlerts related to sexual assaults
more survivor-centered. Jake has also been an editorial cartoonist for The Daily
Mississippian, often receiving criticism and pushback for the content and subjects
of some of his cartoons. As a result, he is the first student from the United States of
America to be nominated for the Bravery in Cartooning Award from the Cartoonist
Rights Association. Jake is also a member of the Association of American Editorial
Cartoonists and has been a contributor to the Huffington Post. Outside of his
activism, Jake is the president of Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society, a student

member of the Chancellor’s Standing Committee on Lecture Series, a member of
Mortar Board, and a member of the Sally McDonnell Barksdale Honors College.

INGRID VALBUENA
A native of Maracaibo, Venezuela, Ingrid Valbuena shared, “I cannot think of any
other accomplishment, academic knowledge, passing grade, or specific leadership

position that can mean as much as being able to say that I see life in a larger scope,

and I understand the world a little better because of my experience here.” Ingrid has
been a very involved student leader during her-time at the University of Mississippi,
serving as an Ole Miss Ambassador, an Orientation Leader, and a member of The
Columns Society. She has held the vice president of administration position for
Alpha Omicron Pi Fraternity as well. Additionally, Ingrid is a member of the Sally

McDonnell Barksdale Honors College and has been a tutor for the FedEx StudentAthletic Academic Support Center at the University of Mississippi. An integrated
marketing communications major, Ingrid has also been involved with Rebel Radio,
most recently serving as marketing director.
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Who's Who

AMONG THE UNIVERSITY
OF MISSISSIPPI 2018
EACH YEAR A SELECTED GROUP OF STUDENTS IS CALLED FORWARD TO ACCEPT ONE
OF THE MOST PRESTIGIOUS AWARDS THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY CAN BESTOW:
SELECTION TO WHO’S WHO AMONG STUDENTS. 200 STUDENTS FROM THE
2017-2018 CLASS ARE RECOGNIZED FOR THEIR ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE AREA OF
SCHOLARSHIP, SERVICE AND LEADERSHIP.

TIANA ALLEN
- Member of the Sally McDonnell Barksdale
Honors College
- Director of Community Service of Alpha
Phi
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GABRIELLE ARCEO

JULIA ASHLEY
- Member of the Reformed University
Fellowship Ministry Team
- Member of the Associated Student Body
Freshman Council

JACOB AZBELL
- President of the Epsilon Omega chapter
oflEEE-HKN
-Council Member of the Engineering
Student Body Leadership Council

NEKKITA BEANS

KALEB BARNES
- Mississippi Rural Physicians Scholarship
Recipient
- Member of the Sally McDonnell Barksdale
Honors College

LOGAN CHRISTIAN

-

President of the Black Student Union
Associated Student Body Senator

HANNAH CLARK

CHRISTOPHER CROSS

CAROL COKER
- Miss University of Mississippi 2016
- University of Mississippi Orientation
Leader

- Member of the Executive Board of
RebelTHON
- Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society

- President of the Student Alumni Council
- Junior Grand Vice Polemarch (2nd
National Vice President) of Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity Inc.

ABBY BRUCE

NIASHA DAVIS
- Service Chair for Black Student Union
- Membership and Development Chair for
the Alpha Epsilon chapter of Phi Delta Chi

DAKOTA BURTON

- College of Liberal Arts Associated Student - President of the Sport Club Council
Body Senator
- Member of the Sally McDonnell Barksdale
- Former Chair of the Academics Committee Honors College

LINDSAY DAWSON

ALLEN COON
- Student Leader of the Students for the
Chancellor Jones Protests

OLIVIA DEAR
- ODK Freshman Leader Award
- Sophomore Homecoming Maid
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SETH DICKINSON
- 2017-2018 Campus Favorite
- AVM/Stroke Survivor

AMBER DUPREE

CHRISTOPHER FEAZELL

LANA FERGUSON

MARY FRATESI

- Vice President of the Black Student Union
- Vice President of Programming National
Association of Black Accountants

- Editor-in-Chief of the Daily Mississippian
- Recipient of the Meek School of
Journalism and New Media Dean’s Award

- Mississippi Rural Physicians Scholarship
Participant
- Member of Phi Beta Kappa

NATALIE GAGLIANO
- Vice President of Finance of Alpha
Omicron Pi
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NICOLE GEORGIS
- President of Gamma lota, Sigma Mu
Chapter (2017-2018)
- Member of the Student Alumni Council

NYTERICA EDGET

CATHERINE DYER

- Member of Phi Beta Kappa
- Member of the Sally McDonnell Barksdale
Honors College

ANTHONY GLADDEN
Member of Mortar Board
Director of Finance for RebelTHON

-

Secretary of Gospel Choir (2015-2016)
FastTrack Peer Leader (2016-2017)

-

Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Lyceum Scholar

GRANT GAAR

MELIAH GRANT
- President of the Ole Miss Hand Band
- Group Leader for Be The Bridge; Racial
Reconciliation and the Gospel

DILLON HALL
- Founder of the University of Mississippi
Rocket Team
- Traveled to Togo, Africa to Develop Water
Well System for Children’s Hospital

- Member of the Mississippi Excellence in
Teaching Program
- Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society

ROSS RESTER

LAUREN HETHERINGTON

- President of the Ole Miss Mock Trial
Association
- Manager of Saint Leo Restaurant

HARLEIGHHUGGINS
- Senior Co-Chair of the Center for
Manufacturing Excellence (CME) Student
Advisory Board
- President of Tau Beta Pi

KATHRYN HARRISON

DREW HALL

- Director of Morale and Director of
Recruitment for RebelTHON
- Executive Council for Chi Omega as
Panhellenic Delegate

JORDAN HODRY

- College Panhellenic Council Vice President - Recipient of the Taylor Medal
of Academics
- Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society

SARA JENNINGS

LEEANNIGNOZZI
- Member of Kappa Delta
- Member of the Student Activities
Association

-

ALLISON HEMMER
- University of Mississippi Student Ambas
sador
- Trent Lott Leadership Institute

DALTON HUERKAMP
- Founding Father of the Alpha Lambda
Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi
- University of Mississippi Orientation
Leader

ADRIA JOHNSON

Beta Alpha Psi Officer Fall (2017)
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-

KORNICHAJOHNSON

TERRENCE JOHNSON

KRANTHIKADARU

Vice President for Alpha Kappa Alpha
Vice President for Alpha Phi Sigma

- President of Men of Excellence
- Co-President of UM Association of Black
Journalists

- Associated Student Body Senator for the
School of Engineering
- President of the Ole Miss Robotics Club

CAITLIN KENNEDY

DION KEVIN III

- Member of Phi Beta Kappa
- President of Alpha Phi Omega

CATHERINE LAGARDE
- Stamps Leadership Scholar
- First Place Winner in the Creative
Nonfiction Category at the 2017 Southern
Literary Festival
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RODERT KÜDLICKI III
- Ole Miss Volleyball Team Manager
- Officer of Gamma lota Sigma

TAMARA KALMYKOVA

KAYLA LADNER
- President of the Ole Miss Pre-Dental
Society
- Biology Bootcamp Lead Mentor

ALICIA LAWSON

TOUSLEY LEAKE

JIWONLEE

- Member of the University of Mississippi
Competition Corps
- Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society

- Vice President of Public Relations for Tri
Delta
- Member of the Sally McDonnell Barksdale
Honors College

- Drum Major for The Pride of the South
Marching Band
- Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society

SHAMESSIALEE

COLBERT LEHR

CODY LETCHWORTH

RACHEL LOCHRIDGE
-

Secretary of the Columns Society
Docent at Rowan Oak

SAVANNAH MAAS

KELSEY LOCK
School of Pharmacy Ambassador
Treasurer of Phi Delta Chi

MOLLY MACLIN
- Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
- Panhellenic Recruitment Counselor

BLAKE LEWIS
- Ole Miss Student Housing Community
Assistant of the Year
- Honorary President of the National
Residence Hall

- Engineering Student Body President
- Recipient of the School of Engineering
Outstanding Senior Leadership Award

LAKAYLA LOVE

KIRSTEN LUSBY

- President of the Undergraduate Black Law
Student Association
- Communications Director of Gamma Beta
Phi Honor Society

HAYDEN MALONE
- Research Leader in Plant Genetics Lab
- Member of the Sally McDonnell Barksdale
Honors College

ROBERT MCCLURE
-Co-Director of UM Food Bank
- Executive Member of Active Minds
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EBONE’ MCCOWAN
- Diabetes Self Management Education
Program Facilitator
- IMAGE Peer Mentor

ANNA CATE MILLER

ZACCH AEUS MCEWEN
- Gold Bar Recruiter for the United States
Air Force
- Recipient of the Living Legacy Award from
the Black Student Union

MASAMISCEVIC

MEGAN MCLEOD
-

Founder of Hotty Toddy Tutors
Scored in the 99th percentile on the MCAT

MARISA MORRISSETTE

MAKALA MCNEIL
- Member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
Inc.
- Executive Member of UM Chapter of
NAACP

SARAH MOUNCE

- Editor-in-Chief of The Ole Miss yearbook
- President of the Ole Miss Society for News
Design

BRADLEY MUNN
- Co-Director of Future Alumni Network of
Student Alumni Council
- Member of Mortar Board
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NICOLE PARK
- McLean Institute Catalyzing
Entrepreneurship
- Economic Development Innovation
Scholar

WILLIAM PATE

DILLON PITTS

- Outstanding Undergraduate Student in
Music
- Member of Pi Kappa Lambda

- Attorney General for the Associated
Student Body
- Finance and Fundraising Director for the
Ole Miss Big Event

LIZZY PITTS

BRADY RUFFIN

SYNDEY REID

NATALIE RIED

- President and Philanthropy Chairman of
Tri Delta

- Ole Miss Diamond Girl
- Meek School of Journalism and New
Media Student Ambassador

CADY SMITH
-

Lyceum Scholar
Beta Alpha Psi’s Outstanding Member of

ALEXANDRA SCHNEIDER

ELIZABETH SANSING

- Chi Omega Personnel Chair
- University of Mississippi Orientation
- Vice President for Internal Affairs of the
Leader
- Executive Director of the Student Activities Student Alumni Council
Association

- 2017 SEC Champion in Softball
- Executive Member of the Student-Athlete
Advisory Committee

SAVANNAH SMITH

MI'ESHA SMITH
-

2017-2018 Miss Ole Miss
Co-Director of the Ole Miss Big Event

LEANTHONY ROGERS
- Member of Mortar Board
- Member of the Order of Omega Rho
Lambda

ALEXIS SMITH
- Director of ASB Inclusion and Cross
Cultural Engagement
- AmeriCorps Member at Breakthrough
Central Texas

AUSTIN SPINDLER
- Secretary for the Associated Student Body
-Assistant Director of the Ole Miss Big Event

the Year
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MARYANNA STORY
- Member of the Sally McDonnell Barksdale
Honors College
- Chi Omega Fraternity Director of Career
and Personal Development

DAVID THOMAS

LEAH MARGARET STROFE
- University of Mississippi Orientation
Leader
- Judicial Council Member

JACOB THRASHER

ELIZABETH TAYLOR

INGRID VALBUENA

- President of Rebels Against Sexual Assault - University of Mississippi Orientation
Leader
- Huffington Post Contributor
-Vice President of Alpha Omicron Pi

AMY WALKER
- Associated Student Body Senator for the
School of Journalism
- Panhellenic Recruitment Counselor
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JONTAEWARREN
-Vice President of the Alpha Epsilon
Chapter of Phi Delta Chi

DANI THOMAS

- Recipient of the Sally McDonnell Barksdale - Co-Director of Public Relations for the
Student Activities Association
Honors College Barksdale Award
- Recipient of the 2018 Julien Tatum Award - President of the Cardinal Club

LINDSAY WELDON

GABRIELLE VOGT
- Member of the Sally McDonnell-Barksdale
Honors College
- Fundraising Chair and President of Enable

JAYLA WHITFIELD
- University of Mississippi Orientation
Leader

GRACE WILBANKS
Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Member of Phi Beta Kappa

NATALIE WILLIAMS

SEAN WILLIAMSON

SHELTON WITTENBERG

- Former President of the Baptist Student
- Co-Director of Manna Feeding Ministry
- President of Chi Omega
- Member of the Sally McDonnell Barksdale
- College Panhellenic Council Vice President Union
- Former President and Captain of the Men’s Honors College
of Judicial
Club Ultimate

NOT PICTURED
FARRIS ABU SAOUD
- Treasurer of Chi Psi Fraternity
- School of Accountancy for the Deloitte Audit Innovation
Challenge (Fall 2017)

- Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
President of the Engineering Student Body (2017-2018)
President Intercommunciation (Intercom) Student Advisor - Rho Lambda National Sorority Leadership Recognition
Society

-

- President of the American Medical Student Association
- Chaplain of Pi Kappa Alpha

- AmeriCorps VISTA Summer Associate at the University
Museum (Summer 2017)

MADISON BANDLER

KELLIE BALLARD

BLAKE BALLARD
- Member of the Engineering Honor Society, Tau Beta Pi
- Traveled with Global Brigades on a Medical Trip to
Honduras

HOLLY BADGER

TAYLOR AYALA

ALLISON ANDERSON
- RebelTHON
- Jumpstart Team Member

NATALIE ALLEN

SANGEET ADHIKARI

-

President of Phi Theta Kappa
University of Mississippi Student Ambassador

-

Ethics Bowl
Member of the American Chemical Society
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BRITTANY BARBEE

- Creating and Implementing Service Staff Appreciation
Day at the Robert C. Khayat Law Center

MADELINE BECK
- President of Canterbury Ministry
- Writer for The Ole Miss Yearbook

-

- Barksdale Awardee
-Croft Scholar
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Member of Phi Beta Kappa
Worship Leader for Reformed University Fellowship

SHELBY BOURGEOIS

University of Mississippi Orientation Leader
Member of the Mississippi Excellence in Teaching Program

MORGAN CANNON

ALEXANDRA BRIGGS
-

Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
President of the Tri Beta Biological Honor Society

BRANDI BERRY

RYLEY BLOMBERG
-

JOHN CHAPPELL

-

LOUIS BENTON

ESTELLE BLAIR

- Completed an Internship

MICHELLE BASHA

JONATHAN BARNES

Vice President of Finance for Kappa Delta
Head Counselor for Pre-College High School Programs

MADELINE CARPENTER
-

Learning to speak Spanish in Chile

ELIZABETH CLUTTON

SAHIBA CHAWLA
-

Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Member of Kappa Delta

JOSEPH COOK
-

- President of RebelTHON 2018
- Member of the Alpha Omicron Pi Leadership Council

Vice President of CURE
Manna - Director of Meal Delivery

BETSY CROSSWHITE

HAILEY COOPER

RYAN COOK

DARBIANNA DINSMORE

AUSTYN DAVIS

- Public Relations Manager of Ghostlight Repertory Theatre
- Irene Ryan Acting Award Nomination

JESSICA DRESSIER
-

Member of the Student Alumni Council
Member of the Ole Miss Fashion Society

ALLISON FLYOD

SAMUEL FOWLKES
-

JARRETT ESTESS

BRADYN EAVES
- University of Mississippi Orientation Leader
- Co-Director of Pageants of the Student Activities
Association

-

President of the Interfraternity Council
Treasurer of International Justice Mission

KATHRYN FORBES

ANDREW FOWLER

- Chairman of Mental Health Week 2017 and 2018
- President & Founder of Active Minds at the University of
Mississippi

- Member of the Student Alumni Council
- Candidacy in KPMG Masters in Data & Analytics Degree at
Ole Miss

MARY ELIZABETH GENTRY

VEDANJALI GOGINENI

Former employee of Deloitte in New York City
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ARIANNE HARIONO

ALLISON HANBY
- Congressional Intern for Congressman Joe Wilson (2017)
- ASB Senate President Pro Tempore (2016-2017)

-Co-Team Captain of the Ole Miss Women’s Tennis Team
- Women’s Tennis All-American

ALEXIS HILL

FRANCISCO HERNANDEZ MOLERES
- Supervisor of Intramural Sports and Sports Clubs
- Opinion Writer for the Daily Mississippian

EMILY HOFFMAN
- Vice President of Communication for RebelTHON
- Social Media Editor of the Daily Mississippian

SOFIA IDOYAGA

-

Director of Fundraising for RebelTHON
Member of Rho Lambda Honor Society Executive Council

MARY HYER
- Membership Director of Phi Mu
- Member of Omicron Delta Kappa Leadership Honor
Society

ELISHA JAHNKE

-Treasurer of the Associated Student Body
- Student Business Consultant
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ALICIA HOBBS
- Founder of “Art of Alsh”
- Presented Neuroscience Research at J.B. Johnston Club
for Evolutionary Neuroscience (November 2017)

CHINELOIBEKWE
- 2017 semi-finalist for Rhodes West Africa
- Tau Beta Pi, awarded to top l/5th of the 2017 engineering
class

KENDALL JENKINS
- Sophomore leader for the Chancellor’s Leadership Class
-Training with the German military

- Member of the Student Athlete Advisory Committee
- Former Vice President and President of Rebels’
International

JENNIE JESUIT

MARY CLARA HAYES

WALTER KEARNEY

NICHOLAS KEELING

- Vice Chair of Judicial Council of the Associated Student
Body

- University of Mississippi Student Ambassador
- President of the Classics Book Club

THOMAS MCFANN

-

Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
President of Sigma Alpha Lambda Honor Society

KENDARIUS MCGRUDER

KATELYNN MCCOY
-

Graduated Magna Cum Laude
Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society

ZACHARY MITCHELL
- 2018 School of Engineering Outstanding Senior Award
Recipient
- Founding member and Vice President of the Youth
Movement Against Alzheimer’s Chapter at Ole Miss

- Member of the Columns Society
- University of Mississippi Outstanding Junior in Computer
Science

ALEXANDRIA MONTGOMERY

- Director of Academics of the Associated Student Body
- Undergraduate Researcher for the Computational
Chemistry Research Group

PATRICIA LIPSON

AUTUMN LEWIS
Treasurer of the BSU Treasurer
Group Leader for the Ole Miss Big Event

PAUL LEE

KELSEY KNECHT

NATALIE KING

PAIGE MOORE

HUNTER MYERS

JOHN NELSON, JR.

DAVID NEWMAN

- Deputy Attorney Genera of the Associated Student Body
- Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society

MADISON NASH
- President of Gamma Beta Phi Honors Society
- College Ambassador for the Sally McDonnell Barksdale
Honors College
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WILLIAM NOWELL

TORKELNORDBJARNEMAN
- Student Analyst for the Division of Technology
Management
- Internship with AF Consult

- Judicial Chair of the Associated Student Body
(2017-2018)
- Student Director for the the Sally McDonnell Barksdale
Honors College (2016-2017)

GRACE PADDOCK

Founder and President of CURE Ole Miss
Member of the Mortar Board

KELLIE SHANNON

- Member of the Ole Miss Big Event Executive Board
- Member of the the Sally McDonnell Barksdale Honors
College
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- Champion of the Bicentennial Moot Court Competition

MEGAN RUSH
- Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
- Member of Order of Omega

- Intern for the Office of the State Treasurer of Mississippi
(Spring 2018)
- Member of the Ole Miss Mock Trial Team

JESSIE SMITH

MEREDITH POHL

FAITH RODERTS

KATHRYN RAY

Recipient of the Taylor Medal
Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society

- Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
- Studied abroad at the University of Cambridge for
International Law

STEVEN PATTERSON
-

-

LAUREN OELZE

KATHERINE SISTRUNK

ANN WESTON SISTRUNK
-

Member of Phi Beta Kappa
President of the College Panhellenic Council

MAGGIE SMITH
- Member of the Columns Society
- President of the UM Garden Club

-

Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
University of Mississippi Orientation Leader

TAYLOR STORY
- Senate President Pro Tempore of the Associated Student
Body
- Intern for ALSAC/St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital

-

Ole Miss Cheerleader
Member of the Ole Miss Big Event Recruitment Team

President of the Patterson School of Accountancy

THOMAS VARNER

-

-

President of the Senior Class
President of Phi Delta Theta Fraternity (2016-2017)

KENDRICK WALLACE

President of Kappa Kappa Gamma
Senator of the Associated Student Body

JONATHAN VANVECKHOVEN

GUY THORNTON

LEXI THOMPSON
- President of Chi Epsilon the National Civil Engineering
Honor Society
- President of Institute of Transportation Engineers

ALEXANDRA THOMPSON

ALEX TANKERSLEY

JACK SUTTON

-

Professional Development Committee Chair

ALEXANDRA WARREN
- President of Sigma Gamma Epsilon Honor Society
- Vice President of the American Association of Petroleum
Geologists

PATRICK WATERS
- 2016 and 2017 KPMG Case Competition Champion and
Treasurer
Scholarship Chair of Delta Psi Fraternity

ELIZABETH WEATHERSBY

GEORGEANNA YAEKEL
- Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
-Captain of the Rebelettes Dance Team
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Campus

FAVORITES
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OLIVIA DEAR

SETH DICKINSON

CHAUNCEY MULLINS

CAROLINE BLOCK

NOT PICTURED
CODY LETCHWORTH
BILL PRINGLE
HAYLEY DAY
ELIZA NEELY

CLIFTDN CARROLL

BRADYN EAVES
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P
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P
LE

S.GaleDenley

STUDENT MEDIA CENTER

Photo courtesy of Thomas Graning, UM Communications
Student contributors, editors, faculty and staff pose in front of the S. Gale Denley Student Media Center in Bishop Hall.
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REBEL RADIO 92.1
(L to R): DeAndria Turner, Ingrid Valbuena, Austin Hille and Thomas
De’Martini.

NEWSWATCH OLE MISS
(L to R): Brittany Brown, Courtney Kamm, Karsyn King, Abbie
McIntosh, Brian Barisa, Gracyn Ashmore, Kassidy Biss and Collin
Rivera

THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
FRONT ROW: Hayden Benge, Slade Rand, Lana Ferguson, Marlee
Crawford. SECOND ROW: Maddie McGee, Rachel Ishee, Emily
Hoffman, Maggie Martin. THIRD ROW: Devna Bose. Liam Nieman,
Blake Alsup. BACKROW: Billy Schuerman, Sam Harres, Ethel
Mwedziwendira, Grayson Weir

DM ADVERTISING
(L to R): Blake Hein, Sam Dethrow, Ethan Gray, Rebecca Brown and
Cameron Collins
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Underclassmen

Ashley Adams
John Agostinelli
Madison Albert
Harleigh Aldridge
Chelsea Boone

Samantha Brady
Madison Briggs
Ronald Brown
Katherine Buckley
Morgan Buompastore

Erin Cain
Sarah Cervantes
Jeremy Churchill
Corey Crockett Jr.
Kamron Daniels

Maria Diaz
Mason Fields
David Flynn
Kennedy Frain
Jonathan Gee
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Joy Gordon
Keeley Groves
Ravyn Hampton
Hogan Harrington
Aidan Heydt

Grant Hilliard
Imani Hines
Arielle Hudson
Skylyn Irby
Diamond Jackson

ConnorJones
Wilson Jones
Alex Kemp
Cain Kennedy
Morgan King

Elliott Klass
Makyah Lamberth
Landon Leake
Kaitlyn Legge
Sydney Lewis

Shelby Loftis
Jonathan Lovelady
Claire Lundy
Tyler Marshall
Vanessa McCulloch

Thomas McFann
Whitney McMurrey
Decalvin Moore
Consuela Nash
Joseph Nelson

Shalei Owens
Jacee Palmer
Devika Patel
Jordan Potts
Ramsey Purvis

Morgan Reid
Alexis Rhoden
Mariah Richardson
Anthony Rowan
Noah Sansom
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Brandi Simmons
Katherine Sistrunk
Kaitlyn Smith
Niekya Smith
Margaret Street

Stefano Subauste
Amanda Taylor
Madison Thornton
Emily Vore
Elizabeth Weathersey

Gabriela Wells
Skyla Whaley
Savannah Woods
Hayden Wooldridge
Stephen Wooten

Dewaylia Young
McKenzie Young
Andrea Zabala
Alexis Zosel
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Class of

2018
Brittany Abbott
Victoria Abbott
Cambria Abdeen
James Adair
John Adair Jr.
Kerrie Adams

M. Elaine Adams
Peyton Adams
Tyler Adams
Joy Addison
Kyra Addison
Jomiloju Adebolu

Gilbert Ahanotu
Abdul Aziz Al Maskari
Anas Al-Abri
Ali Al-Nabhani
Dawood Al-Nasseri
Yahya Al-Zaabi

Mary Alexander
Allyson Alford
Mohammed Aljahwari
Alyssa Alkuino
Nathan Allen
Tiana Allen
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Christie Allison
Hafedh Altoubi
Ashten Anderson
Italiana Anderson
Peter Andes
William Andrews

Margaret Anglin
Gabrielle Arceo
Veronika Arkhipova
Keenan Arntson
Ellen Ash
Julia Ashley

Ashley Ashmore
Abdulaziz Atarji
Saleh Aydha
Chandler Ayers
Jacob Azbell
Darbie Bailey

John Bailey
Sydnie Bailey
Alexandria Baird
Cortesia Baker
Ebonie Baker
Jordan Baker

Rachel Baker
Chrystianna Bakken
Natalie Balkon
Carlee Ballard
Lesley Anna Ballard
Kimberly Barco

Challne Barnes
Kaleb Barnes
Casey Barnett
John Barringer
Mary Kathryn Barry
Gabrielle Bartlett

Reagan Bartley
Christian Barton
Devonte Bass
Jada Bates
Rhyan Beaman
Emily Bean

Nekkita Beans
April Ford Beasley
Gabby Beech
Brandon Belke
Aja Bell
Johnathan Belt
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Shakontinal Bender
Anna Bennett
Hunter Benson
Madisen Bentley
Destin Berry
Jessica Best

Jarrylenn Betts
Mallory Bierman
Sarah Bierman
Kenneth Biery
Chelsea Bilbia
Hannah Billingsley

Daja Billups
Trinity Bishop
Peyton Black
Simone Black
Tiarra Black
Teaira Blackburn

Bernard Blissett
Madalyn Blome
Dawn Boddie
Jamie Bodiford
Sagan Boehm
Regenia Bogan

Blake Boleware
Alexis Bolton
Aulyshia Booker
Briana Booker-Echols
Brad Booth
Kylan Boothe

Amelia Bowie
Bailey Bracken
Christopher Bradley
Roslin Bradley
Valencia Bradley
Kindt Brady

Rhonda Brady
Allison Brawley
Gina Bray
Raeanna Bray
Samantha Brewer
Elizabeth Broadus

Lekeva Brooks
Summer Brooks
Alex Brown
Arrianna Brown
Bailey Brown
Chelsi Brown
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Elijah Brown
Hunter Brown
Jaquandria Brown
Johnvatta Brown
Katelyn Brown
Kaylie Brown

My’Andra Brown
Shelby Brown
Abby Bruce
Jacob Bruffey
John Bryant
Tiara Bryson

Cody Buchanan
Kristen Buchanan
William Buchanan
Martanique Buckingham
Michael Buckles
Shannon Buehler

Aleea Burge
Max Burke
Kendall Burrell
Victoria Burrow
Dakota Burton
Allison Byrd

Haley Calvert
Benjamin Camp
Rachel Campaneria
Jade Campbell
Shayla Campbell
Natalie Rose Cannella

Lauren Cantrell
Madison Cantrell
Grace Cantu
Daniel Caraway
Greta Carley
Alyssa Carman

Anne Morgan Carney
Kaylan Presley Carpenter
Conor Carson
Bryanna Castro
Maggie Cates
Kristen Cauley

Mary Carlisle Causey
McKenzie Cavanaugh
Robin Chamberlin
Jordan Chambers
Kajol Ben Champaneri
Kelli Champion
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Quaneshia Chandler
Erika Chapman
Siqi Chen
Collin Childress
John Childress
Casen Choate

Logan Christian
Sarah Clancy
Cristall Clanton
Christina Clark
Hannah Clark
Taylor Brielle Clark

Alyssa Clayton
Alexus Cleaves
Barrett Climer
Ariel Cobbert
Mary Morgan Coburn
D’Allegra Cochran

Amonta Coffee
Maronta Coffee
Hannah Cohen
Carol Coker
Sabrina Colan
Carley Cole

Hayden Coleman
Shakeria Coleman
Rashad Collier
Christian Collins
Kristen Collins
Thomas Collins

Victoria Collins
Joshua Conaway
Courtney Cone
James Conway
Brittany Cook
Renesha Cook

Centeria Cooley
Allen Coon
Jordan Coopwood
Colleen Corby
Mallory Corley
Elizabeth Cornelius

George Cossar
Virginia Covington
Hailee Cowley
Chloe Craft
Miranda Craft
Phaedra Craig
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Amber Crane
Marlee Crawford
Kali Crayon
Christopher Cross
Brinkley Culpepper
Mary Cunningham

Neal Curran
Kristina Curtiss
Abby Cutshall
Dominique Dairion
Natalie Daley
Jayla Daniels

Megan Daniels
Jaleter Daugherty
Jessica Davidson
Bobbie Jo Davis
Bryce Davis
Jasmine Davis

Jerry
Lauralee Erin
Leigh
Niasha
Terrye
Zsa’Xhani

Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis
Davis

Lindsay Dawson
Francis Christin Day
Hannah Day
William Christia Day
Michelle De Almeida
Olivia Dear

Pierce Demarco
Elizabeth Demoss
Ashton Blake Derossette
Angela Devault
Aurora Diaz
Hillary Dickard

Mackenzie Dickerson
Tyler Dickey
Seth Dickinson
John Tyler Diehl
Allison Dillon
Camary Dilworth

Marshall Dobson
Kelly Dodson
Tarnedria Dorsey
Taylor Dowden
Perrish Dragovits
Whitley Rae Drewrey
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Patrick Tennant Duckworth
Alexis Duncan
Levan Duncan Jr.
Amber Dupree
Siara Durden
Jennifer Durham

Catherine Dyer
Hunter Eady
Sterling Eaves
Kenneth Echols
Teresa Eddy
Nyterica Edget

Akeena Edwards
Taylor Eggleston
Alison El-Feraly
Sharmecia Ellis
Jason Erwin
Jacob Esmacher

Anna-Alicia Estes
Yanik Etan
Joseph Eubanks III
Jazzmine Evans
Katy Ezelle
Emily Fagan

Savannah Fairley
Ja’Lissa Farmer
Brandon Fassinger
Kirsten Faulkner
Katea Feagley
Christopher Feazell

Sarah Maycee Fendley
Lana Ferguson
Hannah Fiechter
Katelyn Finger
Brittany Finney
Caitlin Fite

Annie Fleming
Barni-Lee Flore
Brandi Floyd
Ryan Forrester
Amber Forsman
Kyle Fortin

Tabitha Foster
Kirsten Fowler
Tucker Fox
Tinecia Francis
Mary Alexandra Fra tesi
Aynslie Fritz
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Krista Frontino
Essie Frost
Grant Gaar
Harley Gadd
Natalie Gagliano
Mirella Gallardo

Brittany Galloway
Amanuel Gantt
Daniele Garcia-Savage
Adam Gardner
Anna Gardner
Rosalea Garland

Christopher Garrell
William Garrett
Kelsey Garrison
Kattiria Garvin
Nicole Georgis
Sadie Gerlach

Tiffany Lynn Gerlinger
Alexandra Gersdorf
David Geter
Kelly Gilbert
Anthony Gladden
Erin Adele Glancey

Hannah Glass
Aaron Golden
Lashondria Gooden
Ellen Goucher
Jaquez Graham
Rubiona Grainger

Bracey Granderson
Lucy Grant
Meliah Grant
M’Kenya Gray
Brittany Grayson
Emma Lorraine Greaves

Justin Green
Sydney Green
Domonique Grice
Cheyenne Griffin
Anessa Guess
Jonathan Guin

Ana Gutierrez
Nicole Gutierrez De Rutte
Charmin Guy
Kiante Gwyn
Jessica Haig
Amber Hairston
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Latonya Hairston
Corderica Hale
Dale Hall
Dillon Hall
Drew Hall
Olivia Hall

Shatara Hall
Emory Hamblin
Caitlynn Hamilton
Ashley Hamon
Parker Hanna
Madison Harbison

Haisten Hardin
Tiniesha Hardrick
Chloe Harmon
Faith Harris
Kathryn Harrison
Lindsay Harrison

Logan Harrison
Sean Harrison
Sydney Harrison
Audra Hart
Mary Harvey
Bradley Hastings

Hayley Hatcher
Sarah Havard
Asha Hawkins
Nena Hawkins
Kailey Hayes
William Haygood

Wilson Hays
Timber Heard
Sarah Heleniak
Allison Hemmer
Dynaquia Hemphill
Kyra Henderson

Raven Henderson
Allyson Henke
Derrick Herman
Tammy Herod
Leah Herrington
Asia Herrod

Joshua Herron
Ross Hester
Lauren Hetherington
Evan Hile
Markia Hilliard
Tanner Hishta
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Dajah Hobbs
Elizabeth Hobbs
Ashley Hoffman
Jackson Hoggatt
Augusta Hogue
Kristen Hollingsworth

Morgan Hollingsworth
Ke’Amber Holmes
Anna Horton
Alex Hosko
Jordan Houry
Bradley Howard

Beverly Jane Howell
Natalie Howell
Kelsey Hudgins-Shelton
Ben Hudson
Dalton Huerkamp
Matthew Huff

Amber Huggins
Harleigh Huggins
Autumn Hughes
Hannah Hurdle
Leah Elizabeth Hurdle
Peggy Hurley

Shelbie Hurt
Brian Hutton
Jasmine Ickom
Leeann Ignozzi
Abbey Irwin
Rachel Ishee

Asala Issa
Cameron Jackson
Kayla Jackson
Timara James
Mikayla Jekabsons
Tambriel Jenkins

Deiddra Jennings
Sara Wallis Jennings
Devin Jewell
Adria Johnson
Andrew Johnson
Bridget Johnson

Chelsea Johnson
Gabriel Johnson
Jada Johnson
Kornicha Johnson
Lisa Johnson
Miles Johnson
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Ryan Johnson
Terrence Johnson
Hunter Johnston
Autumn Jones
Bremeika Jones
Choisie Jones

Garneisha Jones
Holly Jones
Serenity Jones
T’Keyah Jones
Angela Jordan
Johnna Jordan

Kranthi Kadaru
Tamara Kalmykova
Andrew Kamischke
Amy Kaplan
Kirandip Kaur
Madison Kazerooni

Michael Kelly
Taylor Kelly
Yolanda Kelly
Stella Kelvyn-Olowola
Avery Kennedy
Caitlin Kennedy

Audrey Kent
Dion Kevin III
Serena Khiantani
De’Andre Kidd
Erica Kimble
Lauren King

Weston King
Rachel Kintz
Kara-Anne Klimetz
Katherine Knight
Samantha Knowles
Aaliyah Knox

Kelsey Koos
Katherine Kreutziger
Sheila Krotzer
Robert Kudlicki
Matthew Kulenek
Jacquelyn Kuykendall

Kevin Kwas
Kayla Ladner
Catherine Page Lagarde
Ryann Lam
Markia Lamar
Andrew Lambert
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Brian Langston
Christina Lawler
Morgan Lawrence
Zachary Lawrence
Alicia Lawson
Kaitlyn Lawson

An Le
Shelby Leachman
Halle Leake
Tousley Leake
Demetra Leara
Jiwon Lee

Quitley Lee
Shamessia Lee
Colbert Lehr
Alyse Lemoine
Kathleen Lester
Cody Letchworth

Jessica Levatino
Autumn Lewis
Blake Lewis
Natasha Lewis
Chenye Li
Feiyi Li

Zurui Lin
Amber Lindsey
Samantha Lineberry
Casey Lochridge
Rachel Lochridge
Kelsey Lock

Daniella Locke
Alicia Lockett
Naomi Lofton
Paige Lohman
Claudia Lopez Dominguez
Donald Lorbecke

Madison Lorenzo
Lakayla Love
Warren Love II
Blake Lovell
Kolyn Lowe
Carrie Lusby

Kristen Lusby
Aniah Lust
Savannah Maas
Abigail Mabley
Caroline Macek
Molly Maclin
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Katherine Macneal
Maya Macuga
Ryan Maddigan
Morgan Mallette
William Mallette
Forrest Mallory

Hayden Malone
Tiara Mangum
Kiara Manning
Trevor Manning
Khalid Manzoul
Carina Marino

Haley Marks
Connor Marlow
Barbi Martin
Courtney Massey
Brynner Mattingly
Jordan Maury

Chiquta Maxwell
Courtney Mayer
Mallory McAlister
Sally McAllaster
Grace McClanahan
Blake McClure

Jordan McCollum
Scarlett McCombs
Keegan McCormack
Ebone’ McCowan
Phillip McDonald
Rachael McDuffey

Michael McElroy
Zacchaeus McEwen
Wesley McFall
Tamara McGee
James McGIothern
Memorie McIntosh

Tyler McIntyre
Jacquelyn McKinney
Kinsey McLaughlin
Joshua McLemore
Judi McMillen
Madison McMinn

Emma McNair
Darby McNeal
Makala McNeil
Shykira Meady
Natalie Meeks
Amelia Mellor
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Tori Melson
Stephan Merkle
Andrew Meyers
Hannah Miceli
Jasmine Milan
Grayson Miles

Shaterrian Miles
Anna Cate Miller
Erica Miller
Hailey Miller
Darby Mills
Chuqi Min

Masa Miscevic
Asher Mitchell
Herbert Mitchell
Taylor Mitchell
Joshua Mooney
Dana Moore

Hunter Moore
Lamario Moore
Miles Moore
Nicole Moreno
Cassidy Morgan
Hayley Morgan

Katherine Morgan
Madeline Morgan
Olivia Morgan
Randy Morgan
Sirena Morgan
Chantryce Morris

Ian Morrison
Marisa Morrissette
Feshia Mosley
Ellen Moss
Emily Mott
Sarah Mounce

Rachel Mudd
William Bradley Munn
Hollis Ann Murphey
Katherine Murphy
Kaitlyn Myers
Zachary Myers

Hannah Nail
Alexandria Nash
Jack Naso
Bethany Neal
Alexis Neely
Grace Nelson
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Andie Netherland
Amanda Nevins
Hanh Nguyen
Tam Nguyen
Bernard Nichols
Lauren Nichols

Kenyia Noble
Jeffrey Noland
Chonlada Nontaraj
Chontiroj Nontaraj
Alice Norman
Sarah Norris

Taylor Norris
Thomas Norris
Sarah Noser
Gregory O’Neal
John Odom
Jada Oliver

Melissa Olvera
Devin Orr
Mayra Ortega
Grant Osborne
Shelby Osborne
Peyton Overstreet

Carlyle Owen
Macon Palmer
Jessica Pamplin
Nicole Park
Amber Parker
Mary Dalton Parker

Chloe Parrish
William Pate
Mahadev Patel
Nirali Patel
Sahil Patel
Emonii Patterson

Sydney Patterson
Sydney-Kirk Patti
Hunter Payne
Payton Pearce
Zubie Pearce
William Peaster

Anthony Pedulla
Jeremy Pegues
Amanda Perry
Drew Perry
Quan Pham
Lien Phan
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Evan Phillips
Grant Phillips
Henry Phillips
Madison Phillips
>
Ashlee Philpott
Katherine Pickering

John Pinel
Kaitlin Pittman
Katarina Pittman
Lydia Pittman
Elizabeth Pitts
James Dillon Pitts

Duncan Ploetz
Jasmine Poole
Zachary Portrey
Dennis Pounders
Garrison Pounders
Ailish Prather

Brett Prather
Kathryn Prendergast
Lacie Preston
Rachel Lee Prestwood
Evelyn Primus
Tyler Putman

Zeqi Qin
Taylor Quinlan
Jennifer Race
Christopher Rains
Breanna Rankins
Brenda Raper

Sterling Rascoe II
Madison Rawson
Mitchell Redd
Kayla Redditt
Sydney Reid
Kaitlin Reyes

Natalie Ried
Will Rieger
Ryan Rigdon
Zachary Rigdon
Hunter Rindahi
Candice Roach

Katelynn Roberts
Anna Robertson
Anna Frances Robinson
Emily Roblee
Josilyn Roby
Taylor Rodgers
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Timera Rodgers
Esmeralda Rodriguez
Benjamin Rogers
Rodrick Rogers
Nicholas Romano
Kayla Rosales

Deidre Rose
Caitlyn Ross
Jay Ross
Abigail Rucker
Nicholas Ruff
Brady Ruffin

Emily Rusciano
Colin Rusovich
Cici Rutherford
Aaron Rutkowski
Susan Sabatier
Diptimayee Sahoo

Janet Salazar
Benjamin Salvador
Christian Sanchez
Melodie Sanchez
Myriam Sanders
Raven Sanders

Savannah Sanderson
Triston Sanderson
Elizabeth Sansing
Callie Sapen
Wiparvee Sawin
Harley Saxton

Shantel Sayles
Melissa Schaffhauser
Alex Schneider
Olivia Schnetzler
Emily Schrimsher
Hayley Schrock

Chandler Scott
Natalie Seales
Kynyardda Seals
Brooke Sears
Samantha Seideman
Mary Self

Shandricka Sessom
Christopher Sevigney
Meghan Sharp
Cassandra Shawk
Phillip Sheffield
Raashidah Shepherd
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Ericka Sherrill
Jingjing Shi
Oh SeokShin
Anna Shock
Akilah Showers
Alexis Simon

Jennifer Simpson
Lauren Simpson
Briada Sims
Amber Sisk
Kathryn Skipper
Lebresha Slate

Russell Slover
Taneshia Smallie Smith
Samuel Smead
Esmee Smiley
Alexis Smith
Cady Smith

Carl Smith
Cemone Smith
Martinique Smith
Megan Smith
Meghan Smith
Mi’Esha Smith

Nicholas Smith
Rachel Smith
Savannah Smith
Sha’Kiffany Smith
Loden Snell
Madison Snyder

Xinyi Song
Chandler South
Lacy Spayde
Austin Spindler
Sarah Sroka
Faisa Stanfield

Allison Starks
Travis Steckler
Hannah Steele
Sydney Steib
Ashley Stidham
Nicole Stogner

Maryanna Story
Hadassah Strong
Leah Margaret Strope
Hannah Sullivan
Payton Sullivan
Shelby Sullivan
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Moody Summers
Leigh Sumner
Shakia Sutton
Julia Swafford
Melody Swann
Bethany Tate

Danielle Tate
Abriana Taylor
Brandon Taylor
Elizabeth Taylor
Latressica Taylor
Myrical Taylor

Jennifer Tehan
Chandler Telfer
Callie Terry
Laura Terry
Grant Thames
Alexis Thomas

Danielle Thomas
David Thomas
Kourtney Thomas
Lauren Thompson
Matt Thompson
Abygail Thorpe

Mary Thrash
Jacob Thrasher
Whit Throckmorton
Delaney Tice
Julia Tielke
Brianna Tillman

Norman Tillman Jr.
Tiffany Torma
Mary Townsend
ConnorTrahan
Courtney Triplett
Marin Troike

Kristyn Trump
Claire Turbeville
Cassandra Turner
Evan Turner
Ada Eugena Turner Mallory
Sheneria Tyes

Vinny Udeshi
Jenna Ursic
Ingrid Valbuena
Rachel Vallario
Austin Vaughan
Emily Rae Vicente
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Morgan Vickery
Brandon Vidal
Rodrigo Villasana
Gabrielle Vogt
Lauren Voigt
Emerald Voyles

Bailee Waldon
Amy Walker
Ashlea Walker
Ashley Walker
Jermyia Walker
Kezia Walker

William Walker
Margaret Wall
Vintasia Wallace
Tyler Walton
Emily Warden
Leslie Warden-Chrisman

Raven Ware
Jacqueline Warfield
Madison Warman
Jontae Warren
Taylor Washington
Dejah Watkins

Laketria Watkins
Lea’Lah Watson
Annie Watts
Kayla Watts
Anna Kathryn Weathers
Lakendric Webb

Alexander Weber
Rashaun Weekly
Lindsay Weldon
Marcus Wells
Janae Westbrook
Kelnisha Westbrook

Miriah White
Tracy White
Meghan Whitehead
Jayla Whitfield
Taylor Whitlock
Kathryn Whitman

Dariel Wicks
Grace Ann Wilbanks
Kord Wilkerson
James Wilkinson
Jon Wilkinson
Charles Williams
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Natalie Williams
Queen Williams
Shundarrius Williams
Stephanie Williams
Tynetta Williams
Xena Marie Williams

Sean Williamson
Raylea Willoughby
Billy Wilson
Christina Wilson
Denver Wilson
Jasmine Wilson

Leah Wilson
Terrence Wilson
Abigail Wimberley
Meredith Wimbrow
Zoi Windham
Shelton Wittenberg

Victoria Wood
Tyler Woodsmall
Amy Woodward
Marshall Wooldridge
Joanna Word
Mary Kate Workman

Ja’Anthony Wright
Kenric Wright II
Courtney Wyman
AnxheloXhafkollari
Hanwei Xu
Devante Yates

Kaylee Yates
Han Ah Yoo
Amanda Young
Angela Young
Christian Young
Kareem Young

Ramona Zamarripa
Kyle Zavitz
Yueting Zhang
Chuanxi Zhao
Sarah Zimmerman
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“My favorite physical feature is the
Circle. I always have an odd amount
of time between where I'm going, and

I love sitting on the circle because I

never know who I will see to let the
time go by!”

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS MAJOR

ATHLETICS

Photo by Ariel Cobbert

“As a senior on the volleyball team, I have
a few favorite memories this year. I loved
coming back and beating Alabama on
game point when we were down by
seven. Senior night was so memorable...
then winning the NIVC tournament and
becoming a champion. ”

SENIOR

GENERAL BUSINESS MAJOR

SHARK
WEEK
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Story by Andrew Osman

his year marked more big changes for Ole Miss sports as the athletics
decided to change the on-field mascot, following a student-led
initiative, for the second time in the last decade.
The University adopted the Black Bear after public outcry in 2010,
but, due to unpopularity with the student body, the University sought to
choose a new mascot which better represented the uniqueness and rich tradition
associated with Ole Miss Athletics.
The solution was the Landshark, which represents the tireless aggression and
relentless passion of Ole Miss athletes, even in the face of adversity.
The association of the Landshark with Ole Miss sports came about in
2008. After several losing seasons, the Rebs won nine of their thirteen games
and won the Cotton Bowl against 7th-ranked Texas Tech, mainly due to a stellar
defense.
This “Landshark” term was inspired by senior linebacker and US Army veteran
Tony Fein, who served a tour in Iraq before leading a strong defensive unit at
Ole Miss. He passed away in the following year, but he left his legacy behind
through the Landshark.
Players and fans alike throw the ‘fins up’ after a
big defensive play, a gesture done by holding an
upward pointing hand in front of the forehead,
mimicking a shark’s fin. Senior defensive end
Marquis Haynes said of the change “It’s what
the students wanted to happen. For the students
to show that they want the mascot to be the
landshark, it shows they believe in our defense.”
The referendum to change the mascot
was introduced by the Associated Student Body
(ASB), and students were able to vote whether
to change the mascot to the Landshark or to
keep the Black Bear.
The results were a landslide Landshark victory.
After 81% of student votes were in favor of the
change, it was clear that the students wanted the
Landshark as their mascot.
“In an age as politically divisive as our own, such agreement and unanimity is
rare,” ASB President Dion Kevin said in a Facebook post. “Today is certainly a
day that ought to be celebrated and remembered as a seminal moment in the
life of our school.”
The vote was not binding; it was merely a suggestion to the University
administration that entailed what the students wanted to see.
An official document drafted by ASB was to be voted on by the Senate and
presented to the administration, but the University was able to make their own
decision with information on the popularity of such a move with the student
body.
Implementation of the Landshark will begin with the 2018 season and fans will
soon see the new on-field mascot swimming through the stands.

T

For the students to
show that they want
the mascot to be the
landshark, it shows
they believe in our
defense.
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Head coach Matt Luke gets ready
to lead the Rebels onto the field
before the start of a football game
against Alabama at Bryant-Denny
Stadium in Tuscaloosa, AL.

THENEWKID IN TOWN
Matt Luke
Story by Sam Harres
Photo by Ariel Cobbert

ebel football closed the curtain on its 2017
season following an Egg Bowl victory, theninterim head coach Matt Lukes fate hung in
the balance.
Ross Bjork, Ole Miss’ vice chancellor for intercollegiate
athletics, stood facing a difficult choice. A 6-6 record,
capped with a win over No. 14 Mississippi State, defied
many fans’ low expectations. But midseason losses after
blowing halftime leads to Cal, Texas A&M, and Arkansas
cast doubt on the former Ole Miss linesman’s future in
Oxford.
The Ole Miss players, however, had already made up
their minds. They wanted Luke, who began the season with
an interim head coach title, to stick around. They weren’t
quiet about it.
After their victory over a ranked Bulldog team in
Starkville, the players filled the visiting locker room with
boisterous approval.
“We want Luke! We want Luke!” they chanted over and
over again.
At 8 p.m. on November 26th, the team met for an
“academic” meeting at the Manning Center. But Bjork and
the Ole Miss staff had little, if any, intention of discussing
academics.

R

“From the Monday after we made our change in July,
I have been very consistent in our approach in this search
process,” Bjork said at a press conference discussing the
results of his coaching search. “It was our obligation to con
duct a national search while also assessing the job of Matt
Luke throughout the season.”
For several minutes, Bjork built tension, almost teasing
the players as he first listed off the characteristics Ole Miss
looked for in a head coach. Then, just as the excitement
climaxed, Bjork gestured to the door.
Luke walked in to thunderous applause and a hearty
round of hugs and handshakes from players in the front
row.
“The reaction from the team last night at the meet
ing says it all,” Bjork said. “Players now and players in the
future want to play for coach Luke. He is the right coach
for Ole Miss football.”
Under former head coach Hugh Freeze from 2012 to
2016, Luke served as an offensive line and co-offensive
coordinator.
Many felt Luke should guide the Rebels through a
burdensome 2017 before handing the reins off to a more
experienced, established coach.
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TOP: Marquis Haynes enjoys a moment with his daughter before his last home game against Louisiana-Lafayette on Nov. 17,2017 in Vaught
Hemingway Stadium. The Rebels beat the Ragin’ Cajuns 50-22. BOTTOM: Defensive end Marquis Haynes rushes during the first half of an
NCAA college football game against Auburn on Saturday, Oct. 7,2017 in Auburn, Ala. The Auburn Tigers won 44-23.
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MULLINS IT OVER
Marquis Haynes
Story by Zac Herring
Photos by Ariel Cobbert

T

he 2017 football season began
with low expectations following
a self imposed bowl ban as a
response to NCAA sanctions and
the resignation of head coach Hugh Freeze, but
interim head coach Matt Luke and the rest of
the team were determined to make the most of
what was supposed to be a meaningless season.
The season was full of ups and downs,
including a 6-6 record that could’ve been
9-3 had the Rebels not squandered several
halftime leads. Nevertheless, 6-6 would have
been good enough for the team to go bowling,
and the season ended on a high note with an
unexpected win as they upset Mississippi State
and snatched the Egg Bowl trophy.
Senior linebacker and defensive end Marquis
Haynes counts the Egg Bowl as the most
memorable moment from the season
“We all came together as one and defined our
purpose and what we wanted to happen,”
Haynes said.
Haynes was also proud that his team was a
dominant 3-1 against Mississippi State.
“I really like that in my four years here we were
three and one against our arch rivals,” Haynes
said.
In the rich history found in Ole Miss football,
few traditions are as meaningful as the teams

A

Chucky Mullins Courage Award, named in
honor of the nickel defensive back who suffered
a tragic injury in a football game against
Vanderbilt that left him paralyzed. Defying all
odds, Chucky Mullins returned to class two
years later at Ole Miss but passed away due
to complications from a blood clot before the
semester's end. Only the award recipients are
given the privilege of carrying his number, 38,
on their jersey and the field.
Marquis Haynes was humbled to be awarded
that privilege on a team with such talent.
“It’s a once in a lifetime thing when somebody
gets to wear number 38,” Haynes said. “When
I found out that I was going to get the number,
I was in shock because there were a lot of good
players who could’ve worn the number like
Ken Webster or Demarquis Gates.”
Haynes took number 38 to a bowl game of his
own, wearing it proudly in the Senior Bowl
where he secured a crucial strip-sack play.
“For me, to be able to wear that number is a
big honor, and I wanted to contribute to that
by wearing it in the senior bowl,” Haynes said.
“Not only did I take the number from my
school, but I also took it to the senior bowl just
to wear it. I wanted to be the one to represent
[Chucky Mullins] at the Senior Bowl.”
The senior bowl strip sack wasn’t the first

for Haynes, whose highlight reel from the
previous season includes hit that allowed last
year’s Chucky Mullins award winner John
Youngblood to scoop and score a touchdown.
“After I hit Hurts, I look up and see
Youngblood pick up the ball, and I was like
‘Oh my God.’ It was awesome,” Haynes said.
The upcoming season is a promising one for
the Rebels, and Haynes felt the rest of the team
was ready to take on the upcoming season head
on.
“They’re gonna have a lot of fon with these
great guys,” Haynes said. “They’re a great young
group of talented kids who are going to put Ole
Miss back in the spodight where we belong.
They don’t back down from any challenges. Just
watch the first game and you’ll know.”
Even still, the football wins were not the best
part of Ole Miss for Haynes.
“Playing with a group of guys who wanted to
be a family—not just teammates but guys who
wanted to build a bond that will last forever...”
Haynes said. “That’s what’s really important
about Ole Miss. You come here, and you meet
people from New Jersey or Australia and next
thing you know you build one big family.
That’s what’s crazy about playing football at Ole
Miss. You don’t have to be blood to be family
here.”
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NCAA
Case Closed
Story by Zac Herring
Photo by Billy Schuerman

fter a five year investigation that began with women’s basketball
and slowly centered on the football team, the NCAA has finally
left Oxford. Though during the past season, the penalties were
not yet announced by the NCAA, the weight of the impending
sanctions and the self imposed restrictions had a negative effect on the
football program.
The final notice from the Committee on Infractions (COI) confirmed
the suspected worst case scenario--the Rebels would lose 13 scholarships
over several years and serve a bowl ban for an additional year in 2018
following the 2017 self-imposed bowl ban.
The violations ranged from staffers, long gone from the current
program, tampering with recruits ACT scores to help them qualify, to a
coach allowing a player to sleep on his couch after the player was evicted
from his apartment. The level 1 violations, of which there were 15 from
the 21 total violations, are classified as the most egregious by the NCAA.
The most important witness was a player for rival football team
Mississippi State, who testified to the COI that he received a cash
payment from an Ole Miss booster. He also testified that he accepted
a $10,000 cash payment to sign with Mississippi State the day before
national signing day.
The NCAA used this testimony as a major part of its case against the
Rebels but did not open an investigation into the other schools mentioned
in the player’s testimony.
Many saw the NCAA punishment as harsh for a program who was
recognized to have demonstrated exemplary cooperation in how they
worked with the NCAA for over half a decade. Others are simply relieved
that the stigma of the investigation is finally over.
In a sport where performance is heavily dictated by recruiting, the
worries of recruits and their families were beginning to heavily impact
recruiting performance. Only a year after landing the number 5 recruiting
class in the country, the Rebels ranked outside the top 30 and dead last in
the SEC.
Nearly a month after the NCAA’s final ruling was announced, the
Rebels jumped up nearly 30 spots in the national recruiting rankings. The
impressive jump by head coach Matt Luke brings a great deal of hope that
Ole Miss can return to national prominence soon.
With the investigation out of the way, the only direction can be
forward, rebels. Matt Luke and his staff have already improved from the
team’s 2016 record and look to continue improving on the recruiting trail.
As of March 2018, an appeal is in place with the NCAA for the second
bowl ban and unofficial visit restrictions. This appeal is tentative, and
teams are rarely successful.

A
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Athletics director Ross Bjork
speaks on the additional sanctions
against Ole Miss Athletics at a press
conference on Dec. 1,2017. The
NCAA accepted all sanctions Ole
Miss imposed on itself and added an
additional bowl game ban in 2018.
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TOP: Wide receiver A.J. Brown greets fans during the Walk of Champions before the Rebs take on Vanderbilt, October 14,2017. BOTTOM:
Quarterback Shea Patterson looks downfield during a game against Auburn. Patterson was 34-for-51 for 346 yards and two scores. Auburn
defeated Ole Miss 44-23 Saturday, October 7,2017.
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TOP LEFT: Mississippi receiver D.K. Metcalf (1) makes a catch over Arkansas defender Henre’Toliver (5). Metcalf finished with four catches for 107 yards. The Arkansas
Razorbacks defeated the Ole Miss Rebels 37-38 at Vaught-Hemingway Stadium in Oxford, Miss. TOP RIGHT: Co-Defensive Coordinator coach Jason Jones gives
direction to defensive backC.J. Moore during the warmups, Saturday, October 7,2017. BOTTOM: Mississippi defensive backs Javien Hamilton (21), Myles Hartsfield
(15), C.J. Moore (26) and Cam Ordway (28) celebrate after a play against Vanderbilt, October 14,2017.
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GAMEDAY GALS
Story by Zac Herring
Photos by Ariel Cobbert

hough it would surprise no
Miller said. “The bond you make with your
one familiar with the gameday
teammates is like nothing else. It’s such a good
experience in the Grove and the
experience.”
Vaught, the Ole Miss Cheer team
Even with all the work beforehand, at such
came away with first place in the inaugural
a high level of competition, being the best is
gameday category at UCA Nationals.
never guaranteed.
The all-girl squad can proudly say that
“Hearing our name being called for first
they are the only team to ever win a game
place was astonishing, and we knew our hard
day title, a new category introduced in 2018
work had paid off,” Russ said. “Our goal was
that is judged by how teams lead the crowd,
achieved and our coaches were extremely proud
incorporate proper gameday skills, execution
of us, it was a day none of us will ever forget.”
of those skills, motion technique and overall
It wasn’t all work, however, as the entire
routine.
cheer team had fun early on in the football
While the rich Ole Miss tradition
season with a trip out west for the game against
undoubtedly provided an immense advantage,
University of California at Berkeley. Anna Cate
a new addition was extolled as a clever
Miller spoke fondly of the team’s trip, especially
incorporation of the new mascot, the landshark. of the team’s fears boat tour and trip all around
The D-fins [representing defense] signs were
San Francisco on the famous red trolley.
especially popular among judges as an apt
But for Miller, her favorite game was her last
usage of the “fins up” hand motion popular
one.
after big defensive plays.
“The Egg Bowl was my favorite game in
For senior Lindsay Russ, the National
general,” Miller said. “The last home game [vs
Championship marked a storybook ending to
Texas A&M] was really emotional and really
her time at the University of Mississippi.
sad, but being away and knowing it was your
“Being on all-girl these past four years was
last game and having it be such a fun game
amazing, and to end my senior year with a
wasn’t sad. We were closing out, but it was such
National Championship was more than I could
a good closing. It couldn’t have gone better.”
have asked for,” Russ said.
According to Miller, many of the positive
It wasn’t an easy journey to achieve so much,
changes brought to the program can be
but the cheer team was confident that the hard
attributed to new head coach Ryan O’Connor,
work would pay off.
who certainly made a huge impact in his first
“My team had a drive and motivation that
year in the program. Miller also believes that
no other team had,” Russ said. “I would say we
this is only the beginning for a cheer squad that
were special.”
could continue to make huge strides in the next
Fellow senior Anna Cate Miller also spoke of few years.
the Coed group’s diligent efforts.
“There’s no telling what they’re going to be
“We work so hard throughout the year; we’re
able to accomplish,” Miller said. “The program
here practicing all thanksgiving break and all
is changing for the better. We've already made
winter break and it’s just you and your team,”
so many positive changes just this year.

T
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TOP LEFT: Blakes Beatles runs down the field after the football Rebels score in a game against Vanderbilt on Oct. 14,2017 in Vaught Hemingway Stadium. TOP RIGHT:
Mallory Eline waves to the crowd from a double decker bus during the homecoming parade on Oct. 14,2017 in Oxford, Miss. BOTTOM LEFT: Whitney Converse smiles
and cheers during a football pregame show before the Rebels take on Arkansas on Oct. 28,2017. BOTTOM RIGHT: Makenzie Day smiles and cheers during a timeout at
a Rebel basketball game against Alabama.
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OPPOSITE: Rebelette Mackenzie Lippincott dances on the field with the Pride of the South marching band before the Rebel football team takes the field. TOP LEFT:
Rebelette Jessica Jones waves her pom poms as the Ole Miss Rebels run out on onto the field November 2017. TOP RIGHT: Rebelette Lindsay Weldon dances and
cheers during a time-out in the Pavilion November 2017. BOTTOM: Emma Gaddy performs during a timeout in the Pavilion on January 6,2018.
Photos by Ariel Cobbert
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the REBELETTES

THE
SOUTHLAND'S
Jiwon Lee

PRIDE

Story by Zac Herring
Photos by Ariel Cobbert & Taylor Teel

or Jiwon Lee, the season began on the highest note possible. A drum major
in the Pride of the South, she beamed as she described playing the national
anthem in the football season home opener against South Alabama. “It was a
pretty big deal for me,” she said, describing the beginning of her senior season.
Being the center of attention on the biggest stage on campus wasn’t even the best
part of being in the Ole Miss Band for Jiwon.
“Spending two hours a day with my very best friends...It's the best thing that could
ever happen to me,” Lee said.
On game day, a new musical piece was brought in to cast an ominous mood when
the landshark defense was on the prowl. Taken from a TV show adapted from a
George R. Martin book series, the theme from Game of Thrones signified a modern
appeal in an event rooted in tradition.
Jiwon’s favorite piece is a melody familiar to Ole Miss sports fans young and old.
“[I love] every time we play the fight song, because something good is happening...!
really enjoyed playing the Alma Mater this year after games.. ..It has a lot of meaning
to it,” Lee said.
Jiwon stressed how impactful it can be to have student and fan participation and
hopes it will become a major part of the illustrious gameday tradition at the University
of Mississippi.
One person Jiwon was especially grateful for is Band Director David Wilson, who
knew Jiwon even before she graduated from Oxford High School.
“He’s seen me [play] for eight years now, since I was a freshman in high school,”
Lee said. “He visits a lot of high schools to help young band directors, and he came to
Oxford High School basically every Friday.”
However, their relationship extends beyond the reach of music.
“He’s my mentor really, he tells me how I should do music or talk to people, and
he’s like a parent figure,” Lee said. “I go talk to him whenever I’m frustrated with
something. Even if it’s a friend problem or even a car problem.”

F
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OPPOSITE: Jiwon Lee plays the national anthem on the violin. Lee, one of three drum majors for the Pride of the South band, opened the
Ole Miss football season with the performance. ABOVE RIGHT: Taylor Durham performs a dance routine before the Ole Miss Rebels take on
Texas A&M Aggies on Nov. 18,2017. ABOVE LEFT: Tyler Shook prepares for a pre-game performance with the Pride of the South band on
Saturday, Oct. 28,2017. BOTTOM: Ben Doty performs the fight song during a pregame show on Saturday, Oct. 28.2017.
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the LEGACY OF ANDY KENNEDY
Story by Zac Herring
Photos by Ariel Cobbert& courtesy of Thomas Graning, UM Communications

Andy Kennedy has left Ole Miss Basketball, but he’s left it in a much better
condition than how he first found it. He took over a program coming off of a
four year streak of losing seasons and guided the Rebels to a 21 win season and
an NIT appearance. For his remarkable turnaround, coach AK was named the
2007 SEC coach of the year. Though he stepped down before his twelfth year
with the program came to an end, he will be remembered by the students and
alumni who are glad to have their program pulled out of the bottom of the
SEC and thanked for his tremendous effort that has allowed him to become the
winningest coach in Ole Miss Basketball history. Since day one, coach Kennedy
was dedicated to doing whatever he could to improve the basketball program,
and while his final season fell short of expectations, his career exceeded many
people’s wildest dreams. Coach AK’s expressive personality and eclectic sense of
style will be greatly missed in Oxford.

How Andy Kennedy became the winningest coach
in Ole Miss basketball history

2006 -

Hired as head coach

2007 -

Kennedy leads Rebels to first postseason berth
under his staff

2008 -

Kennedy ends the season with more than 45 wins
in his first two seasons, only the fourth SEC coach to
do so

2008 -

Rebels reach the NIT semifinals

2010 - Rebels grab SEC West title

Former Head Coach Andy Kennedy reacts to
a play against Louisiana during the second
half of the NCAA college basketball game
on Friday, Nov. 10,2017, in Oxford, Miss. The
Rebels defeated the Ragin’ Cajuns 94-76.

Rebels achieved their 9th 20-win season under Kennedy - 2017

Kennedy leads Rebels to their 8th postseason berth - 2017
under his staff
Rebels get their 11th postseason win under Kennedy - 2017

Rebels make their 2nd NCAA tournament - 2015
appearance under Kennedy

Rebels make their 1st NCAA tournament appearance under Kennedy - 2013

Rebels win the SEC championship - 2013

Mississippi head coach Andy Kennedy
reacts after a Mississippi foul during the first
half of an NCAA college basketball game
against Mississippi State in Starkville, Miss.,
Saturday, Jan. 11,2014. The Bulldogs beat
the Rebels 76-72.

TOP LEFT: Mississippi Rebel Marcanvis Hymon (2) goes for a basket during match against Eastern Kentucky. Hymon finished the game with 8 points, 10 rebounds and 3
assists. Rebels defeated the Colonels 85-75, Monday, November 13,2017. TOP RIGHT: Mississippi guard Devontae Shuler drives to the hoop in an NCAA Division I game
against Georgia State. Ole Miss defeated Georgia Sate 77-72, in Oxford, Miss., Nov. 17,2017. BOTTOM LEFT: Mississippi guard Deandre Burnett (1) dribbles down court
pass Sam Houston State guard Mitch McCormick (22) December 13,2017. Burnett finished with 12 scores, 4 rebounds and 6 assists. BOTTOM RIGHT: Mississippi head
coach, Andy Kennedy, on the sidelines during a NCAA DI basketball game at the Pavilion.
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Mississippi guard Terence
Davis (3) dunks over Georgia
State guard D’marcus Simonds
(15) during match November
17,2017. Davis finished with
24, in a Rebels 77-72 victory.

Photos by Ariel Cobbert
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UP IN THE AIR
Story by Maggie Crouch
Photo by Ariel Cobbert

he 2017-2018 Ole Miss Women’s Basketball Team
T

began their season with high hopes of dominating on
the court. Despite losing more games than they won,
the Rebels were able to set numerous records and excel
in non-conference games while fighting their way into the SEC
tournament where they made it to the second round.
Led by Coach Matt Insell for the fifth consecutive season, the
Rebels finished with an overall record of 12-19, but they did so
with one of the hardest schedules in the NCAA, putting up big
numbers against teams such as Texas A&M, Florida and Kentucky.
Averaging 68.8 points per game, the team overcame injuries and
adversity throughout the entirety of the season.
Leading the team in total points, junior guard Madinah Mu
hammad racked up 488 points this season allowing her to become
the 29th Rebel ever to make the 1,000-point club. She joined se
nior guard Shandricka Sessom in scoring over 1,000 points in their
careers. Muhammad also led the Rebels in 14 of their games in the
most points scored, averaging 16.8 points per game.
Unfortunately, Sessom tore her ACL early on in the season but
will be returning next year to lead the team for one final year. De
spite not being able to play the majority of the season, Sessom was
named to the SEC Women’s Basketball Community Service Team
for the second straight time.
Although the Rebels were down a key player, this allowed for
other team members to step up where they might not have had the
chance to otherwise.
Freshman forward Promise Taylor took full advantage of this
opportunity to shine and has been an instrumental component of
the team. Named to the SEC All-Freshman Team, Taylor’s most
impressive game of the season was against Texas A&M in February.
Taylor nearly had a triple-double that night with 14 points, eight
rebounds and a record-setting ten blocks throughout the game.
Despite not having as successful as a season as they had originally
hoped, the Rebels remain confident that next season will be even
better. With every player on the roster returning for next season,
Coach Insell remained confident in the team’s future.
“I’m really proud of our ladies... In my book, our kids are win
ners to me,” Insell said in a press conference after their season end
ed in the second round of the SEC tournament against Missouri.
“They fought every single day, tooth and nail, to get better.”
Following the game, Insell and Ole Miss announced on March
2, 2018 they would part ways. Although they faced many trials and
tribulations throughout the season due to injuries and a difficult
schedule, the Rebels have grown stronger as a team and will come
back next season fighting even harder.
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Mississippi Guard Madinah
Muhammad drives to the basket
past South Carolina Guard Allisha
Gray in a matchup on Jan. 4,2018.
Muhammad finished with 29 points,
3 rebounds and 1 assist.
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Mississippi Guard Barbara Johnson (12) drives
to the hoop past South Carolina forward Alexis
Jennings (35). The Rebels came up short
88-62 in a match up against the defending
national champions January 4,2018.
Photos by Ariel Cobbert

TOP LEFT: Ole Miss Rebels come together and celebrate after foul called on opponent, January 4,2017. TOP RIGHT: Mississippi Guard Madinah
Muhammad (20) drives to hoop past Arkansas State guard Akasha Westbrook (10) in match up December 2,2017. Muhammad finished with 30 points,
4 rebounds and 2 assists leading the Rebels to a 74-48 victory over the Wolves. BOTTOM LEFT: Mississippi forward Shelby Gibson (42) goes up for a shot
against South Carolina forward LeLeGrissett (24). Gibson finished with 10 scores and 4 rebounds. BOTTOM RIGHT: Mississippi forward Promise Taylor
goes up fora basket during match against Arkansas State in the Pavilion December 2,2017. Taylor finished with 15 points, 11 rebounds and 1 assist.
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TOP: Freshman Emily Cock steadies her rifle as she aims for a target during a competition vs. Army West Point, Oct. 10,2017. BOTTOM: Junior Harley Gardner
stares down the sight of her rifle during a competition against Army West Point, Oct. 10,2017.
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GOING OUT WITH A BANG
Story by Zac Herring
Photos courtesy of Cameron Brooks, Ole Miss Athletics

Harley Garner also discussed the team’s rebound
he Ole Miss Rifle team finished another
and subsequent strong finish later in the season at the
strong year with several notable
GARC tournament.
achievements. The team wrapped things
“[It] was such a good learning curve for our team,”
up ranked in the top 10, ahead of many
Garner said. “Day one was not as good as we would
perennial powerhouses including all three service
have liked but after having a team meeting and
academies. They tied the record for most Great
discussing what we could do better for day two. I
American Rifle Conference wins in a season (6), and
think the whole team felt confident, and it definitely
they finished with only 2 losses coming to the 1st and
showed throughout the match.”
3rd ranked teams in the conference.
For Garner, the effect on the team was apparent.
Following a 3rd place finish in Air Rifle at the
“We came into day two confident and ready to
GARC tournament, the Rebel coaching staff was
compete
and that is exactly what we did,” Garner
able to add some new hardware to the trophy case.
said. “At the banquet Friday night, three of our team
Head Coach Marsha Beasley was voted by her peers
members received All GARC Honorable Mention
to receive the honor of GARC Coach of the Year
which was huge.”
following the team’s stellar 2nd season under her
Such an excellent showing is not the end of the
leadership. She was not the only one to bring home
road, as the team has their
an award, as assistant coach
sights set on next season. For
Jean-Pierre Lucas was awarded
Garner, the focus is clear.
GARC Assistant Coach of the
We
“We are not stopping there,”
Year.
Garner said. “We want to be
The very first match of
even better, and the team is
2018 presented some unique
already looking forward to
challenges for the team, yet
competing next fall.”
this adversity produced some
Garner spoke of the team
rather shocking results. The
dynamics as her favorite
team broke the program record
aspect of being on the team.
for highest score ever and then
“The family aspect stands
broke the new record less than
out not just on the rifle team
a day later.
but in Ole Miss Athletics in
The most remarkable aspect
general,” Garner said. “So many athletes come not only
of this accomplishment is the team’s difficulty getting
from out of state but out of the country, and whether
to the the tournament.
you are from Oxford or Texas, you make friends, and
“It took us almost 42 hours of travel to get to
those friends become your family. No matter what, I
Columbus, Ohio in January,” junior Harley Garner
know that my teammates will always be there for me
said. “After many flight delays that eventually lead
and that means the world to me.”
to a canceled flight, we ended up flying to OSU on
Next season appears especially promising as well.
Saturday, competing THAT evening at 5pm.”
Two of the team’s freshmen got into the final for an
Because of all those unexpected travel difficulties,
especially talented air rifle group.
the 5pm match was 9 hours later than the team was
“This season was amazing and I will cherish the
originally scheduled to compete. Despite this, in a
memories we made with each other and all of the
sport incredibly demanding of mental concentration,
records that were broken, but we want more,” Garner
the team shot their highest score in program history.
said. “Next August we will be ready to hit the ground
The very next day, they broke the record again by one
running because we have so much more to give.”
point.
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want to be even
better, and the team
is already looking
forward to competing
next fall.
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Lauren Bars tips the ball over to Stephen F. Austin opponents during the first round of the National Invitational Volleyball Championship
(NIVC) at the Gillom Sports Center on Nov. 29,2017. Ole Miss won 3-0.
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FROM SNUB TO 'DUB
Story by Britton Farragut
Photo by Marlee Crawford

Te Ole Miss Rebels Volleyball team had an impressive 2017
h
season that culminated in the program’s first ever National In
vitational Volleyball Tournament (NIVT) Championship after
being snubbed for the NCAA Tournament.
They ended the year with a 22-14 record which ties their best since the
rule changes in 1999, and included the first postseason championship in
Ole Miss Volleyball history.
The season included impressive wins against teams such as Alabama,
Mississippi State and Texas Tech. One of the main factors in the team’s
success was the great leadership of seniors, Kate Gibson and Lexi Thomp
son.
Both seniors had a great final season, Thompson continued her domi
nant run as an outside hitter and is now the career kills record holder for
Ole Miss, while Gibson was a rock for the team with both her offensive
and defensive play. This season, Gibson recorded the second most kills,
and the second most digs.
The tremendous drive they instilled in themselves and their teammates
throughout the season was no doubt influenced by their motto which ac
cording to Thompson was, “root to fruit.” This symbolized them setting a
foundation and leaving a lasting legacy in their final season as rebels and
hopefully setting the precedent of winning seasons here at Ole Miss for
years to come.
Another thing that stands out this season has been the number of young
talented players on the Rebels roster. Specifically, sophomore outside hitter
Emily Stroup who led the team with the single season record of 474 kills
and racked up a total of 534 points.
Stroup capped off her record breaking second year as a Rebel with a
tremendous effort in the postseason tournament. She boasted 76 kills,
85.5 points and was named the tournament MVP, all of which helped the
Rebels breeze through the opening rounds of the tournament and straight
to the championship where the team continued to show their dominance
by sweeping the 5-set match, 3-0.
Stroup wasn’t the only young Ole Miss Rebel to begin making a name
for herself. She had the help of freshman setter, Lauren Bars and sopho
more setter, Jordan Fate who put out almost identical numbers this season
with Bars having 737 assists and Fate with 735.
The future is looking bright for the Rebels, thanks to the great example
set by the talented upperclassmen and the hard work of the younger play
ers. The roots have been planted, and fans should expect to see the fruits of
the team’s labor in upcoming years.
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TOP RIGHT: The Ole Miss Rebels hold up the national invitational trophy after defeating Texas Tech in frontof a crowd of 1,012 attheGillom Athletics Performance
Center. Photo courtesy of Joshua McCoy, Ole Miss Athletics. TOP LEFT: Mississippi setter Jordan Fate (3) sets up ball for center Bayleigh Scott in match against
Mississippi State. Rebels top off Bulldogs 3-1, November 5, 2017. Photo by Ariel Cobbert. BOTTOM: Center Bayleigh Scott (6) and outside hitter Kate Gibson (15)
attempt to block Mississippi State during the match. Photo by Ariel Cobbert.
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Mississippi head coach Steven
McRoberts kisses the national
invitational volleyball championship
trophy after the Rebels downed Texas
Tech 3-0 on December 12,2017.

Photo courtesy of Joshua McCoy,
Ole Miss Athletics

Dallas Woolfolk winds up to pitch during
the ninth inning on Wednesday, May 3,
2017. The Rebels defeated the University of
Louisiana Monroe 5-3.
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CLOSING SPEED
Story by Zac Herring
Photo by Cameron Brooks

he 2017 baseball season came to
distractions,” Woolfolk said.
an abrupt and disappointing finish
The closer who maintained a 2.00 ERA and
in the SEC tournament following
has regularly reached speeds up to 97mph
a loss to Western division rival
doesn’t seem to mind the pressure. He claims
Auburn who they had beaten several days
his mindset has been simple.
earlier in a series that the Rebels dropped 1-2.
“I just try to stay in the moment and take
Consequently, an Ole Miss team who played
it one pitch at a time and not worry about the
an astounding 34 games against ranked teams
distractions,” Woolfolk said. “If I don’t execute
and split them evenly was not selected for the
one pitch, I go back, release it and focus on the
NCAA Tournament. Nevertheless, the future
next pitch. Each time it’s one pitch at a time.”
appears bright for a very young team.
The pressure builds, but Woolfolk has begun
The Rebels, who pulled in the number 1
to use that to his advantage. Now he prefers it.
ranked recruiting class in the nation in the year
“I like pressure situations and feed off of it,”
before, had 3 out of every 4 innings pitched by
Woolfolk said. “It gives me energy. I want to do
underclassmen. Nearly 3 out of every 5 at-bats
everything I can to compete and give the team
were taken by underclassmen who struggled at
a shot to win.”
times to adjust from the High School level to
Though he stands alone on the mound, he
the elite SEC pitching.
attributes much of his success to the players
Head Coach Mike Bianco, who has amassed
backing him up. In fact his favorite part about
more wins than any other coach in program
the baseball team has very little to do with
history, finished his 17th year. He remains
baseball at all.
the longest tenured and winningest coach in
“Creating a relationship with guys that are
the SEC, not only of baseball coaches but also
going to last a lifetime,” Woolfolk said. “College
compared to active football and basketball
is going to be the best time of your life, so I try
coaches as well.
to enjoy it and take every day not for granted.
The most impressive and promising aspect
It’s such a blessing and an honor to be a part of
of the team is the pitching staff’s ability to
this team.”
establish and maintain a lead. When ahead at
The Rebels enter the 2018 season ranked
the end of the 8th inning, Ole Miss has boasted in the top 10 by D1 Baseball and have much
a mind-boggling record of 116-1. Part of this
higher expectations for the year. Having
dominance in closing innings is the ability of
retained an impressive pitching staff and spent
Dallas Woolfolk, who finished his sophomore
much of the offseason improving hitting, the
year with an 8:1 strikeout to walk ratio and
team would be disappointed with anything but
12 saves. That performance left him with the
a deep tournament run.
2nd most saves in a single season, one behind
Nonetheless, the impressive competition
Stephen Head’s 13 saves in 2003.
from the mighty SEC means that Ole Miss
Woolfolk claimed to set the tone early
Baseball can take nothing for granted. In fact
and stepped into his role against ECU. His
5 of the top 10 preseason ranked teams are
favorite moment happened that “first weekend
members of the conference.
against ECU when I came in with the bases
“The SEC is a fight every day,” Woolfolk said.
loaded and struck out the side.” Following that
“You can’t take a pitch off. Every game matters
performance, the pressure subsided and he
and you have to go out there and give it one
began to throw more fearlessly.
hundred percent or you end up like last year,
“That’s when I really became who I am and
being one game away from the playoffs [NCAA
just quit worrying about other people or all the tournament in Omaha].”
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Thomas Dillard waits for a
pitch during Ole Miss’ game
against Texas Tech Saturday,
March 4, at Minute Maid Park
in Houston. Texas Tech would
go on to defeat Ole Miss 5-1.

Photos by Cameron Brooks

TOP LEFT: Catcher Cooper Johnson throws out a baylor runner, tagged by Tate Blackman, during Ole Miss’ game against Baylor on Friday, March 3 at Minute Maid Park
in Houston, TX. Baylor would go on to defeat Ole Miss, 4-0. TOP RIGHT: Pitcher James McArthur looks at a runner on first base before stepping on the mound during
Ole Miss’ game against Texas Tech this season. McArthur pitched 8 innings with 6 strikeouts and one hit in Ole Miss’ 9-1 win over Arkansas. BOTTOM: David Parkinson
throws a pitch during Ole Miss’ game against Baylor earlier this season. Parkinson became one of the most reliable pitchers in the rotation.
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TOP: The Ole Miss softball team holds up their SEC championship trophy celebrating their 5-1 win over LSU on Saturday, May 14,2017 at Sherri
Parker Lee Stadium. BOTTOM: First baseman Alyssa Gonzalez holds up an SEC sign celebrating the Rebels’ first SEC championship title.
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SEC CHAMPS
Story by Zac Herring
Photos courtesy of Josh McCoy, Ole Miss Athletics

he title speaks to the magnitude of the Ole Miss Softball team’s suc
T
cess, but it doesn’t quite capture the significance of what should go
down as the greatest season of Ole Miss Softball in program history.
Only once before had the rebel’s won a game in the SEC tourna
ment, but this time they won four straight games to capture their first ever title.
The team made history in the SEC as well, as they became the lowest seeded
team to ever win the SEC Tournament.
2018 senior Elantra Cox spoke to the mindset shift of a Rebel team that was
ready to shock the nation. She said the team was ready to “show that we’re not
that team that’s going to get run over. It’s time to show everyone this team that
we’ve built.”
Though few outside the Ole Miss faithful believed in them, the team was still
motivated. For Cox, the tournament victory meant that “beating teams like Ala
bama, LSU, and Florida that are supposed to win and people expect to win, just
shows that we’re not that team anymore that you can push around.”
Perhaps the most remarkable moment of the tournament was the victory over
the number one ranked Florida Gators.
“It was a heart pounding moment,” Cox said. “To beat the number one team
in the country when people have said you’re not going to beat them, and to get
there and it was a solid win, not by just one run or in overtime—it was pure—us
hitting and playing defense and coming together as one.”
Cox also felt that the victory had huge implications for how well the program
as a whole is perceived.
“It’s a huge promotion for the program,” Cox said. “It’s showing that there’s a
softball program here, and we’re winners.”
The monumental SEC Tournament primed the team for their eventual best
run ever in the NCAA tournament.
“It put us on a straighter path because we didn’t lose any games there, we won
all four, and so we were trying to keep that same pace for the rest of our postsea
son games,” Cox said.
The Rebels went all the way to super regionals at the NCAA tournament be
fore they were knocked out of tournament play by the number 5 seeded UCLA.
Ole Miss dropped two very close games to the Bruins, each of which were de
cided by only one run.
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Short stop Paign McKinney rounds
third base during a game against
Memphis on April 12,2017. The
Rebels defeated the Tigers 4-0.
Photo by Taylar Teel
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Players watch from the dugout as Elantra Cox takes her turn at bat against UCLA in game one of the Super Regionals of the 2017 NCAA
tournament on May 25,2017. The game ended a record breaking season for the Rebels when they fell to the Bruins 8-7. Photo courtesy of
Josh McCoy/Ole Miss Athletics.

Head Coach Mike Smith also made
impressive strides that has rocketed the Rebel
softball program into national prominence.
In his 4 years as head coach, he’s elevated the
program to new heights. Elantra Cox ascribes
most of his success to the personal discipline
he imparts on the whole team.
“We don’t do stuff just for the heck of
it,” Cox said. “There’s always a purpose to
everything we’re doing. We get up at 6 in the
morning, every morning for weights, offseason
and during the season. There are those
tournament games where we play at 11 p.m.
and then have to be up for breakfast at 6:30,
and we can do that because we do that year
round.”
The 2017-2018 season kicked off with

another monumental leap for Ole Miss
softball, as the Rebels shut out the number 3
team in the country in a weekend tournament
on the Mexican Pacific Coast. Elantra Cox
knocked in a single that scored fellow senior
Paige McKinney for the winning and only
run of the game in extra innings. That single
matched the Ole Miss career record for hits,
but Cox was more concerned with the team
win.
“It was amazing,” Cox said. “The feeling
that I had was one of the greatest. Especially
with them being the number 3 team and one
of the best hitting teams in the country. That
was different for us and it’s a great feeling to
know we can go down there [to Mexico] and
knock off the number 3 team in the nation.”
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TOP: Ole Miss Rebels celebrate after win over LSU in the championship game of the 2017 SEC Tournament in Knoxville, Tennessee on May
13th, 2017. BOTTOM: Mississippi outfielder Miranda Strother snags the ball in outfield in game one of the Super Regionals of the 2017
NCAA Tournament in Los Angeles, CA. Photos courtesy of Joshua McCoy, Ole Miss Athletics.
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TOP: Mississippi outfielder Elantra Cox and teammates high-five each other before the start of Ole Miss’ game against the University of
Central Arkansas earlier this season. Photo by Cameron Brooks. BOTTOM LEFT: Mississippi third baseman Ashton Lampton throws to first
after fielding a ground ball. Photo by Cameron Brooks. BOTTOM RIGHT: Mississippi pitcher Kaitlin Lee pitches in match against UCLA in
game one of the Super Regionals of the 2017 NCAA Tournament. Photo courtesy of Joshua McCoy, Ole Miss Athletics.
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Midfielder CeCe Kizer moves the ball
against LSU during the first half of an
NCAA soccer game on Oct. 8,2017 in
Oxford, Miss. Kizer’s two goals brought
the Rebels a 4-1 victory over the Tigers.

JUST FOR KICKS
Story by Britton Farragut
Photo by Ariel Cobbert

fter an impressive season, where the Rebels went 10-7-3 in arguably the
toughest conference for collegiate soccer in the nation, the team’s playoff
hopes were dashed after a tough loss to Florida State in the first round of the
NCAA tournament. Despite this disappointing finish the team is looking
forward to next year and having the opportunity to show the improvements they’ve made
during the offseason.
In the past few years, the Rebel’s soccer program has seen a steady amount of
improvement and success that fans can expect to see next year too. Over the past five
years, the team has made three appearances at the NCAA tournament which is a testament
to the way the team has been playing and the consistency they have been able to develop
under head coach Matt Moss.
Last season, the Rebels started off the year at an impressive clip scoring a massive 34
goals in their first seven games leaving them undefeated a third of the way through the
season. This success in scoring has made the Rebels an exciting team to watch. They have
the talent and capability to score from anywhere on the pitch at any time. It has also given
them a nationally ranked offense in both scoring and total points, coming in at 3rd and
5th respectively.
This dominant performance on the offensive end of the pitch was led by the always
impressive CeCe Kizer. This season, she led the team and the SEC with 16 goals, was
chosen for first team All-SEC, and was selected as a Scholar All-American. Even with the
third most goals in the NCAA, Kizer still finds a way to make her teammates a priority.
Evidenced by the fact that she also tallied seven assists and 39 total points.
Despite all the accolades, Kizer was adamant that her teammates were the most vital
part of her game.
“Everything I win is because of them...” Kizer said.
She also commented on how strong their team chemistry is, even going so far as to say
that her teammates are, “Like [her] family.”
In a team oriented sport like soccer, chemistry is what makes the difference between
a good team and a great team, which is a good sign for the tight knit group of girls that
make up the Ole Miss women’s team.
Another aspect of the team that doesn’t get the recognition it deserves, in the shadow of
the teams impressive offensive achievements, is its level of success off the field. This past
year the Rebels had eight girls receive the FAR Academic Excellence award which is given
to athletes that maintain a 3.8 GPA while also excelling on the field. According to Kizer,
the team’s academic success can be attributed to their mindset.
“[We] all realize that school is just as important as soccer and put as much effort into
that as we do for athletics,” Kizer said.
With success coming in many forms both on and off the field, the Rebels entered the
offseason with hopes of maintaining their high powered offense and improving other
aspects of their game. They hope to do this by, “Training on [their] edge” as Coach Moss
says. For the players this means keeping the intensity of training and practice high which
goes back to the age old adage of practicing the way you play. They hope that this will
allow them to bring their intensity into the 2018 season, help them improve their record
from last year and go even deeper into the playoffs.
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Mississippi foward Mary Kate
Smith cheers with teammates
before the Rebs head on the
field. Smith ranked second on
the team with seven assists for
11 points on the year.

Photos by Ariel Cobbert
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TOP LEFT: Seniors Bella Fiorenzo and Liza Harbin lead Rebels out of the tunnel and onto the field. TOP RIGHT: Mississippi defender Grace Waugh dribbles upfield
searching for an open teammate. BOTTOM LEFT: Mississippi toward Channing Foster dribbles ball away from Louisiana defender Chiara Ritchie-Williams. Rebels
defeat Tigers in 4-1 home victory October 8,2017. BOTTOM RIGHT: Mississippi toward Alley Houghton (8) passes ball to teamamate Cece Kizer (5) during matchup
against LSU.
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Sophomore Braden Thornberry
swings and watches his shot
at the Old Waverly Collegiate
Championship on April, 4,2017.
Thornberry finished 3-under par 69.

NCAA CHAMPION
Story by Zac Herring
Photo courtesy of Petre Thomas, Ole Miss Athletics

or the first time in school history, a
member of the Ole Miss Men’s Golf
team won the NCAA Arnold Palmer
Individual National Championship.
Sophomore Braden Thornberry was not only the
first golf national champion in school history,
but he also became the first to ever win the Fred
Haskins award, reserved for the most outstanding
collegiate golfer. Thornberry had the lowest
stroke average of any golfer in Ole Miss history
and also the led the nation. After the team had
finished up, they got to watch Thornberry on the
final day, and he was glad to have his “teammates
and all their parents watching me and cheering
me on all the way through.”
The excitement didn’t end there for
Thornberry’s remarkable sophomore campaign.
Before his junior year began, he debuted in the
PGA at the Fedex St. Jude Classic, where he
recorded the lowest score by an amateur at the
PGA event since 1965, placing fourth: one stroke
ahead of golf legend Phil Mickelson.
He said of the tournament: “Even though I
knew I would play in the tournament in April,
because it was so soon after winning the NCAA
Championship, I didn’t really have much time
to set my goals for the tournament. I was riding
a lot of the momentum (from the national
championship), and was just trying to play my
game. Then, the last day especially, I got hot and
started really making a run and of course was
happy with the result.”
Later in the summer in the US Amateur, he
defeated the then number one ranked amateur
golfer in the world, Joaquin Niemann.
It turns out golf is not the only sport at which
Thornberry dominates, and he showcased his
ability as the halftime performance in VaughtHemingway Stadium for the football game
against LSU. Thankfully for starting kicker Gary
Wunderlich, players are not allowed to carry golf
clubs onto the fields as part of the game, because
Thornberry drilled a 17 yard field goal with an
iron: thereby debuting the new sport of “Folf” (a
fusion of football and golf).

F

As the football careened through the uprights,
the student section erupted in cheers, and
Thornberry returned to the sideline to give a
high five to athletic director Ross Bjork. He said
the idea came from a video competition with
Texas A&M.
“Since we were playing against them in
football, the team brainstormed a way to
combine football and golf,” Thornberry said.
Coach Malloy and Thornberry went as far
as to join with Ole Miss Athletic Productions
staff to make a parody of ESPN’s 30 for 30 films
about the inner turmoil the young golfer faced
in his decision to commit to playing golf or folf.
The hilarious spoof was picked up by Golfweek,
PGA.org and the Golf Channel and featured
Coach Malloy introducing the Allen Iverson
inspired quote, “We talkin’ ‘bout folf?”
Earlier in the year, Thornberry listed the most
important contribution to his success.
“Confidence,” Thornberry said. “Just going
into each thing thinking you’re the best or one of
the best in the country.”
Evidently this confidence carried him to
a major step in his wildest dreams. Led by
Thornberry and a hot final day by junior Kerry
Sweeney, the team competed together at NCAA
championships for the first time since 2001.
They finished the regular season ranked in the
top 20, a stellar improvement for a team that
would carry their success to the next season.
Thornberry described the team’s approach.
“We were positioned in a good place and
thought we might be able to make a bit of a run,”
Thornberry said. “We just needed to catch a little
momentum, and we could do something special
as a team.”
Though the team didn’t make it as far as
they might have hoped, they far exceeded
expectations. With such an impressive year, it is
difficult to imagine how much more this team
could accomplish. One thing is for sure, Ole
Miss golfer Braden Thornberry is capable of
competing with the best in the sport he invented
and in golf, too.
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TOP: Chip Getz watches his shot at the Old Waverly Collegiate Championship. BOTTOM LEFT: On April, 4,2017, Josh Seiple lines up his shot
before making a putt at the Old Waverly Collegiate Championship. BOTTOM RIGHT: During the Old Waverly Collegiate Championship, Ben
Wolcott takes a swing.
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During the Old Waverly Collegiate
Championship, Ben Wolcott drives the ball.
Photo courtesy of Petre Thomas,
Ole Miss Athletics.

Freshman Julia Johnson
celebrates a career-best
lead with 4-under (68).

AIM HIGH SWING LOW
Story by Zac Herring
Photo courtesy of Petre Thomas, Ole Miss Athletics

le Miss Women's Golf coach Kory Henkes has turned
around the program in his two years at the helm but still
refuses to settle for anything but the best. The team posted
their lowest average team score in school history, but that
was not enough for Henkes. His team has jumped nearly 70 places
from when he initially took over two years ago, but the end goal is
even greater. In a press conference at the university he boldly declared
his vision for the program.
"We want to be playing in regionals and competing for SEC
Championships," Henkes said. "We've still got a lot of work ahead of
us, but we're willing to put in that time and effort."
Coach Henkes' commitment to being content but not satisfied is
especially impressive when considering that this record breaking
season came after replacing three out of the four lowest shooting
scorers from the previous year.
The first ever tournament medalist performance came from Junior
Katy Harris at the Palmetto Intercollegiate in Kiawah Island, S.C. Her
final round included a 10 foot put on the 18th hole to clinch a lower
score than Malene Krolboll Hansen of Coastal Carolina, who was
ranked in the top 50 individual golfers in the NCAA at the time.
At the SEC Tournament, the team had a few strong rounds
individually that threatened a dark horse run for the SEC title.
Unfortunately, they were unable to consistently maintain such low
scores and fell behind in a conference that sent nine teams to the
NCAA championship tournament. Yet the Rebels, who missed out on
qualification, did perform better and finish ahead of the third ninth
ranked Auburn team who did qualify.
The incoming class is also a testament to the programs direction,
and the team signed the number one ranked high school golfers not
only in Mississippi, but also in Louisiana as well. Julia Johnson and
Conner Beth Ball bring a level of talent to the team that could promise
never before seen levels of success for Ole Miss Women's Golf.
Ball competed in the 2017 U.S. Women's Amateur Championship in
August and made it far into the tournament before being knocked out
in the round of 64 by top 20 seeded Yuka Saso, who went as far as the
semifinals the year before.
Regardless of one's personal expectations for Ole Miss Women's
Golf, the future has never looked brighter. The much improved squad
has a ways to go to reach their true potential, but coach Hankes has
reaffirmed his commitment to competing at the highest level both on
the course and on the recruiting trail. It's safe to assume big things lie
ahead of the team in upcoming years.
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TOP: Diane Lim plays the ball from the tee during the Womens Golf Magnolia Invitational on Oct. 1,2017. Lim picked up a birdie on the par-3 seventh hole and went
back-to-back on the 14th and 15th. BOTTOM: The Ole Miss Rebels celebrate a nine-stroke lead over second-place Tennessee after 18 holes at the Magnolia Invitational.
At 278 strokes, the 32 tied an Ole Miss record for the lowest round in program history.
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Junior Kie Purdom looks over
her line on a hole during the
the Womens Golf Magnolia
Invitational on Oct. 1,2017

Photos courtesy of Petre Thomas,
Ole Miss Athletics

Sean Tobin competes in the men’s
relay during the indoor SEC
Championships on Feb. 25,2018.

TRACKING ACROSS

THE COUNTRY
Story by Andrew Osman
Photo courtesy Petre Thomas/Ole Miss Athletics

he 2017 season was another monumental one for the mens track
and cross country teams.
The “tracksharks” finished in 14th place overall at NCAA
championships, their best placement since the 2013 season.
A fierce effort earned three top-four finishes in individual events, the third
time in team history that has happened.
Craig Engels clocked the best finish in school history in the NCAA
1500-meter race with a time of 3:43:54, placing third and was the top placing
American.
Discus thrower Brian Williams, threw for fourth place in his debut NCAA
meet. His toss of 59.95m/196-8 landed him the best finish ever for Rebel discus
in the NCAA. He eclipsed the former record set by NFL offensive lineman
Shawn Andrews who finished in sixth place in 2003.
The distance runners topped off a hard-fought
season with an 18th place finish at the NCAA
Cross Country National Championships held in
November of 2017.
Senior Sean Tobin led the charge as he ran the
race of a lifetime, dropping his time by thirty
seconds from the week prior. The Ireland native
t an uphill battle the entire race as he found
himself in fiftieth place at the 4K marker. By the
end of the 10,000 meters, he managed to surpass
thirty-eight competitors and finish in twelfth.
“Sometimes if you watch the start, it’s like a scei
of going to war,” Tobin said. “It’s a lot of bodies to
pass. I was a little further back than I’d like but we got that passing momentum
and people just kept coming back to us.”
Freshmen runners Waleed Suliman and Parker Scott aim to fill some big
shoes.
“We’ve come a long way” said Tobin. “The next group of guys will be the
ones to take it on.”
He seemed to be the biggest believer that the program is headed for
greatness.
“The recruiting classes are getting better and better,” Tobin said. “Even back
home it’s like Ole Miss is well known. Before, no one had even heard of the
place and now it’s kids dreams internationally to come to Ole Miss”
Instrumental to team bonding was Rice n’ Spice, a Thai food favorite in
Oxford, where the team would get lunch every Sunday, adding to the team’s
dynamic and closeness.
“We are pretty much a family,” Tobin said. “We’ve got so many personalities
that you know something’s missing when someone isn’t there. It’s like a jigsaw
puzzle that fits together perfectly.”

T

“Sometimes if you
watch the start, it’s
like a scene of going
to war. It’s a lot of
bodies to pass.”
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TOP: Shamar Tucker leads as the runners break from their lanes during a relay at the indoor SEC Championships, Feb. 25,2018.
BOTTOM: Allen Gordon participates in the triple jump during the indoor SEC Championships.
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Sean Tobin hands the baton to
Alvin Westbrook during the men’s
4x400m relay during the Indoor SEC
Championships on Feb. 25,2018.

Photos courtesy of Petre Thomas,
Ole Miss Athletics
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Mercedes Mattix receives the
baton from Aisha Newsmen in the

4x400m relay during the indoor SEC
Championships on Feb. 25,2018.
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STAYING ON TRACK
Story by Andrew Osman
Photo courtesy of Petre Thomas, Ole Miss Athletics

he Ole Miss Women’s Track Team performed impressively in
the 2016-2017 season, continuing with the momentum from a
successful Cross Country and Indoor Track season. As for the Indoor
season, the women placed an all-time high of fifth at the SEC Indoor
Championship and finished in 16th at the NCAA Championship. The year
prior, the women finished in 11th at the SEC Championship.
As a junior, Raven Saunders earned the NCAA national title in shot put. She
did so well that she was able to compete in the Rio Olympics and finished fifth
in the entire world.
Fresh off a very successful indoor season, the team switched its focus to the
outdoors, and went to prove they had it in them to run with the big dogs. They
finished eighth at the SEC Championship, and put up 47.5 points, the most
they’ve scored since the 2012 season.
Jeneah Stewart, in her inaugural SEC outdoor meet, was awarded the SEC
Commissioner’s Trophy, given to the individual who scores the most points. She
finished in third both in hammer throw and shot put, and she placed second in
discus on the final day of the meet. She joins a long line of Ole Miss recipients
of the trophy and its’ indoor equivalent, the Cliff Harper Trophy, which includes
Raven Saunders, last years recipient.
Three more women scored at the meet, including Mary Alex England,
Shelby Brown and Maddie McHugh. England, a Senior running her final SEC
Championship, finished third in the 5K, breaking the school record she set
several weeks prior. She also finished 5th in the 10,000-meter race. Junior Shelby
Brown added a tally to the score by finishing eighth in the 5K.
Additionally, she finished third in steeplechase, setting yet another school
record for the Women’s team over the weekend. McHugh, a sophomore, placed
fifth in the 800-meter, following a third place finish as the indoor championship
several months before.
The girls sent a record-breaking 22 runners to the Eastern Prelims, more
than doubling the number of men that made it as far. Leading into the national
championship meet, the women ranked 22nd nationally.
At the 2017 NCAA Outdoor Championships, the running Rebs didn’t place
incredibly high, but there were several standout performances. Saunders and
Stewart set both second- and third-best school records in the shot put, while
finishing fourth and fifth, respectively. The women’s 4x100 team finished 19th,
yet another encouraging finish for the women. With the final scoring coming
in from Stewart’s ninth-place finish in discus, the Rebels concluded their season
placing 29th at the Championship.

T
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TOP: Senior Janeah Stewart makes a throw during the weight throw competition at the indoor SEC Championships. Stewart, was awarded a share of the Cliff
Harper Trophy after tying for the most points in the field events. BOTTOM LEFT: Freshman Orianna Shaw rounds the curve after receiving the baton during
the relay at the indoor SEC Championship. BOTTOM RIGHT: Freshman Clio Ozanne-Jaques participates in the5K run, finishing in fourth-place at a personal
record time of 16:36.69.
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Sophomore Kaira Simmons makes an
attempt in the women’s long jump at the
indoor SEC Championships on Feb, 24,2018.

Photos courtesy of Petre Thomas,
Ole Miss Athletics
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Gustav Hansson returns a ball
in a singles match against LSU
at the Palmer/Salloum Tennis
Center Sunday, March 4,2018
in Oxford, Miss.

COURT CONTROL
Story by Flint Christian
Photo by Ariel Cobbert

The Ole Miss Men’s Tennis Team spent the 2017 season working hard,
developing and most importantly, continuing the tradition of winning the
Rebels have put into place over the past few decades.
2017 marked the 24th consecutive year the Rebels appeared in the NCAA
Team Championship and their 26th appearance overall, a testament to the consistency
the program has displayed in its winning ways. The Rebels bowed out of the
competition in the second round against fifth-seeded UCLA 4-0 after defeating UCSB
in the first round by a score of 4-1.
Ole Miss finished the season with a 17-10 record, ranked 27th in the final Oracle/
ITA rankings, good for sixth in the SEC.
Despite the eventual end to the Ole Miss tennis season, there were many bright spots
throughout. Wins over Kentucky, Vanderbilt, Arkansas and Alabama separated the
Rebels from the group of very good SEC teams to put them in the upper echelon that
Ole Miss teams in the past have inhabited.
They began the season on a high note with a 4-3 win over perennial power Texas
A&M at the ITA Kick-Off Weekend, and they would continue their excellent play
throughout the season.
The highlight of the season came in March when the Rebels defeated heated rival
Mississippi State in their only head-to-head matchup of the season. The 4-2 victory in
Starkville, Miss, over a Bulldog team that would go on to finish the year ranked No. 18
in the nation showed the power and potential of this Ole Miss team. The Rebels also
heated up and found themselves on an eight-match winning streak at the back end of
their season before falling in the second round of the SEC tournament to Florida.
Ole Miss was led in singles by junior Gustav Hansson. Hansson’s season ended
with a three-set loss in the second round of the NCAA Singles Championship, and he
finished the season with a 21-13 record, a No. 22 national ranking and First Team All
SEC honors for the second straight year.
On the doubles court, sophomore Fabian Fallert and junior Grey Hamilton led
the Rebels with a 17-12 record. They lost in the second round of the NCAA Doubles
Championship, and they ended the season ranked 20th nationally. Fallert was named to
the Second Team All-SEC as he hit his stride in his second year playing for the Rebels.
The Rebels were led by a mature group of upperclassmen this season, and they return
six of seven players for the 2018 season. Experience and veteran leadership will be in
abundance as they hope to achieve more and advance further in the coming year.
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Tim Sandkaulen returns a ball in
doubles match against LSU at the
Palmer/Salloum Tennis Center in
Oxford, Miss, Sunday March 4,2018.
Photos by Ariel Cobbert

TOP: Zvonimir Babic plays a ball singles match against LSU at the Palmer/Salloum Tennis Center in Oxford, Miss, Sunday March 4,
2018. BOTTOM: Filip Kraljevic lunges for a ball in singles match against LSU at the Palmer/Salloum Tennis Center in Oxford, Miss,
Sunday March 4,2018. Rebels down LSU 4-1.
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THE UPSWING
Story by Flint Christian
Photo courtesy of Petre Thomas, Ole Miss Athletics

he 2017 Ole Miss women’s tennis team began their season
with high expectations, and they still managed to exceed
them during an outstanding season filled with highquality play and exceptional matches that gave players,
coaches and fans alike an abundance of exhilarating experiences.
The Rebels made an appearance the NCAA Tournament for
the 20th time in the team’s history. The appearance also marked
their ninth consecutive trip to the tournament, a testament to
consistency of excellence the program has achieved and maintained.
They finished the season with a 15-14 record despite facing one of
the hardest schedules in the nation, and they defeated quality teams
like LSU, Alabama and Missouri throughout the season.
While the Rebels began the season receiving consideration for a
top 25 spot in the Oracle/ITA Rankings, they quickly proved they
were a force to be reckoned with. They jumped to No. 15 in the
middle of last season before a tough SEC schedule added a number
of losses to their resume. However, they would prove their prowess
in the tournament.
The Rebels beat William & Mary to advance to the Round of
32 before bowing out against second-seeded and perennial power
North Carolina in a surprisingly tight 4-1 match. The loss put the
Rebels record in the NCAA Championships at 22-20 all-time.
The season may have ended on a negative note for Ole Miss
despite all the effort and intensity in their last match, but it
provided important experience for the returning Rebels. The team
returns five of six starters for the upcoming year as they look to
improve and make a run back to the top of the NCAA leaderboard.
Arianne Hartono led the Rebels on both the singles and doubles
court. The former All-American junior represented Ole Miss in
the NCAA Individual Championships, making it 11 straight
years the Rebels have sent a player to the competition. Hartono
lost in the second round of the singles competition, and she and
freshman Alexa Bortles went out in the first round of the doubles
competition. Hartono finished the season with a 20-15 record in
singles, a 15-14 record in doubles, and All-SEC first team honors.
The Rebels also proved their might off the tennis court. The
NCAA honored the women’s team with their Public Recognition
Award. The Public Recognition Award is an annual award given by
the NCAA to collegiate teams who rank in the top 10 percent of
Academic Progress Rate. The Rebels were one of only 1,090 teams
across the nation to earn a perfect score of 1,000, and they were one
of two Ole Miss athletic programs to receive the award along with
men’s golf.

T
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Senior Arianne Hartono returns
the ball during a doubles match
against South Carolina at the
Palmer/Salloum Tennis Center in
Oxford, Miss., March 3,2018.
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TOP: Sophomore Alexa Bortles lunges for the ball in a match against South Carolina. BOTTOM: Sophomore Anna Vrbenska swings for the ball in a match against
South Carolina at the Palmer/Salloum Tennis Center in Oxford, Miss, on March 3,2018.
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Sophomore Tereza Janatova returns
the ball in a match against South
Carolina on March 2,2018.

Photos courtesy of Petre Thomas,
Ole Miss Athletics
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A SPORT FOR EVERYONE
Story by Zac Herring

hile the varsity athletes had a great year across the board,
another aspect of athletics at Ole Miss was also going on
behind the scenes. They may not be televised, and the record
books may not have the names of the conquerors etched in
gold forever, but boy are they fun. Intramural sports are a huge part of the
college experience, and even those of us who didn’t make varsity and high
school can look back and know that coach would immediately regret his
decision had he seen the undaunted passion and drive.
Ole Miss Campus Recreation boasted a total annual participation of 8,000
participants, which would be more than enough students to storm the field after
a big upset win against an SEC rival. These mostly-student athletes combined to
create 1,100 teams campus wide.
This year’s feature introduction: the historical powerhouse sport of the Big
10 inner tube water polo, which includes all of the fun of playing hands-soccer
in a pool with none of the tedious water treading that makes it difficult.
Graduate Assistant Caroline Washburn describes
the introduction as something done to cater to
“We
the growing out of state student population.
She claimed it’s “more popular up north.” It was
introduced as a new program “that might be familiar
for people from outside Mississippi.”
For Caroline Mashburn, who has worked in
campus recreation for 4 years including during her
undergraduate days at Ole Miss, the best part is
“working with all the students.”
“We have a very diverse population ranging from
high school heroes to people that just want to come
out and try a new sport,” Mashburn said. “That’s
definitely my favorite part. Sometimes we get stuck
behind the desk too much. I like when we can go
out there with them.”
She also credited another newer program that has been on a roll lately.
Bowling, which has been available for less than a year.
“We piloted it last spring, and it went really well, so now we offer it in the
fall and the spring, and it always fills up really quickly,” Mashburn said. “It’s a
great deal if you like bowling. It’s really cheap, you get four weeks of games with
everything included.”
Unified sports bring in some of the most rewarding competitions of
everything done at the University of Mississippi. Ole Miss Campus Recreation
has partnered with Special Olympics Mississippi, and doing so has led to flag
football, soccer, and basketball games where students get to help out as partners,
and Special Olympic athletes get a chance to compete.

W

have a very diverse
population ranging
from high school
heroes to people that
just want to come out
and try a newsport.”
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II
“ Even back home it’s like Ole

Miss is well known. Before,
no one had even heard of

the place, and now it's kids
dream internationally to

come to Ole Miss.”

SENIOR
GENERAL STUDIES MAJOR

CLONMEL, IRELAND

SPONSORS

■■

“or me, it was always about the people.
F
By getting involved, I was able to meet
people that I otherwise wouldn’t have. I
was able to learn different perspectives,
attitudes and life lessons. At the end of
the day, it’s still important to control
your own happiness and go after the
things you want.”

SENIOR

INTEGRATED MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS MAJOR

THE COLUMNS SOCIETY

PHOTO + TEXT | courtesy of the Columns Society
BOTTOM ROW: Gabriel Brisco, Savannah Smith (Vice President), Yujing Zhang (President), Rachel Lochridge (Secretary), Hannah Bullock, Sophie Fosdick,
Levi Bevis (New Member Training Chair). SECOND ROW: Sam Cunningham, Christopher Feazell, Hadassah Strong (Social Chair), Caroline Tiner, Malerie
Lovejoy, Kelsea White, Megan McCleod, Ingrid Valbuena (Philanthropy Chair). THIRD ROW: Mack Hubbell, AJ Davidson, Maggie Smith, Thomas McFann,
Terrius Harris, Brittany Brown, Victoria Robinson. TOP ROW: Dariel Wicks, Rashad Collier, Timothy Steenwyk, Terrence Johnson (Social Media Chair), Logan
Christian, Jarrius Adams.

The Columns Society is a group of 28 men and women who serve as the official hosts and hostesses for the
University. Founded in 2008, the Columns Society serves the University of Mississippi at all functions where
students are needed to welcome guests and visitors to the University. The group also fundraises annually for
Rhythm Pax and delivers these musical instrument kits to patients at Blair E. Batson Children’s Hospital in Jackson,
Mississippi. Members of the Columns Society pledge to wear the navy blazer with a humble heart, a commitment
to service and absolute integrity.
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ALPHA KAPPA PSI

PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Alpha Kappa Psi

Organization Name:

Alpha Kappa Psi Fraternity Chapter: Rho Tau
Organization Purpose:
Alpha Kappa Psi Fraternity is the world’s oldest and largest
professional business fraternity. The organizations purpose is to
develop its’ members into principled business leaders. AKPsi’s core
values are Brotherhood, Knowledge, Unity, Integrity, and Service.
Though it is a business fraternity the organization is open to
individuals of all majors. Above all, the goal of the organization is to
promote brotherhood amongst members that will last a life time.
Mission Statement:
Alpha Kappa Psi is recognized as the premier developer of principled
business leaders
Philanthropic Activities:
One of Alpha Kappa Psi’s values is service. The Rho Tau Chapter
has participated in serval philanthropic activities such as Halloween
candy drives for Baptist Children’s Village of Water Valley and a
marathon around campus in which all registration proceeds were
given to Alex’s Lemonade Stand. Brothers have also volunteered at
the Oxford YMCA, The Blake of Oxford, and The Big Event.

OFFICERS
President: Ian Morrison
Vice President: Hadley Neish
Vice President of Finance: Troy Hudson
Vice President of Marketing: Nicole Sardi
Vice President of Alumni Relations: Nicolas Romano
Secretaries: Taylor Whitlock & Alan Sonntag
Vice President of Membership: Derek Starnes
Master of Rituals: Michael Wellman
Chapter Advisor: Lauren Rogers
Vice President of Professional Development: Caleigh Ryan
Academic Chair: Annie Vandegriff
Philanthropy Chair: Ellie Quinton
Intramural Chair: Tom Kelly
Sergeants at Arms: Cameron Koch & Adam Field
Senior Coordinator: Abigail Mabley
Recruitment Chair: Ashna Sethi
Fundraising Chair: Anastasia Christodoulelis
Social Chair: Doris Hines
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KAPPA DELIA

The purpose of Kappa Delta Sorority is to promote
true friendship among the college girls of our country by
inculcating into their hearts and lives those principles of
truth, of honor, of duty, without which there can be no true
friendship.
Mission Statement: The mission of Kappa Delta
Sorority is to be a national organization for women

committed to: Inspiring our members to reach their full
potential; Preparing our members for community service,
active leadership and responsible citizenship; Creating
opportunities for lifetime involvement through innovative
and responsive programs, and strategic collaborations and
partnerships; and Fostering the development of our timehonored values within the context of friendship.

OFFICERS
President: Victoria Neal
VP Membership Education: Neely Walker
VP Membership: Eliza Williams
VP Operations: Mallie Imbler
VP Community Service: Marguerite Marquez
VP Public Relations: Anna Swatzell
VP Standards: Christina Lawler
VP Secretary: Sienna Johnson
VP Finance: Maddie Morgan
Panhellenic Delegate: Mary Holt Mock
Rush Chairman: Hallie Gillam
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Juliette St. Romain & Sienna Johnson

2017 Freshmen Pledge Class on Bid Day

Homecoming Queen: Christina Lawler

PHOTO + TEXT | courtesy of Kappa Delta

Date Founded: Kappa Delta founded October 23, 1897, Alpha Mu Founded January 15, 1927
Philanthropic Activities: Girl Scouts of the USA, Prevent Child Abuse America
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KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

OFFICERS
President: Alex Thompson
VP Standards: Emory Hamblin
VP Organization: Morgan Dyer
VP Academic Excellence: Hannah Sullivan
Recording Secretary: Kendall Miller
Corresponding Secretary: Madison Thomas
Treasurer: Ashley Glennon
Assistant Treasurer: Taylor Huhndorff
Registrar: Anna Hoyme
Marshal: Abigail Johnson
Education: Maddy Gumbko
House: Abigail Messier
Membership: Jordan Jackson
New Member: Gigi Franz
Panhellenic: Thames Kaderabek
Philanthropy: Taylor Kinney
Public Relations: Tara Hawkins
Risk Management: Brooke Kellum
Event: Hannah Hilton

PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Kappa Kappa Gamma

ORGANIZATION’S PORPOSE
Friendship, Leadership and Scholarship

MISSION STATEMENT
Kappa Kappa Gamma is an organization of women, which seeks for every member throughout her life bonds
of friendship, mutual support, opportunities for self-growth, respect for intellectual development and an
understanding of and an allegiance to positive ethical principles.

DATE FOUNDED
Delta Rho Chapter was founded in 1947

PHILANTHROPIC ACTIVITIES
Reading is Fundamental and Feed the Hunger
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OLE MISS PRE-DENTAL SOCIETY
Our purpose is to assist students in gaining entrance into dental
school by providing them with the tools and resources needed to
attain their goal.

MISSION
Our mission is to promote oral health within our campus and
community though service, learning, and leadership.

PHILANTHROPIC ACTIVITIES
Memory Makers (Oxford, MS), Green Grove, Mid-South Mission
of Mercy (Memphis, TN), Lee Family &L Cosmetic Dentistry Free,
Dental Day (Oxford, MS)

PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Ole Miss Pre-Dental Society

OFFICERS
President: Kayla Ladner
Vice President: Hugh Sherrill
Secretaries: Bailey Bounds & Carley Cole
Treasurer: Kayla Foell
Coordinator of Community Service: Meghan Van
Social Media Coordinator: Emily Moore

FOUNDED JULY21,2013

OLE MISS WOMEN'S COUNCIL
PHOTO + TEXT | courtesy of Ole Miss Women’s Council

On February 14, 2000, the OMWC began with a group
of philanthropic minded women committed to nurturing
the development of University of Mississippi students who
would graduate with a desire to improve the quality of their
communities by serving in positions of leadership. The mission
has been to promote philanthropy in order to sponsor innovative
programs that would attract and develop students through
leadership, scholarship and mentorship. Over its 17 years history,
123 students, including 27 currently enrolled, have been afforded
tuition, mentorship, leadership and cultural experiences through
the OMWC. Sixty-two62MWC scholar program boasts a
graduation rate of 88 percent compared to the University’s 58.6
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percent. In other words, the OMWC graduates nine out of every
10 students, whereas the university graduates one out of every
two students. The mission for the Ole Miss Women’s Council
for Philanthropy is to increase participation in philanthropy as
a way of enhancing continuing excellence at the University of
Mississippi, and
To sponsor innovative programs that attract and develop students
through leadership, scholarship, and mentorship, and
To encourage our scholars to become philanthropists for their
communities and for the University of Mississippi while on their
life’s journey as caring, ethical leaders.

UM GOSPEL CHOIR

PHOTO + TEXT | courtesy of UM Gospel Choir

The purpose of the University of Mississippi Gospel Choir
is to allow members to utilize their musical talents and
abilities through song and praises for the magnification
of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. Founded in 1974,
it is the first college gospel choir to sign with a major
gospel record label. Generations of African American

students have found fellowship, support and inspiration
as they have striven for musical and academic excellence
at the university. From small wooden churches to grand
concert halls, with the rich harmonies of African American
spirituals and the mellow grooves of contemporary gospel,
the choir sings praises to God from the heart.

SIGMA GAMMA RHO
PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Sigma Gamma Rho

PHILANTHROPIC ACTIVITIES
A sorority always living by its creed of “Greater Service,
Greater Progress” and always promoting “Sisterhood,
Scholarship and Service.”

Operation Big Bookbag, Youth Symposium, Hattie
McDaniel’s Cancer Walk, Young Q.U.E.E.N.S.

DATE FOUNDED
November 12, 1922

MISSION STATEMENT
It is the mission of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. to
enhance the quality of life for women and their families
in the U.S. and globally through community service,
civil and social action. Our goal is to achieve greater
progress in the areas of education, health awareness and
leadership development. Our members, affiliates, staff and
community partners work to create and support initiatives
that align with our vision.

ROSTER
Lea lah Watson, Kourtney Thomas, Angela Bibbs, Cemone
Smith, Kyra Addison, Jasmine Powell and Ashley Jackson

2016-2017 University of Mississippi
NPHC Chapter of the Year
2016-2017 Sigma Gamma Rho
Southeastern Region Undergraduate Chapter of the Year
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PHI MU

Phi Mu was founded in 1852
at Wesleyan College, located in
Macon, Georgia. It is the second
oldest secret society for women
in the nation. Phi Mu encourages
all of her members to live by the
principles of love, honor and
truth. Phi Mu promotes vibrant
living, academic excellence, and
lifelong friendships. The Alpha
Delta chapter was established
on June 7th, 1926. To date, the
Alpha Delta chapter is one of
the largest Phi Mu chapters in
the nation. The ladies of Phi Mu

continue to uphold the values set
in our creed. Our members are
leaders on the Ole Miss campus,
as well as the community of
Oxford.
Phi Mu’s national
philanthropy is Children’s
Miracle Network Hospitals.
Alpha Delta has the honor
of working with LeBonheur
Children’s Hospital located in
Memphis, Tennessee. To raise
money for this great cause, Phi
Mu participates and hosts a
variety of philanthropic events

such as Bonnamu, Milkshakes
for Miracles and Cheesin’
for the Children. The Alpha
Delta chapter was named the
highest fundraising chapter for
LeBonheur in 2017 and strives
to keep that title. Phi Mu Alpha
Delta was also named the highest
fundraising chapter for the M3
challenge, a fundraiser amongst
all Phi Mu chapters to raise
money for scholarship. Phi Mu’s
biggest honor was being the
recipient of the 2017 Chancellors
cup.

PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Phi Mu
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OFFICERS
Phaedra Craig (President); Lindsey Dunn (Vice President of Committees); Lauren Johnson (Vice President of Chapter Development); Allie Chadwick (Treasurer); Sally
Rychlak (Membership Director); Mary-Katherine Horton (Phi Director); Caitlyn Connell (Philanthropy Chairman); Logan May (Social Chair); Mereweather Lackey
(Director of Harm and Prevention); Erin Larkin (Panhellenic Delegate); Sydney Malone (Recording Secretary); Alyssa Theobald (Corresponding Secretary); Whitney
Fredriksen (Public Relations Chairman).
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SIGMA PHI LAMBDA
SISTERS FOR THE LORD

PHOTOS | Mackenzie Ross

TEXT | courtesy of Sigma Phi Lambda

CELEBRATING 10 YEARS AT OLE MISS!
Sigma Phi Lambda exists for the sole purpose of glorifying
our Lord Jesus Christ and making His name great. This is
done by providing a source of fellowship to Christian women
who sincerely seek to know His person, His will and His ways.
Sigma Phi Lambda is an organization of sisters for the Lord
where fellowship with our most high God is fostered by growth
in unity with one another.
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The Alpha Alpha chapter of Phi Lamb was established in
2007 at the University of Mississippi. Our chapter is made up
of Christ-like, diverse and accomplished young women, each
bringing something unique to our organization. Our chapter
has recruitment in both fall and spring semesters for full-time,
female students at Ole Miss.

STUDENT ALUMNI COUNCIL

PHOTO | Ariel Cobbert
TEXT | courtesy of Student Alumni Council

To bridge the gap between alumni and students and promote the positive image of the University of
Mississippi and the Ole Miss Alumni Association while providing members with meaningful leadership
and networking experiences. The Student Alumni Council (SAC) is a leadership organization sponsored
by the Ole Miss Alumni Association. The SAC strives to inform students about the Alumni Association
through its activities and programs. SAC members act as student representatives at many OM alumni
functions and board meetings, plan and sponsor Bridging the Gap, participate in the Board/SAC
mentoring program and have the opportunity to speak first hand to alumni at council meetings.
Experiences with distinguished alumni allow members to network, develop career contacts and gather
invaluable career advice from our own Ole Miss Family. Bridging the Gap and The Mentoring Program
are just two activities that not only enrich your collegiate experience but also promote friendship and
teamwork.

OFFICERS
President: Christopher Cross
President Elect: Wister Hitt
VP of External Affairs: Logan Christian
VP of Internal Affairs: Margaret Hay
VP of Public Relations: Katherine Monsen
Co-Directors of Future Alumni Network: Mallie Imbler, Courtney Cadiz and Bradley Munn
Treasurer: Bea Tisher
Secretary: Carly Causey
Chairmen of Special Events: Jay Mitchum, Reagan Moody and Ramsey Purvis

MAIN EVENT HELD
Bridging the Gap
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PRIDE OF THE SOUTH
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PHOTOS | courtesy of Jacqueline Schtick + Pride of the South
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The University of Mississippi

DESOTO CAMPUS

PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of UM Desoto
TOP: UM-DeSoto’s Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor Society inductees include Jennifer Albright, Amy Berryhill, Carmeshia Brown, Jodie Brownlee, John Butler, Karen
Cain, Wanda Carney, Renita Clarke, Stuart Columbia, Perry Daniels, Ashton Godbold, Ada Hamm, Rhonda Hammond, Kari Hopper, Dalton Hurt, Marissa Kizer,
Ashley Laughter, Sharkey Luna, Miranda Merritt, Tiffany Parie, Faviola Patino, Carley Perry, Ashley Pitts, Laurean Pulley, Cristy Savage, Megan Savoy, Emily Smith,
Lauren Stephens, James Terry, Elizabeth Waddell, Natasha Watkins, Elizabeth Wesson, Brittany Williams, Katelyn Winton-Edwards, Rebekah Yeato and Meagan
Zachary. BOTTOM: Outstanding students are nominated by faculty in their respective program or discipline. The 2017 awardees were Robert Moore, Jonathon
Golden, Kimberly Curt, Codie Potts, Rachel Hewer, Stuart Columbia, Jasmine Lee, Lea Carney, Dustin Mounce, Chris Carnell, Faviola Patino, Rebecca Yeaton,
James Terry, Ashton Godbold and Carley Perry.
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TOP LEFT: The student chapter of ISACA at UM-DeSoto helps future professionals in areas such as accounting, information systems and business connect with
industry leaders. (L to R Front Row) Laura Bolden, Ben Poelman, Kaitlyn Adams, Barbi Martin and Hunter Moore. (L to R Back Row) Dexter Nelson, Taylor Jackson,
Madison Cleveland, Mckenzie Murdock, Tim Nagel and Dr. Lynn Kugele (Advisor). TOP RIGHT: UM-DeSoto’s Ambassadors represent the campus during activities
throughout the year and are also involved with recruiting events in the community. (L to R Front Row) Kaitlyn Adams, Mckenzie Murdock and Jennifer Battistelli.
(L to R Back Row) Kendall McCoy, Madison Cleveland, Jessica Huff and Hunter Moore. Not pictured: Cecilia Belk, Chris Norton and Cristy Savage. MIDDLE: The
Social Work Organization isfor any student majoringin social work or for any student looking to get involved in community service projects. (Lto R) Queen
Williams, DeNisha Lenox, Mayra Ortega, DeShay Lenox, Kimberly St. Cin, Carlissa Washington, Shakia Sutton, Ashley Lance, Ronda Barton, Elizabeth Waddell,
Kenyia Noble, Kristina Curtiss, Rumunda Dyer, Gina Troxler, Dr. Yi Jin Kim (Advisor), Brittany Terry, DeKimberly Butler and Emily Adams. BOTTOM: Alumni of Phi
Theta Kappa Honor Society have formed one of UM-DeSoto’s newest student service organizations. (L to R Front Row) Adam Hammersley, Ben Poelman, Ana
Rico Granados and Laura Bolden. (L to R Middle Row) Jeremy Neal, Dexter Nelson, Lauren Downs, Savannah Glenn and Catherine Brown. (L to R Back Row) Adan
Flores, Lyle Smock, Madison Cleveland, Mckenzie Murdock and Taylor Jackson. Not pictured: Maryana Tyshkivska.
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

Newly enrolled professional students receive their white coats and are now officially held to the professional standard maintained by our healthcare profession.

MISSION STATEMENT
The University of Mississippi School of Pharmacy was founded in 1908 and is the state’s only pharmacy school. Through the school’s
mission, education, research, service and student development, the school aims to improve the health of our state citizens, as well as the
nation and the world. The School of Pharmacy is a special place characterized by genuine teamwork between the students and faculty.

DATE FOUNDED
1908

OFFICERS
President: Regan Tyler
President-Elect: Mary Reagan Baladi
Vice President: Sucheta Naidu
Treasurer: Kailey Denny
Secretary: Anna Crider
Elections Chair: Sidney D’amico

PHILANTHROPIC ACTIVITIES
•

RebelTHON participation
•
APhA Operation Immunization
Oxford Medical Ministries “Pie in the face” Fundraiser
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PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of School of Pharmacy

TOP: Dean David Allen of the school of pharmacy and Chancellor Vitter receive their flu shots during APhA’s annual operation immunization, middle: Left to right:
Lydia Beard, Mary Reagan Baladi, Mallory Slay, Alex Craig (in front). PY2’s enjoy our annual fall pharmacy phormal. bottom: First year professional students take a
break from studying to participate in some friendly competition.
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The University of Mississippi

TUPELO CAMPUS

PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of UM Tupelo
TOP: The Student Social Work Organization brings together students interested in the field of social work and community involvement. Each year the Tupelo
students organize numerous fundraising and charity events to help the citizens of Northeast Mississippi. Members include: Alana Busby, Alexis Butler, Alice Casey,
Amanda Perry, Amanda Wilkerson, Anna Gann, Anna Claire Prather, Anthony Gonzalez, April Chandler, Brianna Collier, Brianna Scobey, Brittany Province, Brittany
Brownlee, Courtney Leach, Cynthia Scott, Daphanie Cooper, Elaina Reno, Emma Morton, Haley Lambert, Jana Smith, Jeremy Pegues, Jessica Best, Kai la Jefferson,
Kaitlyn Lawson, Kathryn Tyler, Katina Brown, Latessa Moore, Lauren Thompson, Madison Hawes, Mallory Bierman, Mallory Roberts, Margaret Anglin, Michealla
Schallock, Miranda Jones, Misty Hartline, Moesha Banks, Morgan Carrell, Nayeli Rivera, Quitley Lee, Randa Moody, Reahgan Bradshaw, Rhiannon Tawney, Rhonda
Brady, Samantha Brady, Samantha Rowland, Sarah Bierman, and Valerie Wigington. Advisors are Dr. Jandel Crutchfield and Mr. Shane Robbins. BOTTOM:The Legal
Studies Student Organization assembles Criminal Justice and Paralegal Studies majors interested in serving the community through various service projects. In
addition to community service, LSSO affords members the opportunity to network with others in the profession. Members include: Alexandria Copeland, Allison
Dillon, Bailey Whitehead, Beverly Howell, Bobbie Rogers, Brandi Floyd, Candace Barker, Clayton McCoy, Cody Graham, Collin Smith, Hannah Carr, Hunter Payne, Justin
Cobb, Kaitlyn Hankins (Vice President), Lasia Gunn, Natalie Swords, Rebecca Buckman, Shaqueya Jennings, Shields Nesbit (President), Tatiana Taylor, and Thaddeus
Middlebrook. Advisor is Terry Lyons.
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TOP LEFT: As representatives for the University of Mississippi-Tupelo, Student Ambassadors participate in various events and activities on campus in addition to
recruiting events throughout the year. UM-Tupelo Ambassadors are: Allie Sappington, Dalton Crowell, Elizabeth Wyatt, Jana Kizer, and Joseph (Danny) Giroux.
Advisors are Chris Tollison and Lindsey Sanford. TOP RIGHT: TOTS or Teachers of Tomorrow (Tupelo) is an organization that helps future educators develop an
understanding of the profession and advances the interests of students preparing for a career in education. TOTS members participate in community service projects
that benefit children in Northeast Mississippi. Members include: Allie Bennett, Allie Sappington, Alyssa Alford, Anna Beth Cates, Ashley Hamon, Ashley Williams,
Brenda Raper, Britni York, Chandler Steele, Chelsi Brown (President), Chloe Harmon, Darbie Bailey (Treasurer), Devan Ramey, Emerald Voyles, Farrah Speck, Gabrielle
Slagle, James Matthews, James Plunkett, Kadin Wilbanks, Kali Clayton, Kelsey Garrison, Leslie Hopkins, Madalyn Forrest, Madison Roncalli, Madison Scott, Marley
Oswalt, Michael Vierheller, Michelle Freeman, Molly Bramlett, Nicole Moreno (Vice President), Samantha Lineberry, Samantha McDonald, Santanna Sneed (Secretary),
Shana Tatum, Taylor Kelly, Tiffany Goldman (Public Relations Officer), T’keyah Manson, Tori Melson, and Tyler Davis. Advisor is Ms. Elizabeth Prewitt. MIDDLE: The
Ole Miss-Tupelo Financiers Club is composed of finance majors and other business students who have an interest in finance. They meet monthly to discuss job
and networking opportunities, current events in the financial markets and community service activities. Members include: Brandon Alldread (Vice President of
Recruitment), Heather Couture (Vice President of Communications), Rhonda Hill (Vice President of Career Development), Zackery Marcinek (President), and advisor
Dr. Ivonne Liebenberg. BOTTOM: Phi Beta Lambda (PBL) is a nationally-organized association comprised of students pursuing degrees in business and accountancy.
PBL builds positive working relationships with academia and the business world. UM-Tupelo PBL members compete in state and national competitions that allow
them to demonstrate their proficiency in various areas of business and accountancy. Members include: Alex Jeter, Alex Rodgers, Allie Holley, Ben Kennedy, Blake
Lovell, Brandon Alldread, Cindy Nguyen, Jeremy Jones, John Adair Jr., Keeley Groves, Lexie Flowers, Mattie Graham, Rhonda Hill, Stephanie Giles, and Taylor Deaton.
Advisors are Angela Palmer and Clara Rock.
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DELTA SIGMA THETA
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., is a
private, non-profit organization whose
purpose is to provide assistance and support
through established programs in local
communities throughout the world. The
Lambda Sigma Chapter was chartered at the
University of Mississippi on November 14,
1974. Since then, over 300 dynamic women
have made an impact on this campus and
the local community through scholarship,
sisterhood and service. Their philanthropic
activities include programs focused on
economic development, educational
development, international awareness and
involvement, physical and mental health and
political awareness and involvement.
PHOTO | Ariel Cobbert
TEXT | courtesy of Delta Sigma Theta

PANHELLENIC CDUNCIL
College Panhellenic Council serves as
the governing body of eleven National
Panhellenic Conference organizations at
The University of Mississippi. College
Panhellenic Council strives to develop
and maintain womens sorority life and
interfraternity relations, thus creating
a greater sense of community amongst
Panhellenic women. College Panhellenic
also supports philanthropic endeavors such
as C.A.R.E Walk and Circle of Sisterhood.
Being a Panhellenic woman at the University
of Mississippi is a privilege, and we are
honored to serve the excellent, ambitious
Greek women.
President — Ann Weston Sistrunk
VP of Administration — Anna Brocato
VP of Recruitment — Abigail Messier
VP of Judicial — Annabelle Fortune
VP of Recruitment Counselors - Jessi Lockett
VP of Academics — Shelby Loftis
VP of Public Relations — Morgan K. Saucier,
VP of Philanthropy — Elizabeth Weathersby
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PHOTO + TEXT | courtesy of Panhellenic Council

(Lto R): Shelby Loftis, Abigail Messier, Elizabeth Weathersby, Morgan K. Saucier, Ann Weston Sistrunk, Jessi
Lockett, Annabelle Fortune and Anna Brocato

PHI DELTA THETA
Bid Day 2017

Mississippi Alpha celebrated 140 years at Ole Miss this year.

The 2016 Pledge Class honored Joseph Nosef, MS Alpha alumnus, with a
beautification project at the Jospeh Nosef Park in Clarksdale, MS.

Brother Dion Kevin III was elected as the 100th Associated Student Body
President.

The Mississippi Alpha chapter made a $30,000 donation to the William Magee
Center for Wellness Education.

Ivy League 2017

PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Phi Delta Theta
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UM ESTEEM
PHOTO + TEXT | courtesy of UM Esteem

Mission Statement: We, the members of E.S.T.E.E.M at the University of Mississippi, establish this organization with the sole
intent of providing support and opportunities for both personal, professional and social growth for minority women at the
University of Mississippi and the surrounding community. E.S.T.E.E.M. will provide educational, cultural, social and community
service opportunities for members and the surrounding community. In doing so, we hope to develop collegiate minority women by
encouraging confidence, integrity, self respect, and self esteem.
Founded: August 2014
Officers: President: Christian Bilbrew; Vice President: Haley Williams; Treasurer: Alexus Mckorkle; Corresponding Secretary:

Shanterica Hunt: Historian: Janeisha Simpson
Philantropic Activities: Care Walk, Donating to tornado victims, Donated to victims of domestic violence, Volunteer at the Boys
and Girl Club, Volunteer to help Gospel Choir, Gobble Wobble.

BETA UPSILON CHI

PHOTO + TEXT | courtesy of Beta Upsilon Chi

Active Members: Rochester Alston, Peter Anthony, James Asbill, Bradley Ashmore, Caleb Besaw, Hamilton Biddy, Andrew Blalock,
Triston Blaney, Christian Bonds, Hunter Bryan, Justin Bush, Blake Cleaty, Kenneth Collins, Gabriel Cowell, James Dees, Drew
Ferguson, Grady Fisher, Jacob Golob, Ethan Hassett, Heath Hollomon, Blake Horner, Alex Jones, Joshua Jones, Joel Jordan,
Timothy Manasco, Austin McCutchen, Josiah Mezera, Tyler Morris, Mardon Needles, Andrew Owens, Will Park, William Rieger,
Anthony Rowan, Bradley Smith, Henry Stonnington, Michael Thomas, Austin Tucker, Matthew Van Aken, Caleb Warren, Joshua
Warren, Joseph Winters
Officer Corps: William Brown III (President), Benjamin Hull (Vice President), William Warren Jr. (Pledge Trainer), Jacob Bousson
(Chaplain), Joseph McPherson (Treasurer), Robert Lampton (Secretary)
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ALPHA OMICRON PI

PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Alpha Omicron Pi

Alpha Omicron Pi welcomed home over a hundred new sisters at their Rubies N’ Roses themed Bid Day to join their 2017 pledge class.
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OLE MISS ALUMNI
The Ole Miss Alumni Association was organized and
continues for the purpose of promoting loyalty, affection and
understanding between the university and former students.
The Department of Alumni Affairs is responsible for arranging
Homecoming activities, organizing reunions, sponsoring
the Alumni Hall of Fame, publishing the Ole Miss Alumni

Review, operating The Inn at Ole Miss, coordinating activities
for former athletes through the M-Club Alumni Chapter,
coordinating meetings of the local alumni clubs and many
more activities. For more information about joining or the
activities of the Alumni Association, please call 662-915-7375
or visit www.olemissalumni.com.

OFFICERS

ALUMNI STAFF

President, Bobby Bailess; President-Elect, Augustus
“Leon” Collins; Vice President, Matt Lusco; Treasurer,
Kirk Purdom; Athletics Representatives, Andy
Kilpatrick and Deano Orr

Kirk Purdom, Executive Director
Joseph Bambaugh, System Analyst III
Emily Briggs, Executive Assistant/Office Manager
Gaye Bukur, General Manager, Inn at Ole Miss
Allie Bush, Graphic Web Designer
Clay Cavett, Associate Director
Anne Cofer, Accountant
Shaquita Curry, Senior Secretary
Martha Dollarhide, Systems Programmer II
Sunny Eicholtz, Coordinator of Student Engagement
Gabby Goolsby, Records Assistant
Marlene Henderson, Records Assistant
Annette Kelly, Accountant
Steve Mullen, Assistant Director for Marketing
Suzy Norwood, Records Supervisor
Annie Rhoades, Publications Editor/Advertising Director
Anna Smith, Assistant Director
Allie Strange, Programs Assistant
Elizabeth Tettleton, Special Events Assistant
Scott Thompson, Assistant Director
Jim Urbanek, Assistant Director for Communications
Torie Marion White, Assistant Director
Chasity Wilburn, Staff Assistant
Rusty Woods, Associate Director for Information Services

2016-2017 Ole Miss Alumni Association President Hal Moore with 2017
Homecoming Queen Christina Lawler.
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The 2017-18 officers of the Ole Miss Alumni Association are (from left) Kirk Purdom,
Leon Collins, Bobby Bailess, Matt Lusco, Deano Orr and Andy Kilpatrick.

ASSOCIATION
The 2017 Distinguished Alumni Award recipients are Don Fruge, Walton
Gresham III, Candie L Simmons, William Winter, Mary Sharp Rayner, Dr. James
E. Keeton and Tom Papa.

Alumni Association Staff

PHOTOS | courtesy of Kevin Bain. Bill Dabney, Jim Urbanek
TEXT | courtesy of Ole Miss Alumni Association

The Alumni Association held its annual social in September to honor the 2017-18 recipients of the Herb Dewees Alumni Association
Scholarship, the Ben Williams Minority Scholarship, the Wobble Davidson M-Club Scholarship, the Clay Waycaster Student Alumni
Council Scholarship, the Alumni Association Band Scholarship and the Grove Society Scholarship. A total of 431 scholarships totaling
$318,200 are being awarded for the school year. For more information on alumni scholarship opportunities, visit olemissalumni.com.
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BETA THETA PI

PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Beta Theta Pi

TOP: The active chapter of Beta Theta Pi is pictured on Bid Day (September 24, 2017) after welcoming its newest 75-man pledge
class. As of Fall 2017, the Beta Beta chapter is the second largest chapter of Beta Theta Pi in North America. Middle left: Beta Theta Pi
chapter house at sunset. MIDDLE: Members of the 2017 Beta Theta Pi Executive Board (pictured from left: Ben Kemper, Recruitment
Chairman; Kalon Gipson, Recruitment Chairman; Brendan Coale, New Member Educator, Ben Tribble, Secretary, Nicholas Jacobson,
President; Tyler Necaise, Vice President, Grant Collins, Treasurer, Robert Kudlicki, House Manager, Jay Ross, Alumni Chairman; Alex
Bethay, Alumni Chairman; Conor Crain, Ritual Chairman. BOTTOM: The Beta Theta Pi chapter house, pictured on the morning of
September 11, 2017, displays a large American flag in addition to small yard flags representing the lives lost of all first responders on

September 11, 2001.
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KAPPA ALPHA ORDER
ALPHA UPSILON CHAPTER

2017 Pledge Class. 87 strong from 18 states!

PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Kappa Alpha Order

KA gives $20,000 to the Muscular Dystrophy Association.

2017 Officers

ORGANIZATIONAL VALUES
Reverence: Our motto is “Dieu et Les Dames” (God and the
ladies) and reminds each of us that there is a Higher Being
in our lives. Just as our founders were in 1865, we are called
together to demonstrate our Reverence for God and to cultivate
our moral faculties.
Gentility: The second part of our motto reminds us that the
Age of Chivalry idealized the woman and honored her. The
modern gentleman continues this practice of Gentility, showing
respect and humility to all that he encounters on his campus,
in his family, in his community and in his career.
Knowledge: The mind is immortal, and we are called upon
to seek Knowledge and develop our character throughout our
lives. Our quest for this lifelong learning is manifested in our
academic success, our career achievements and the positive

impact we have on our communities.
Leadership: We are leaders among men. We demonstrate
this Leadership by setting the proper example of the modern
gentleman and by serving mankind in whatever manner we are
called. We demonstrate courage and perseverance as we both

lead and follow.
Brotherhood: We are bound to each other—for life. We
befriend and assist our brothers, especially in times of need.
We are Brothers faithful unto death.
Excellence: Our aim is Onward and Upward, and it is in this
direction that we continually strive. Through hard work and
dedication, we endeavor to achieve this Excellence in all that
WE undertake, with a vision of making the world a better
place.

OFFICERS
President Hayden Poer (Madison, MS); Vice President Jordan Coopwood (Cleveland, MS);
Recording Secretary William Peaster (Yazoo City, MS); Corresponding Secretary John Austin Jones
(Vicksburg, MS); Historian Brooks Krouse (Oxford, MS); Treasurer Grant Thames (Madison, MS);
Parliamentarian Chandler Telfer (Nashville, TN); Sergeant-at-Arms Breland Parker (Madison, MS);
Marshal Anderson Smith (Mountain Brook, AL); Social Chair Mathew Mazzanti (Shreveport, LA);
Philanthropy Chair Dillon Pitts (Pearl, MS); Rush Chair Reid Watson (Jackson, MS)

Founded in 1865 | Chartered at Ole Miss in 1900 | Largest chapter in the Order in 2017
Connie Rice Bohlke,
housemother
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CHI OMEGA

PHOTOS+TEXT | courtesy of Chi Omega

Chi Omega is an intergenerational women’s organization forever committed to our founding purposes:
Friendship, personal integrity, service to others, academic excellence and intellectual pursuits, community
and campus involvement and personal and career development.

OFFICERS
President: Shelton Wittenberg
VP: Claire Robinson
Secretary: Denver Wilson
Treasurer I: Sarah Martin Tucker
New Member Educator: Olivia Dear
Personnel: Lizzie Sansing
Panhellenic Delegates: Katie Harrison and Ally Elliot
Recruitment Chairs: Bradyn Eaves, Caroline May, and Natalie Allen
Treasurer II: Madeline Howard
Director of Programming: Savannah Smith
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Date Founded: April 5, 1895 at the University of Arkansas, and in 1899 Tau Chapter was founded.
Philanthropic Activities: Make-A-Wish Foundation, Chi O Crawfish and Chi O Donuts
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PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Tri Delta

The purpose of Delta Delta Delta shall be to
establish a perpetual bond of friendship among its
members, to develop a stronger and more womanly
character, to broaden the moral and intellectual life
and to assist its members in every possible way. Our
goal is to promote and develop mutually beneficial
relationships between the Fraternity and the colleges
and universities where the Fraternity has established
chapters, to develop qualities of unselfish leadership
among its members and to encourage them to
assume, with integrity and devotion to moral and
democratic principles, the highest responsibilities of
college women.
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Tri Delta was founded in 1888 at Boston
University, and the Chi Chapter at Ole Miss was
founded in 1912. Our chapter President this year
was Sydney Reid, and our Vice Presidents this year
were Mary Morgan Coburn, Catherine Harmon,
Tousley Leake, Natalie Meeks, and Adeline Turner.
This year we raised approximately $150,000 for
St.Jude Children’s Research Hospital. We were
awarded the Heart for St.Jude Award by Tri Delta
Nationals. Also this year, four of our Tri Delta
women were named 2017-2018 Homecoming
Maids and one Tri Delta woman was named Ole
Miss Most Beautiful.
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ORIENTATI ON LEADERS

PHOTO + TEXT | courtesy of Orientation Leaders

The Ole Miss Orientation Team provides students and their family members with an opportunity to learn more
about campus, traditions and opportunities for involvement as they embark on their new journey to college.

2017 ORIENTATION LEADERS
Jada Bates, Gabriel Brisco, JoAnndria Brown, Hannah Bullock, Carol Coker, Catrina Curtis, Noah Farrar, Presley
Favre, Jacob Ferguson, Danielle Foster, Tucker Fox, Carson Gilstrap, KaLyndzeyia Gray, Christian Green, RachaelCatherine Hartnett, Elle Hillier, Terrence Johnson, Ciara Knapp, Shamessia Lee, Grace McClanahan, Chauncey
Mullins, Hallie Nettles, Bernard Nichols, Jacob Parker, MaryScott Polk, Alexander Robison, Jessica Shipp, Park
Shull, Colton Singleton, André Smith, Dalton Smith, Savannah Smith, Georgia Summer, Laura Taylor, Cecilia Trotter,
Ingrid Valbuena, Kelsea White, Jordan Zarzaur
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AMBASSADORS

PHOTO | Ariel Cobbert
TEXT | courtesy of the Ambassadors

The Ole Miss Ambassadors have the privilege of welcoming thousands of prospective students and their families to campus every
year. Comprised of students selected for their leadership ability, Ambassadors are passionate about their university. Participating
in special recruiting events, giving tours two to three times weekly, keeping correspondence with prospective students and taking
part in campus services like the Big Event are just a few of the requirements of our team.

2017 AMBASSADORS
Mary Grace Bass, Ridge Brohaugh, Dawson Buettner, Tyler Butler, Courtney Cadiz, Karly Caton, Raksha Chatakondi, Anastasia Christodoulelis, Carol
Coker, Kyle Cullen, Catrina Curtis, Anna Daniels, Katie Davis, Lindsay Dawson, Amelia Dewitt, Zach DiGregorio, Mary Payne Dillard, Mary Reid Dixon,
Josh Dolsen, Jason Erwin, Yanik Etan, Jacob Ferguson, Tucker Fox, Hallie Gillam, Carson Gilstrap, Caroline Glaze, KaLyndzeyia Gray, Seth Gray, Stuart
Gunner, Terrius Harris, Tara Hawkins, Allison Hemmel, Emily Hoffman, Mack Hubbell, Mallie Imbler, Grace McClanahan, Skylyn Irby, Abbey Irwin, Ragan
Ketrow, Sarah King, Sophie Kline, Ciara Knapp, Kelsey Knecht, Shamessia Lee, Emily Leger, LaKayla Love, Megan McLeod, Chauncey Mullins, Victoria
Neal, Yasmine Osman, Galina Ostrovsky, Benjamin Payne, RG Pickering, Ryan Rector, Dottie Reid, Claire Sanford, Claire Sherman, Colton Singleton, Ann
Weston Sistrunk, Cade Slaughter, Andre’ Smith, Cady Smith, Dalton Smith, Hack Smith, Hannah Sullivan, Dani Thomas, Jake Towles, Scout Treadwell,
Ukwuoma Ukairo, Annie Watts, Eliza Williams, Haley Williams, Emory Wills, Kaylee Yates, Greyson Young, Marlee Frances Young, Bailey Younger
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THE BIG EVENT

The Ole Miss Big Event is the largest community service project in the history of the University of Mississippi! On this “Big day,
students of the University of Mississippi serve as voluntary participants in service throughout the Oxford/Lafayette area. This day of

service is a chance for the Ole Miss Community to offer a “Thank You” to the Oxford/Lafayette communities. These projects may
include painting, yard work, washing windows, cleaning, assisting the elderly, etc. The Ole Miss Big Event brings students and com
munity members closer together through service. The event was held March 25th, 2017.
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BIG EVENT EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS 201617 SCHOOL YEAR
Directors: Alex Martin and Miller Richmond
Members: Abby Garrett, Amanda Jones, Amy Hall, Carl Upton, Caroline Walker, Dillon Pitts, Daniel Reed, Guy
Thornton, Hamilton Moore, Hannah Bullock, Hayley Delia, Jacob Gaddy, Jessie Smith, Kathryn James, Lyncyn
Reliquias, Marguerite Marquez, Mary Payne Dillard, Mary Morgan Coburn, Mikhail Love, Mitchell Dowden, Sam
Cunningham, Savannah Smith, Tinsley Hastings, Wes Colbert and Zach Digregorio
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION

OFFICERS
Brady Ruffin, Executive Director
Rosa Salas, Associate Director
Mary Eveleen Brown, Co-Director of Entertainment
Dale Hall, Co-Director of Entertainment
Sydney Mitchell, Co-Director of Entertainment
Reynolds Spencer, Co-Director of Entertainment
Elizabeth Gunn, Co-Director of Homecoming
Dugan Walker, Co-Director of Homecoming
Landon Chapman, Co-Director of Pageants
Bradyn Eaves, Co-Director of Pageants
Kelsea White, Co-Director of Pageants
Michelle Nguyen, Co-Director of Public Relations
Dani Thomas, Co-Director of Public Relations
Laura Taylor, Co-Director of Special Events
Ryoma Thomas, Co-Director of Special Events
Austin Wood, Co-Director of Special Events
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PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Student Activities Association
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ALPHA PHI
MISSION STATEMENT
Alpha Phi is a sisterhood of women supporting
one another in lifelong achievement.

PHILANTHROPIC ACTIVITIES
The Alpha Phi Foundation - Women’s Heart Health
Mac N’ Phis on October 4, 2017

FOUNDED IN 1872
OFFICERS
President - Virginia Moore
VP of Risk Management - Camille Griffin
VP of Chapter Operations - Aubrey Sullivan
VP of Programming and Education - AK Pitman
Director of New Member Education - Karoline Kouk
VP of Membership Recruitment - Bella Porter
Director of COB - Skyler Moak
VP of Marketing - Karsten Faulkner
VP of Campus Affairs - Alexis York
Panhellenic Delegate - Madison Edenfield
Director of Administration - Sarah Vaughn
PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Alpha Phi

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
MISSION STATEMENT
The purpose of the Interfraternity Council is to
promote unity, cooperation, leadership, schol
arship, service and philanthropy amongst its
member organizations, fellow Greek governing
councils, the University of Mississippi and the
Oxford, Mississippi community.

ifc.olemiss.edu | @olemissIFC

OFFICERS
President - Jarrett Estess
VP of Recruitment - Ryan Swanson
VP of Recruitment Affairs - Patrick Oellerich
VP of Standards - Collin Curtin
VP of Scholarship - Cole Holland
VP of Finance & Administration - Nick Egorshin
VP of Philanthropy & Programming - Jack Jurkiewicz
VP of Public Relations - Ben Tribble
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PHOTO + TEXT | courtesy of I FC

The 2017 Interfraternity Council Executive Board (from left to right; top): Ryan Swanson, Nick
Egorshin, Patrick Oellerich, Ben Tribble; (bottom): Collin Curtin, Jarrett Estess, Cole Holland,
Jack Jurkiewicz

DELTA GAMMA

PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Delta Gamma

The Alpha Psi Chapter of Delta Gamma at the
University of Mississippi is comprised of incredibly
talented, diverse and accomplished young women, each
who bring something special to their chapter. Through
sisterhood activities, social events, philanthropies,
scholastic enrichment and community service, Delta
Gamma offers a place for each individual’s personal
growth.
Delta Gamma was founded in 1873 in Oxford,
Mississippi by three young women who were unable to go
home during a Christmas holiday. Together they formed
a club, rooted in education and service, that now has
210,000 members. The Ole Miss Delta Gamma chapter
is the “mother chapter” of our entire organization, which
has 147 chapters nationally. Ole Miss is also home to
DeeGee’s largest chapter, with 450 collegiate members.

The DeeGee objective is “To foster high ideals of
friendship among college women, to promote their
educational and cultural interests, to create in them the
best qualities of character.” That, and of course, to do
good — in all the ways we can, to all the people we can, in
every place we can, at all the times we can, for as long as
we can.
Delta Gamma prides itself on having some of the
most involved and accomplished young ladies on the Ole
Miss campus. Chapter members are Rebel cheerleaders,
Ambassadors, Parade of Beauties finalists, Orientation
Leaders, Provost Scholars, Rebelettes, NewsWatch 99
Anchors, Officers of the Associated Student Body and
members of the prestigious Columns Society, just to name
a few. Delta Gamma is also recognized annually as an
outstanding Panhellenic Chapter.
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PI BETA PHI

PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Pi Beta Phi

Pi Beta Phi’s unique program, Champions are Readers® (CAR)
is a reading enrichment program for students in prekindergarten
through third grade. The program focuses on providing a
mentoring relationship between volunteers and students while
focusing on reading strategies for learning. CAR Connect links
CAR classrooms with First Book to provide free books to the
children being served in the program. Since its launch, more
than 30,000 students have participated in the CAR program in

the United States and Canada. The MS Beta chapter here at Ole
Miss works with the children at Lafayette Elementary.
MS Beta has two fundraising events in support of Read > Lead
> Achieve reading initiatives. Wing Ching, held in the fall is a
wing eating competition among the fraternities. In the Spring Pi
Phi hosts Big Man On Court, a basketball tournament where the
fraternities compete against one another.

OFFICERS
President: Haley Haskins
VP Membership Development: Sarah Fischer
VP of Communications: Emily Applegate
VP of Membership: Maris Martin
VP of Fraternity Development: Ashley Hebenstreit
VP of Philanthropy: Melanie Wierzbicki
VP of Administration: Mary Beth Lively
VP of Event Planning: Karlie Guta
VP of Finance: Olivia Hamilton
VP of Housing: Meg Rush
New Member Coordinator: Danni Easterling
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The mission of Pi Beta Phi Fraternity for Women is to promote friendship, develop women of
intellect and integrity, cultivate leadership potential and enrich lives through community service.
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PHOTOS + TEXT | courtesy of Delta Psi

The Phi Chapter of Delta Psi was established at Ole
Miss in 1855, eight years after the national fraternity was
founded at Columbia University.
In 163 tradition-filled years at Ole Miss, Delta
Psi, or St. Anthony Hall as it is sometimes called, has
contributed much to both the state and the university.
Judge William Hemingway, first captain of the Rebel
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football team, was a Delta Psi; so was longtime baseball
coach Tom Swayze. Other illustrious alumni include 13
ASB Presidents, eight Mr. Ole Miss winners, state elected
officials and many others.
One of the last of the old line ivy league fraternities,
Delta Psi retains traditional secrecy, high scholastic
achievement and loyal brotherhood.

ALPHA EPSILON DELTA

PHOTO | Ariel Cobbert
TEXT | courtesy of Alpha Delta Epsilon

Alpha Epsilon Delta is the National Health Preprofessional Honor Society dedicated to the encouragment and
recognition of excellence in preprofessional health scholarship. Our society welcomes all students engaged in the
pursuit of a professional development, provides a forum for students with common interests and extends a program
of service to benefit the college/university community.

OFFICERS ELECTED FOR THE 2017-2018 ACADEMIC YEAR
President - Jeremy Hudson
VP - Leigh Sumner
Treasurer - Sarah Clancy
Secretary - Kelly Gilbert
Historian - Richard Easterling
Editor - Haley Durocher
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in Memoriam
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Adam Michael Pitts
March 18, 2017

Jonathan Michael Whalley
May 23, 2017

Tonino Vidal-Ellis
June 9, 2017

William Forester Richardson
June 9, 2017

Thomas Barrat Yao Whiston
July 14, 2017

Truett Scott Primos
October 7, 2017

KayIe Anne Griffith
December 11, 2017

Davis Hodson Cook
February 4, 2018
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the COLOPHON

The Ole Miss has been the official yearbook and flagship

Portrait Photographs for the 2018 yearbook were taken

publication of the University of Mississippi since 1987. Elma
Meek, a student at the University, won the competition to name
the yearbook and unknowingly alos gave birth to the nickname
that is known today by athletics, students and alumni.

by LifeTouch. All other photographs were taken by staff
photographers under the direction of Ariel Cobbert, taken
by Cobbert, contributed by the Daily Mississippian, Ole
Miss Athletics, Ole Miss Communications or the individuals
pictured.

The 122nd Volume of The Ole Miss, with the theme “Building

Mississippi” was printed by Jostens Inc. The book was created
by Ole Miss students under the management of Marisa
Morrissette, Editor-in-Chief with the assistance of seven other
editors. Design Editor, Mackenzie Ross; Photography Editor,
Ariel Cobbert; Writing Editor, Lee Catherine Collins; Business
Manager, Katie Trott; Sports Editor, Zac Herring; Multimedia
Editor, Allie Jones; Copy Editor, Natalie Seales. The editorial
content does not represent the University of Mississippi. The
cost of The Ole Miss is included in tuition of every full time
student and is supplemented by sponsor pages sold to student
organizations.

Type Face Families used for the yearbook include Steelfish,
Adobe Garamond, Golden Plains, and Source Sans Pro.

The Cover was designed by Marisa Morrissette and Mackenzie

Ross.
Creative Direction for all staged shots, illustrations, aesthetic

and graphic elements by Mackenzie Ross, Ariel Cobbert and
Marisa Morrissette. All pages were designed by Mackenzie Ross,
Marisa Morrissette and the design staff.

the STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHERS
(L to R): Devna Bose and Ansley Myers. NOT PICTURED:
Ashlyn Hoock, Nadia Yassin and Victoria Hosey.

DESIGNERS
(Lto R): Ethel Mwedziwendira, Madison Wren, Caleb
Warren, Amanda Hirschfeld and Cecelia Moseley.
NOT PICTURED: Maya Duke, Madison Dyer and Taylor
Strickland.

WRITERS
(Lto R): Asia Harden, Brittany Abbott, Brianna Risley,
Akim Powell and Alexis Lee. NOT PICTURED: Rachel
Long, Shelby Killough, Kajah Kennedy, Trichelle Lee,
Maddie Dyess, Brittany Brown, Maddie Beck, Dabry
Johnson, Hannah Hurdle and Jacqueline Knirnschild.

We would like to thank...

Darren Sanefski : For helping us with all

The Daily Mississippian : Forsharing

and guidance and for always keeping

things design

photos with us

your door open

Michael Fagans: For helping us with

Campus Organizations For supporting

photography

this book through advertisements

Ji Unon Heo: For answering questions

Ole Miss Administrate For still believing

about the website and for entertaining

in yearbooks and including the cost of

problems with our computers

our crazy ideas

the book in tuition

Anna Burton & Elisabeth Mills: For

Chris Coleman: For being a calming voice Awards Season: For providing endless

handling lots and lots of paperwork

and for answering emails in record time

Pat Thompson
Debra Novak

Foryour undying support

For answering our endless

questions and for handling logistics

Jared Senseman
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For helping us fix

entertainment on deadline nights

Marisa Morrissette

Mackenzie Ross

Natalie Seales

Editor-in-Chief

Design Editor

Copy Editor

EDITORS
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Ariel Cobbert

Lee Catherine Collins

Photo Editor

Writing Editor

Allie Jones

Katie Trott

Zac Herring

Multimedia Editor

Business Editor

Sports Editor
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
have lived in Oxford since I was five and have been an
Ole Miss fan since the womb. I have grown up knowing
the beauty of this place. This university isn’t just my
home away from home. It is my home. Full stop.
In my younger years, the idea of going somewhere far away
was at times enticing, but in the end, it only felt natural to
continue my education here. At that time, I thought my love for
this place was at its peak. Even going into my senior year, I felt
the same, but working on this yearbook has made my love for
this place and its people even stronger.
What most readers won’t know is I never intended to be
in the position I am now. I showed up to the Student Media
Center as a freshman, took one look at the editors of The Ole
Miss 2015 and thought to myself their job seems so cool, but
they are so much smarter than I am. I could never do that. Even
right before applying for this job, I didn’t feel up to the task, but
there were people every step of the way encouraging me. I will
now take the rest of this letter to thank those people because
without them, I wouldn’t be here.
First, I want to thank my parents. Mom and Dad, you know
I am my harshest critic, and you have always been there to tell
me, “As long as you are doing the best you can, that’s good
enough.” You have both lead by example and been the best role
models a daughter could ask for.
Thank you to my friends who I don’t work with. Thank you
for staying friends with me even when I barely had time to see
any of you. Thank you for constantly listening to me talk about
this book.
I would also like to thank Dean Pat Thompson, who we in
the SMC affectionately call Ms. Pat. Ms. Pat, you are force to be
reckoned with, and somehow you have always been there when
I needed a push in the right direction. I’m not sure if I ever told
you this, but my sophomore year I had been contently designing
for the yearbook for two years. Toward the end of the year, I
was talking to my roommate about how I wished I could design
more or maybe even get into newspaper design. Not even a
day later, you emailed me and asked if I was interested in being
a designer for the Daily Mississippian that summer. Without
knowing it at the time, that email changed my life.
Because of that one email, I have met people who will be
lifelong friends and have gotten to work with some of the
hardest working people I know. I made some of my fondest
memories in the SMC. Thank you to everyone I had the
pleasure of working with here.
Thank you to Darren Sanefski. Being in your Jour 273 class
helped me realize graphic design is what I want to do for the

I

rest of my life. Thank you for being a mentor to me and for
challenging me to get better.
Lastly, I would like to thank this year’s staff and editors of
The Ole Miss. Your dedication and hard work inspires me.
Finishing this book was a marathon, and I thank you for
sticking through these last few months with me.
To my writing editor, Lee Catherine Collins. In the fall,
when I was in a frenzy to find a writing editor, you magically
appeared, and I was amazed by your eagerness to do this job. I
kept wondering when your energy would run out, but it never
did. Thank you for giving this book your all and helping me fill
this book with some pretty great stories.
To my photo editor, Ariel Cobbert. When we met working
on the summer DM, I never thought I would call you my
friend. I thought you were way too cool for me (I still do). Two
years later, your vision, your talent and your dedication to your
craft inspires me everyday. Please remember me when you make
it big.
To my sports editor, Zac Herring. Thank you for your
dedication. Getting that many sports stories written is no easy
task, but you did it. Thank you for you amazing yet cringey
jokes. Thank you also for being the only guy on the editorial
staff and never complaining about it.
To my multimedia editor, Allie Jones. Thank you for your
wit and taking on such a big role. You took an incredibly small
staff and produced regular content. I love how you made the
website your own and built upon the work of last year’s staff.
Thank you for allowing me to focus most of my energy on the
book.
To my design editor, Mackenzie Ross. We’ve known each
other since high school, and I don’t think either of us ever
thought we would end up working this closely again. It really
worked in our favor. I am truly proud of the work you’ve done
and excited to see the places you will go.
To my copy editor, Natalie Seales. Thank you for taking this
job even when you needed to study for the LSAT. Thank you
especially for fixing every spelling mistake and finding every
Oxford comma.
To my business manager, Katie Trott. Katie, you had a pretty
hard year, and you still showed up every week with a smile.
Thank you for handling every contract and sending endless
emails.
This book wouldn’t have been made without each and
everyone of you. Thank you for making my ideas come to life. It
has been a pleasure to capture this year within these 368 pages
with all of you.
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